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About this Report

Creating a Sustainable Future Together
In April 2021, Anritsu formulated its new Company Vision and Company Policy toward 2030.
Our Sustainability Policy was revised at the same time. We take on the challenges of creating a sustainable society together with our stakeholders
through the actions of every employee under the philosophy, vision, and policy.

Sustainability Policy

The Anritsu Group aims to increase our long-term corporate value
through contributing to building a sustainable future of the global society
with “Sincerity, Harmony, and Enthusiasm.”

Company Philosophy

❶ We will contribute to building a safe, secure, and prosperous global society through

Contribute to the development of a safe,
secure, and prosperous global society by offering
“Original & High Level” products and services with
“Sincerity, Harmony, and Enthusiasm”

our business activities, based on our long-term vision.

❷ We will take the initiative in solving environmental issues, such as climate change, to
contribute to building a people- and planet- friendly future.

❸ We will respect the human rights of all people and strive to create a workplace offering

Company Vision

healthy lives and decent work for all where diverse individuals can grow together.

Beyond testing, beyond limits, for a sustainable future together

❹ We will operate as a business with high corporate responsibility, peaceful, just, and
ethics while maintaining business transparency to meet our social obligations.

❺ We will promote communications with stakeholders to develop strong partnerships

Company policy

and meet the challenges of solving social issues.

1. Growing day-by-day both as people and as a company based on self-development and sincere effort

Revision April 2021

2. Solving challenges through internal and external cooperative collaborations and harmonious relations
3. Making breakthroughs with enthusiastic and progressive spirit
4. Devoting the company and stakeholders to building a people- and planet- friendly sustainable future

WEB

Anritsu Group Charter of
Corporate Behavior

The Anritsu Brand

WEB

Anritsu Group Charter of
Corporate Behavior
WEB

Anritsu Group Code of Conduct
WEB

Anritsu Group Code of
Conduct
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About this Report

Development, Manufacturing, Technology, and Service Centers around the World

Who We Are

Test and Measurement
Business

We Founded in the Meiji Era
Anritsu was first founded in 1895 as Sekisan-sha. After many twists and turns, Kyoritsu Electric and
Annaka Electric merged in 1931 to form Anritsu Electric Co., Ltd., which ultimately became the
current Anritsu Corporation in 1985.
Since its foundation, Anritsu has been leading the way as a pioneer in information communications
equipment, contributing to the evolution and development of communications technologies.
Anritsu has since expanded its business to include test and measurement instruments and quality
assurance inspection equipment for food products and currently operates four primary businesses:
Test and Measurement, PQA, Environmental Measurement, and Sensing and Devices. Anritsu also
actively engages in ESG to help resolve social
WEB Company Profile
issues.

We contribute in partnership with
our customers around the world to
bringing greater convenience and
comfort to society by providing test and
measurement solutions that support
the realization of a 5G and IoT society.

PQA Business
We offer solutions that address a wide
variety of issues and problems our
customers face at their manufacturing sites
to ensure the safety and security of food
products and pharmaceuticals.

Other Businesses
(Environmental Measurement,
Sensing and Devices, etc.)

9%

PQA
Business Consolidated Sales
21%
by Segment

105.4 billion yen
(FY2021)
Test and Measurement
Business
70%

Environmental
Measurement Business
Upgrading
telecommunications
infrastructure

We contribute to the realization of
a sustainable society by providing
environmental measurement solutions
that help maintain social infrastructure
and the creation of a decarbonized
society.

Advanced
automotive
safety

Sensing and Devices
Business
We supply high-quality custom products
that meet the needs of our customers
throughout the world based on our
cutting-edge devices and sensing
technologies.

● History of Our Contributions to Solving Social Issues
Practical application of
telecommunications

Development of communications
infrastructure and mass production
of food products

High-speed optical and digital
communications and food safety
and security

Evolution and development of
mobile communications

1908: M
 ass production of common-battery telephones,
which later became public telephones
1914: P
 ioneered in realizing the practical use of wireless
telephones
1924: M
 anufactured Japan’s first radio receiver for radio
broadcasting
1933: Manufactured Japan’s first TV broadcast transmitter

1950: D
 evelopment and manufacturing of various
measuring instruments for TV broadcasting
1956: D
 evelopment and manufacturing of public
telephones
1964: D
 evelopment and manufacturing of
automatic check weigher for food products

1981: Development and manufacturing of food
metal detector and the industry's first Optical
Time Domain Reflectometer
2000: Development and manufacturing of
measuring instruments for high-speed data
communications and a food X-ray detector

2001: Development and manufacturing of the industry’s
first measuring instruments for 3G devices
2010: Development and manufacturing of the industry’s
first measuring instruments for 4G devices
2018: Development and manufacturing of the industry’s
first measuring instruments for 5G devices

Eliminating
information
disparities

Ensuring
food safety
and security

Our Commitment
to the Goals
We intend to foster a safe,
secure, and prosperous global
society by “solving social issues

Reducing
food loss

through business” and taking on
“challenges to meet the needs of
society (ESG),” the two pillars of
our sustainability management.

Preventing
and mitigating
natural
disasters

● History of Our ESG Initiatives
1962: Construction of a wastewater treatment facility
1968: Listing on the First Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange
1994: Organization of the Product Assessment Committee
1995: Establishment of the Anritsu Group Code of Conduct
1997: Establishment of Anritsu’s environmental policy
1998: Acquisition of ISO 14001 certification (Atsugi Site)
1999: E stablishment of the Anritsu Green Procurement Guidelines for
product development
2000: E stablishment of the Recycling Center
Establishment of the Anritsu Eco-Product system
Publication of the Environmental Report
Adoption of the executive officer system

2001: Establishment of the IR Department
2004: Establishment of the CSR Promotion Department
2005: Invitation issued to one outside director (additional invitations in
2010, 2011, and 2021)
Publication of the CSR Report
Establishment of the Anritsu Group Charter of Corporate Behavior
2006: Support for the UN Global Compact
2010: Establishment of the Anritsu CSR Procurement Guidelines
2013: Construction of the second Koriyama plant and start of solar power
generation
2015: Transition to the structure of a company with an Audit & Supervisory
Committee
Construction of a global headquarters office and start of solar power
generation

2018: Establishment of the Sustainability Policy (revised in 2021)
Establishment of the Sustainability Promotion Center
Transitioned from the CSR Report to the Sustainability Report
2019: Acquisition of SBT certification for a CO2 reduction plan
2020: Commencement of Anritsu Climate Change Action PGRE 30* to work
on the private generation of renewable energy.
Commencement of solar power generation at Anritsu Company
(U.S.A.)
2021: Establishment of Hapi Sma Co., Ltd. (certified as a special subsidiary)
*PGRE stands for “private generation of renewable energy,” and “30” represents
the target ratio of about 30% and the approximate target year 2030 for
achieving the goal.

Achieving
carbon
neutrality

Alleviating
labor
shortages
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About this Report

Development,
Development, Manufacturing,
Manufacturing,Technology,
Technology,and
andService
ServiceCenters
Centersaround
around
the
the
World
World

Development, Manufacturing, Technology, and
Service Centers around the World

■ Americas
■ EMEA
■ Asia and others
■ Japan
26.8%

Anritsu maintains a global network of development, manufacturing, technology, and service centers.
The main centers are described below.
500 or more
employees

100 to less than
500 employees

Consolidated
Sales by Region
105.4 billion yen
(FY2021)

■ Overseas Anritsu Group
■ Anritsu Company (U.S.A.)
■ Anritsu Limited (U.K.)
■ Other overseas sites (estimated)

21.6%

11%

1.3%

Anritsu Group’s
Energy
Consumption
30,694 MWh
18.0%
5.8
%

38%

Less than
100 employees

The Americas

48.1%

22%
29%

■ Domestic Anritsu Group
■ Atsugi site
■ Hiratsuka site
■ Tohoku site
■ Sales offices, etc., in Japan

2.3% 2.8%

73.2%

EMEA

More than 95% of the Anritsu
Group's energy consumption
are consumed by domestic
Anritsu Group, Morgan Hill in
the U.S.A, and Luton in the U.K.

Japan

Anritsu Company

Anritsu Ltd.

Anritsu Solutions SK, s.r.o.

· Location: Morgan Hill, California, U.S.A.
· Test and Measurement (development and
manufacturing)

· Location: Bedfordshire, U.K.
· Test and Measurement (development)

· Location: Bratislava, Slovakia
· Test and Measurement (development)

Anritsu Infivis Inc.

Anritsu EMEA Ltd.

Anritsu A/S

· Location: Bedfordshire, U.K.
· Test and Measurement (development and technical
and general services)

· Location: Copenhagen, Denmark
· Test and Measurement (development and technical and
general services)

· Location: Atsugi City, Kanagawa Prefecture
· Test and Measurement, PQA, Environmental Measurement, and Sensing and Devices
(development, manufacturing, technical and general services )

Anritsu Solutions S.r.l.

Anritsu Solutions S.R.L.

AT Techmac Co., Ltd.

· Location: Rome, Italy
· Test and Measurement (development and technical
and general services)

· Location: Bucharest, Romania
· Test and Measurement (development and technical and
general services)

· Location: Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.
· PQA (development, manufacturing, and technical
and general services)

Azimuth Systems, Inc.
· Location: Acton, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
· Test and Measurement (development and
manufacturing)

Anritsu Corporation
Anritsu Infivis Co., Ltd.
Anritsu Devices Co., Ltd.
Anritsu Customer Support Co., Ltd.

· Location: Hiratsuka City, Kanagawa Prefecture
· Test and Measurement, PQA, Environmental Measurement, and Sensing and Devices
(manufacturing)

Tohoku Anritsu Co., Ltd.

Anritsu Electronics (Shanghai)
Co., Ltd.
Anritsu Ltd./
Anritsu EMEA Ltd.

Tohoku Anritsu Co., Ltd.

Anristu Company

Anritsu India Private Limited

Anritsu Industrial Systems (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

· Location: Koriyama City, Fukushima
Prefecture
· Test and Measurement and
Environmental Measurement
(manufacturing)

· Location: Bangalore, India
· Test and Measurement (development and technical and general services)

· Location: Shanghai, China
· PQA (manufacturing and technical and general services)

TAKASAGO Ltd.

Anritsu Philippines, Inc.

Anritsu Electronics (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

· Location: Quezon, Philippines
· Test and Measurement (development)

· Location: Shanghai, China
· Test and Measurement (manufacturing and technical and general services)

Asia

Anritsu Infivis (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
· Location: Chonburi, Thailand
· PQA (development, manufacturing, and technical and general services)

Anritsu Corporation

· Location: Kawasaki City, Kanagawa Prefecture, and
Tsuruoka City, Yamagata Prefecture
· Environmental Measurement (development,
manufacturing, and technical and general services)

AK Radio Design Co., Ltd.
· Location: Atsugi City, Kanagawa Prefecture
· Telecommunications measurement services (technical
and general services)
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About this Report

Group CEO Message

Working toward a Sustainable Future
Together with Our Two Pillars of Business
and ESG Initiatives

Hirokazu Hamada
Representative Director,
President of Anritsu, Group CEO

The Anritsu Group intends to contribute to creating a better
future for society through sustainability management. Working
together with our stakeholders, we will contribute to the
development of a safe, secure, and prosperous global society
by focusing on our two pillars of sustainability management:
solving social issues through business and taking on
challenges to meet the needs of society (ESG).

up a structure in which I myself will serve as chief sustainability
and environment officer starting in April 2022 to promote efforts
to resolve social issues to which Anritsu can contribute. Under our
Company Philosophy of “sincerity, harmony, and enthusiasm,” we
will continue to implement our Sustainability Policy and contribute
to the realization of a safe, secure, and prosperous global society as
a company necessary for and useful to society in creating a better
future.

Being a Company that Is Necessary for and
Useful to Society

Sincerely Addressing the Needs of Society

A series of global challenges such as COVID-19 and the Ukraine crisis
have been threatening the sustainability of society and reshaping
it by undermining the very foundations of the SDGs, which are to
be achieved by 2030. Despite these circumstances, we have set

Recognizing that addressing ESG issues will minimize adverse
effects on the environment and society and lead to a future that
facilitates the full and active participation of everyone throughout
every aspect of life, we set sustainability targets in our GLP2023 Mid-

Term Business Plan, formulated in 2021.
One of our highest priority ESG activities is addressing climate
change. Anritsu is undertaking activities that directly lead to
reducing power consumption through the Anritsu Climate Change
Action PGRE 30, an initiative for generating private renewable
energy for our consumption. We will continue these efforts to
increase the generation of renewable energy while regarding this
as the Company’s own responsibility. PGRE 30 calls for private solar
power generation at major sites, and the ratio of private power
generated in FY2021 was 16.8%, exceeding the GLP2023 target
of at least 13%. However, given that climate change continues
to progress every day, we will further strengthen our efforts and
formulate a plan to raise our SBT-certified CO2 emission reduction
targets to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050. Although the annual
electricity consumption of the Anritsu Group (about 30 GWh) is not
large enough to meet the requirements for participation in RE100,
we will join other frameworks that promote the realization of carbon
neutrality.
As for the social aspect of sustainability, our targets encompass
the diversity of human resources and respect for human rights
throughout our supply chain. We plan to achieve a ratio of women
in managerial positions of at least 15% on a global basis by
promoting diversity and inclusion. To increase the number of female
managers, we are hiring more new graduates and mid-career
workers, focusing on women in technical fields, and enhancing
systems that allow flexible work arrangements. We are also focusing
on raising awareness among male employees and creating a
corporate culture that encourages them to confidently take
childcare leave. Diversity unlocks innovation and drives business
Anritsu Sustainability Report 2022
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growth. In the future, we hope to be a company that has human
resources representing a variety of values, ideas, and experiences,
regardless of gender and nationality, and who are capable of
playing a central role in decision-making. We will promote health
and productivity management that enables our employees to work
in a safe, healthy, and vibrant manner and to demonstrate their
unique strengths and abilities.
We look to the level of achievement of sustainability targets
as an indicator for calculating bonuses for officers. This confirms
my strong commitment to ensuring sustainability, which must be
pursued not only by departments closely related to sustainability,
such as the Human Resources and Environment Departments, but
by all officers in their respective areas of responsibility.

Solving Social
Issues Through
Business

Efforts Toward
Co-creation

Environment

Social

Our effort to support the evolution of IT systems and protect
the safety and security of people’s lives will continue to be at the
core of Anritsu’s operations. In addition, we have established new
areas of contribution, including Private 5G (referred to as “Local
5G” in Japan), EVs and batteries, optical sensing, and medical and
pharmaceuticals.

Expanding the Areas in which We Contribute to
Solving Social Issues through Our Business
The technology of testing, a major competency of Anritsu, lies
at the core of our business efforts. The evolution of information
and communications systems has always brought about social
innovation, prosperity, and development. During the COVID-19
pandemic as well, information and communications networks
have been connecting people to each other. During the state of
emergency, up to 80% of our employees engaged in telework,
which effectively reduced the number of face-to-face interactions,
thereby preventing the spread of infection.
Anritsu’s test and measurement solutions help to ensure the
quality of connectivity in the development, manufacturing, and
maintenance of smartphones, communications terminals, and
data centers, and supporting the evolution and development of
information and communications systems. We are also expanding
our technology of testing into food production. We offer solutions
to customers in the food industry that help prevent foreign body
contamination while supporting the automation and management
of production without excess or shortage of raw materials, thereby
contributing to the effective use of food resources, safe and secure
food distribution, and reduced food loss.

EVs and batteries is a particularly new business area for Anritsu
and the first business in which we can directly contribute to solving
social issues related to the environment through our business. To
enter this business, we acquired TAKASAGO Ltd. through M&A in
January 2022 and made it one of our newest Group companies.
The company provides testing equipment to support the research
and development of EVs with improved performance and energy
efficiency. We intend to significantly grow this business as a major
contributor to the realization of a carbon-neutral society.

Governance
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About this Report

drawing up a vision of the future society that they aspire to from
their own perspectives and formulating plans incorporating the
SDGs to realize this vision. The Sustainability Promotion Committee,
comprised of business divisions, corporate divisions, and Group
companies, reviews the progress of each initiative and implements
PDCA cycles. Under the supervision of the Management Strategy
Committee and Board of Directors, we will ensure that the progress
of these initiatives lead to enhanced corporate value in line with our
Sustainability Policy.
The Vision for a Digital Garden City Nation, launched by the
Japanese government, is linked to many of the SDGs and will
enable people in rural areas to work and live the same way as those
in large cities, by making administrative procedures, education,
and medical care available online and promoting the automated
driving of automobiles. One essential component of the initiative is
digital transformation (DX), which will be realized through 5G and
cloud computing. Since the dawn of optical, digital, and mobile
communications, Anritsu has been providing telecommunications
carriers, manufacturers, and related customers around the world
with measuring instruments for testing the standardized operation
and connectivity of terminals and devices as well as devices that
are integrated into telecommunications systems. Measurement
technology is a vital part of further technological innovation in
5G and 6G, an area where Anritsu can significantly contribute to
the creation of a better future society, so keep your eyes on our
progress.

Incorporating related goals of SDGs into Business
and ESG Initiatives to Engage All Employees
The Anritsu Group as a whole is committed to contributing to
the SDG No. 9 and aims to “secure infrastructure which leads to
the building of a sustainable society and encourages innovation.”
In addition, each of our business units, corporate divisions, and
Group companies are undertaking initiatives under GLP2023 by
Anritsu Sustainability Report 2022
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About this Report

R&D and Intellectual Property

Test and Measurement Business
Communications semiconductor manufacturers ●

The Future Goal of Our Sustainability Management

Communication module manufacturers ●

Smartphone manufacturers ●

Wireless base station ●
manufacturers
Telecommunications ●
operators

Solving Social Issues Through Business

Anritsu Group

Test and Measurement Business

PQA Business*

●

●

Put in place a robust network
infrastructure

Reducing food loss
● Ensuring product quality

secure infrastructure which
leads to the building of a
encourages innovation

Company Philosophy
Company Policy

Environmental
Measurement Business
Put in place a robust network
infrastructure
● Preventing and mitigating natural
disasters

Mid term
Business Plan

The Future Goal of Our
Sustainability Management

Aerospace industry ●

PQA Business

●

Company Vision

IoT terminal
manufacturers ●
Home electronics ●
manufacturers

Others

Put into place a safe and

sustainable society and

Automobile makers ●

Sensing and Devices Business
●

Put in place a robust network
infrastructure
● Ensuring healthy lives

Processed food producers ●

Pharmaceutical manufacturers ●

Others

(GLP2023)

Customers

Financial target
Sustainability target

Sustainability Policy

Environment

●
●
●
●

Increasing the share of private
renewable energy generation of total
energy consumption
Reduction in CO2 emissions volume
(energy consumption volume) and
water usage volume
Developing and manufacturing high-quality
and environmentally friendly products
Supply chain management that lowers
environmental impact

Social

Governance

Together with our diverse human resources, we
seek to contribute to the creation of workplaces
where each individual can achieve personal
growth and experience job satisfaction.

Ensuring ethical corporate activities
through risk management and
transparent, fair, quick, and resolute
decision making

●

●
●

●
●
●

Respect for human rights and
diversity
Human resources development
Occupational health and safety
Supply chain management
that gives due regard to human
rights

●

Corporate governance
Establishing compliance as a part of
our mind-set
Promoting risk management

Environmental Measurement
Business
Financial services providers ●
Educational institutions ●
Local governments ●

Telecommunications operators ●
Automobile makers ●

Others

Sensing and Devices Business

Mid term Business Plan GLP2023

*1 PQA Business: Products Quality Assurance
Business
*2 SCM: Supply Chain Management

Anritsu will contribute along with its
customers to the resolution of social issues
through its business operations.
The Company takes on challenges to meet
the needs of society and places great value
on communication with stakeholders while
working to advance the sustainability of a
global society.

Challenges to Meet the Needs of Society (ESG)

Contributing to the creation of a sustainable
society with sustainable consumption and
corporate production practices

WEB

Developing a Safe,
Secure, and Prosperous
Global Society

The Creation of Shared Value through the Promotion of Communication
Contributing to the creation of shared value with collaboration among all stakeholders
●

Medical equipment
manufacturers ●
Telecommunications
operators ●
Telecommunications
parts manufacturers ●
Others

Upgrading
telecommunications
infrastructure
Advanced
automotive
safety

Preventing
and mitigating
natural
disasters

Alleviating
labor
shortages

Contribution
Areas

Eliminating
information
disparities

Reducing
food loss
Achieving
carbon
neutrality

Ensuring
food safety
and security

Providing information to and communicating with stakeholders
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About this Report

R&D and Intellectual Property

System for Promoting Sustainability
Anritsu has pursued sustainability activities based on its Company Philosophy, Company Vision, Company Policy, and Sustainability
Policy. We are promoting sustainability management by clarifying key issues for action, sharing information, and communicating and
disseminating actions to be taken by each division through its representative under the Sustainability Promotion Committee, which
consists of the representatives of major divisions. We are also discussing sustainability issues at the Management Strategy Conference,
consisting of vice presidents and executive officers. In fiscal 2021, eight sustainability issues were discussed at Board of Directors meetings.
Anritsu Group

Stakeholders

Board of Directors
Management Strategy Conference
Vice President in charge of Sustainability Promotion
Sustainability Promotion Committee

Issues

Frequency

3 to 4 times
a year

Number of
members

Suppliers

Employees

Regional Societies

National and Local Governments

NGOs and NPOs

Global Environment

FY2022: 35

Chair

General Manager, the Sustainability Promotion Center

Review

Customers

Communication

● Progress

review and exchange of opinions on the SDG targets set
by division
● Discussion on responses to Companywide individual ESG-related
challenges
● Review of SDG measures and progress

Shareholders and Investors

Discussion

Secretariat

Sustainability Promotion Center
Members of the Sustainability Promotion Committee (representatives of each organization)

Business divisions

Corporate divisions

Domestic Group
companies

Participants designated
for each issue

Communication
All employees of the Anritsu Group

Anritsu Sustainability Report 2022
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About this Report

R&D and Intellectual Property

Sustainability Targets and Progress
Anritsu has been actively working to resolve a variety of issues that hinder the sustainability of society, such as countermeasures to climate
change, respect for human rights, and the promotion of diversity. Our GLP2023 sets three-year sustainability targets in the ESG domains and
promotes initiatives for achieving these targets.

Goals and initiatives, GLP2023 KPI

〇

16.9% reduction

17.7% reduction

Greenhouse gas [Scope3]

13% reduction

10.1% reduction

14.7% reduction

(compared with FY2018)

(base: electricity consumption in FY2018)

Advancement of women

[A proportion of women in manager positions (global)]

Advancement of elderly

13% or more
15% or more
Employment until the age of 70 and
the establishment of a
new compensation package

Promoting employment of physically
challenged people

2.3%

[Legally mandated employment rate through job development]

Strengthening of supply chain due diligence*
Developing awareness and providing training
on CSR procurement to suppliers
Promoting the diversity of the Board of Directors
Governance

Progress

23% reduction

Share of private power generation [PGRE 30]

Social

FY2021 Actual

Greenhouse gas [Scope1+2]
(compared with FY2015)

Environment

FY2020 Actual

[Share of outside directors]

Establishment of an internal control system at
overseas subsidiaries

A cumulative total of 10 or
more companies over 3 years
Developing awareness:
Providing training:

at least twice a year
at least once a year

50% or more
All overseas subsidiaries meet the criteria of the

Control Self-Assessment (CSA)

3.3%

16.8%

As of March 31, 2021

As of March 31, 2022

10.8%

10.9%

As of March 31, 2021

As of March 31, 2022

Employment extension
until the age of 65

Employment until the age
of 70 and establishment
a new compensation
package

2.54%*

2.05%
As of March 31, 2021

0 companies
Developing awareness:
Providing training:

twice
once

◎
◎
〇
◎

As of March 31, 2022

◎

Implemented by
6 companies

◎

*Including the special subsidiary
Hapi Sma Co., Ltd

Developing awareness:
Providing training:

three times
once

44%

50%

(4 out of 9)

(5 out of 10)

CSA criteria and standards required of each company are currently
being defined for the FY2023 assessment (to be finalized in FY2022)

◎
◎
〇

*Due diligence here refers to investigating and analyzing the management environment, legal problems, risks, etc., of counterparty companies.
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R&D and Intellectual Property

Anritsu’s Value Chain and Its Strengths for Supporting Business
Anritsu contributes to the creation of a safe, secure, and prosperous society by addressing social expectations such as environmental
consideration and respect for human rights throughout our entire business operations, from planning to development and the ultimate
disposal of products. To that end, the Company is establishing a value chain in collaboration with stakeholders.

Anritsu’s Strengths

Anritsu’s Business
●
●

R&D capabilities
Environmentally
advanced companies

●

Relationships of trust
with suppliers

●

●

Advanced
manufacturing,
adjustment, and
inspection technologies
Flexible, highvariety, low-volume
manufacturing system

●
●

Cooperating with
logistics operators
In-house designing of
product packaging

●
●
●

Relationships of trust
and track records with
customers
Global sales network
Remote sales
promotion

●
●

Experienced
maintenance
engineers
Extensive
maintenance service

●

Realizing circular
economy by recycling
used products
internally

Test and Measurement Business
Providing test and measurment solutions that
support the realization of 5G/IoT society:
● Solving social issues through the use of
telecommunications
● Realizing a prosperous society connected via
telecommunications

PQA Business
Providing quality assurance solutions that support
the safety and security of foods and pharmaceuticals:

Social demands

Planning and
Development

●
●
●

●

Anritsu Initiatives

●
●
●

Material
Procurement

Pursuit of advanced
technologies
Environmentally
friendly products
Product quality and
safety

Participating in
related organizations
Promoting
collaboration
Energy/resources
saving, hazardous
substance-free design
Product assessment
● Global

●

●

●
●
●
●

Procurement of
materials that are
sound in terms of
the environment and
human rights
Reducing human rights
risk to the supply chain

CSR procurement,
Green procurement
Conducting due
diligence on human
rights
Response to the
Modern Slavery Act
Responsible mineral
procurement

environmental protection

Shipment and
Distribution

Manufacturing

●

●

●
●
●

Manufacturing that
is sound in terms of
the environment and
human rights
Product quality and
safety

Production innovation
Installing solar panels
Maintaining safe
manufacturing sites

●
●

Reduced CO₂
emissions
Reduced waste

Sales

●
●
●

●
●

Simplified, reusable
packaging; changing
packaging materials
Modal shift (trucks to
trains)

Maintenance

(Customers)

●
●
●
●

Product quality and
safety
Reducing
environmental impact
Providing appropriate
information

Improving customer
satisfaction
Product assessment
Energy-saving
products
Enhancing product
introduction and
operation guides by
using the website

● Respect

●

communication with stakeholders

●

Resources recycling
(effective use of
resources)

● Reducing food loss during manufacturing
● Realizing a society in which everyone is safe,
secure, and healthy

Environmental Measurement
Business
Providing environmental measurement solutions that
support resilient social infrastructure and contribute
to industrial digitalization and a decarbonized society:

●
●

for human rights and diversity ● Human resources development
● Corporate governance
● Compliance
● Risk management
● Promoting

Stable performance of
Anritsu products

Disposal

Global support system
Remote support and
maintenance

●

●

● Occupational

Calibration and
reselling used
measuring
instruments
Maintaining a high
recycling rate by
thorough sorting

health and safety

● Promoting advancement of social and
industrial infrastructures
● Contributing to the realization of a carbonneutral society

Sensing and Devices Business
Providing optical sensing for industries and medicine
and communications devices that support the
realization of a safe, secure, and comfortable society:
● Progress of medical devices/healthy lives
● Realizing a DX-based society
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R&D and Intellectual Property

R&D and Intellectual Property
The Anritsu Group’s efforts to address challenges that meet the needs of society through business are driven by its R&D capabilities and intellectual
properties using cutting-edge technologies by its diverse human resources.
The Anritsu Group plays a role in building a sustainable society together with our customers by developing “Original & High Level” products and
solutions and delivering them throughout the world through the acquisition, retention, and utilization of advanced technologies.
Strategic Intellectual Property Management

Sources of “Original & High Level”
Research and Development System of the
Anritsu Group

The core Test and Measurement Business of the Company
operates R&D sites in Japan, the Americas, EMEA*, Asia and
other regions. We generate synergies by effectively applying
technologies owned by the regional sites to develop
advanced products.
Asia and
Others

EMEA

Japan

Business
Strategy

Diverse Human Resources

Anritsu’s diverse human resources with different nationalities,
genders, ages, fields of expertise, views, representing a
variety of opinions and values, cooperate to create Original &
High Level products. At the Advanced Research Laboratory,
which handles R&D activities for fundamental and future
technologies, many mid-career employees with diverse
experience are exerting their talent.

Advanced Research Laboratory
Cooperation
Test and
Measurement
Business
Product development
department

11

organizations
(as of March 2022,
Test and Measurement Business)

Test and
● Test and
● Test and
● Test and
Measurement Measurement Measurement Measurement
● PQA
*Europe, Middle East, Africa
● Other business

Cooperation

Cooperation

PQA Business

Other Businesses

Product development
department

Product development
department

Acquisition

Retention

Utilization

Participating in

Americas

●

Management
Strategy

Participating in
Standards Organizations

WEB

Participating in Organizations

Technologies of the Anritsu Group (Excerpt)
Mobile
communications 2G,
3G, 4G, and 5G
● Signaling technology
● Signal analysis technology

Partnership with
Customers

R&D
Ratio of R&D expenses to
net sales

10.8 %
(FY 2021)

WEB

Changes in R&D expenses

Common
fundamental
technology
●
●

FPGA design technology
Software design
technology

Automotive IoT
connectivity
●
●

Image information system technology
Distributed remote
monitoring technology
● High-precision bandwidth
control technology

●
●

X-ray contaminants
inspection
●
●

Social infrastructure
monitoring and
disaster prevention
●
●

Wide range of wireless
technologies
Communications analysis
technology

Cloud computing
ultra-high-speed
serial interface

Image processing
technology
Application of deep
learning

Battery emulation technology
Bi-directional power
control technology
● Power regeneration
technology

Intellectual property is an important
management resource for sustainable corporate
growth and closely related to the Company’s
business strategy. The Intellectual Property
Department works to grow the intellectual
portfolio in collaboration with business divisions
through the acquisition of intellectual property
rights, which are the R&D results, and external
technologies that complement them, toward
realizing the business strategy.

Mass inspection
●

High-speed, highprecision dynamic
weighing technology
● Weighing stabilization
technology

EV and battery
control
●
●

Ultra-high-speed digital
signal technology
Optical analysis technology

Use of Intellectual Property

Semiconductor
technology
●
●

Light emitting device design
and manufacturing technology
Ultra-high-speed electronic
device design and
manufacturing technology

Disclosure of New Products
and Technologies
Information on new products and technologies is
published on the Company’s website, where the
Anritsu Group’s technical journal Anritsu Technical
and research papers published in the journals of
various academic societies are also available.
WEB

Anritsu Technical Review
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SDGs in the Sensing and
Devices Business

With a mission of being the first to deliver optimal test and measurement solutions with its advanced
measurement technologies, Anritsu contributes to the creation of industry and advances in innovation
that assist with the development of a sustainable society by helping customers build safe and secure
communication infrastructure.

Evaluating and Inspecting the Development, Manufacturing, Construction, and
Maintenance of 5G Infrastructure Using Anritsu’s Measuring Instruments
Social Issues and
Customer Needs

Smart Devices

Anticipating the next social
transformation through digital
transformation

Fixed Network

Cloud

5G

100G/400G
WDM
OTN

Hyperscalers
Data Center

C-RAN

O-RAN

CPRI
NB-IoT

LTE

Ethernet
Small Cell

Social Issues
● Digital transformation
● Strengthening
telecommunication
infrastructure
● Improving telecommuting
environment
● Reducing traffic accidents
● Improving industrial efficiency
● Eliminating regional disparities
Customer Needs and Interests
● Quick response to cutting-edge 5G
technology
● Development of 6G technology
● Global support
● High Return on Investment
● Reducing environmental impact,
etc.

Future Society

Mobile Network

Device development and
manufacturing

SDN/NFV

Internet

Leveraging 5G advantages to
create a prosperous future with
solutions that address social issues

PCIe

5G

AOC

Base station development,
manufacturing, installation,
and maintenance

Evaluating the quality of a
high-speed, high-capacity
data transmission lines

Development of data
center devices

Ultrahigh-speed,
large-capacity

Customers

Multiple
simultaneous
connections

Ultra-low latency

Solutions for the development
and manufacturing of 5G/IoT
devices and modules

Developing,
Manufacturing, and
Selling Advanced
Measurement
Solutions

Compatible with radio
frequency and optical for a
wide range of products

Compatible with 100G/400G
high-speed communications

Responding using a bit error
rate test leading the industry

Factories

Agriculture

Construction

Remote monitoring

Farming support

Remote control

Automobiles

Healthcare

Autonomous driving

Telemedicine

●

Strengths

Communication and measurement technologies and products covering optical, wired, wireless,
and protocols
● Seamlessly supporting customers, from development to manufacturing and maintenance
● Rapid deployment of cutting-edge products through partnerships with customers and suppliers
● Global development and sales systems that provides timely support to customers
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SDGs in the Sensing and
Devices Business

SDGs in the Test and
Measurement Business

Questions Posed to
Anritsu Engineers
by a Visiting
Student

In the future society, technological innovations such as DX are expected to support industries and everyday life. These
innovations will be supported by advanced communications networks. Anritsu’s Test and Measurement Business contributes to
achieving Goal 9: Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster innovation and
Goal 11: Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable, in partnership with customers by providing
reliable communication test solutions to support development and ensure the quality of the communications network.

Communities of the Future Based on 5G

Q: How will technological innovations shape the communities of the future?

A: In the communities of the future, a variety of social issues will be solved by DX and
people will be able to lead more comfortable, prosperous lives. For instance, we will be
able to use autonomous driving and telemedicine, which leverages 5G’s ultra-low latency
characteristics.

Rivers/Forests

High-definition video surveillance of
the site
➡Speed-up call for evacuation
and implementation of
countermeasures

Q: How is Anritsu helping to develop the communities of the future?

A: The infrastructure for future communities will incorporate securely connected
advanced communications networks. The quality of communications will be ensured by
using reliable communication test solutions.
Anritsu provides test solutions to ensure the quality of communications required
for the development, manufacturing, and maintenance of smartphones and base stations.
Telecommunications operators taking advantage of Anritsu’s support will be able to construct
resilient communications networks with highly reliable connectivity. This will also lead to better
traffic safety. These efforts will contribute to achieving Targets 9.1 and 11.2 of the SDGs.

Construction Sites

Remote operation and
autonomous control of
construction machinery
➡Worker safety/
address the
shortage of workers

Smartphones and
Communication
Devices
VR/Sophistication of
entertainment
➡Helping create
comfortable,
prosperous lives

Q: Please elaborate on the roles played by your test solutions.

A: Communications terminals and equipment must be verified to have been
manufactured in accordance with global mobile telecommunications specifications. Our
measuring instruments, which serve as testing solutions, make invisible electrical waves
visible. They also perform the functions of base stations in verifying that terminals and
equipment operate in accordance with the latest communications specifications. Terminals and
equipment verified by our measuring instruments will help to create safe, secure, and prosperous
communities, as shown in the illustration on the right.

I see. That’s how Anritsu is helping to achieve Goals 9 and 11 of the SDGs.

26℃
60%

Agriculture and
Dairy Farming

Automobiles

Realizing autonomous
driving
➡Reducing traffic
accidents and
mitigating traffic
congestion

Data Centers and the Cloud
Use of AI and big data
➡Promoting industrial
innovation

Healthcare

Evolution in
telemedicine
➡Eliminating disparities
in medical access

Temperature/humidity
control in farms/health
control of livestock
➡Address the
shortage of nextgeneration workers
and potential loss of
their experience
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SDGs in the Sensing and
Devices Business

The PQA Business provides solutions for automating the quality inspection process on production lines of
the food and pharmaceutical industries. Representative Anritsu initiatives (presented below) address social
issues faced by the food industry and account for over 80% of our PQA business.

Realizing the Automation of Quality Inspection Process with
Anritsu’s Quality Assurance Solutions
Production Line

Social Issues and
Customer Needs

Future Society
Increasing the sophistication
of quality assurance for food
to achieve:

Stable supply of safe and
secure foods
Social Issues
●  Stable supply of healthy, tasty foods
●  Assurance of safe and secure food
quality
●  Reducing food loss
●  A workplace that allows all
employees to feel fulfilled
Customer Needs and Interests
Stricter quality inspection/quality
assurance
●  Rigorous health management
●  Quality data management and
utilization
●  Improved yield (increased
productivity)
●  Reduced labor shortages through
automation
●  Securing Traceability
● Adoption of environmentally
friendly food packaging

●  

Weighting and Filling

Packaging

Inspection of Mass, Contaminants, and Packaging

Packing

A safe and secure society
A sustainable society with little
food loss

●  

Customers

●  

Automatic electronic
weighing machines

Developing,
Manufacturing, and
Selling Fast, Precise,
and Highly Reliable
Inspection Equipment

X-ray inspection systems

Metal detectors

Checkweighers

Quality management/
control systems

● High-speed, high-precision inline quality inspection technology

Strengths

● Adaptability for introducing inspection equipment into diverse production lines

● Extensive maintenance service system and experienced maintenance engineers in Japan
● Past record and top-class market position in the food inspection market in Japan
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SDGs in the PQA Business

Questions Posed to
Anritsu Engineers
by a Visiting
Student

Every year, 1.3 billion tonnes of food are lost around the world. Reducing this loss has become a key challenge for realizing
a sustainable society. While the principal causes of food loss are leftovers and reaching the expiration date, some of the
loss can be avoided by improving the quality of production. The PQA Business is focusing its quality assurance solutions on
achieving Target 12.3 of the SDGs: By 2030, halve per capita global food waste at the retail and consumer levels and reduce
food losses along production and supply chains, including post-harvest losses.

Examples of Our Contributions to Food Loss Reduction

Q: Please explain food loss.

A: “Food loss” refers to food that has been thrown away even though it was still edible. Before
ingredients are processed in factories and consumed at home, a huge volume of food is
discarded as waste. This has become a major social issue. The SDGs calls for cutting food loss
in half, and the international community is working together to achieve this target.

Food

About 50,000 business
locations
Food waste

Q: Please describe Anritsu’s solutions for reducing food loss.

Of which is food loss
Major Reason for
food loss

A: Quality defects can occur in any process. Anritsu’s quality assurance solutions
encompass the entire manufacturing process. For example, we cannot only find defects
that are smaller than ever before, but also eliminate only defective areas, identify package
defects, and so on. We also offer solutions that can reduce the risk of producing defective
products or identifying lots that have defective products by monitoring quality data.

Food service
industry

Consumers

About 1,000,000 business
locations

About 820,000 business
locations

About 120 million people

13.39 million t

1.34 million t

1.51 million t

7.48 million t

1.21 million t

0.73 million t

0.81 million t

2.47 million t

Unsold / Leftovers

Too much edible food being
removed Leftovers

Discarded due to poor quality Expiration date/“best by” date

*“Food waste” refers to foods that are still edible as well as parts of foods such as the bones of meats and fish that are separated out in the course of food processing and are not
edible. The food waste and food loss figures are estimates in fiscal 2020 and were published by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Japan.

Reducing poor quality
Minimizing scope of recalls

A: When processed food is found to be defective products after having been shipped from the
factory and distributed in the market, a large volume of food must be recalled and discarded.
Anritsu helps to reduce food loss by providing inspection equipment to food manufacturers to
prevent the shipment of defective products to the market.

Q: Could you please elaborate on this?

Retail/wholesale
industries

The example of manufacturing
Japan
industry

Q: Why is this a social issue?

A: The fact that many people in the world cannot afford to eat well at the same time that
resources are not being used effectively is a serious problem. Food resources are limited,
so it is important to ensure that food delivered to consumers can be preserved for a long
time and is safe and satisfying to eat.
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Contributing to safe
and reliable diets

Anritsu’s Quality Assurance Solutions
Pinpoint sorting to improve yield

Preventing the shipment of defective packages

Quick response by analyzing inspection images

Defective products are meticulously identified and blown
away by the many air jet nozzles placed perpendicular to
the direction of flow at the end of the inspection machine
conveyor. The pinpoint function is extremely precise, leaving
non-defective products untouched and thus minimizing food
loss and improving yields.

Defective packages cause sealing and anti-moisture
properties to deteriorate, leading to alteration
(degradation) and spoilage of the contents. Eliminating
defects prevents quality degradation after shipment,
which can lead to food loss.

All inspection image data of produced food products can be stored. This makes
it possible to promptly analyze the details of any potential foreign material
contamination after production or any customer complaint of foreign material
contamination.

X-ray
irradiation

Candy conveying
direction

Automatic extraction
and enlarged display
of the image of the
defective product

Air jet
nozzles

I can now see clearly how Anritsu’s solutions are helping to reduce food loss.
Defective part of a
product package

Defective product
Elimination

Capable of searching
by impact value or
defect type

Easily search for NG images by date or line.
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SDGs in the Sensing and
Devices Business

To establish a resilient social infrastructure, we provide highly reliable information and communications solutions
that utilize technologies for remote monitoring, image information, and communication bandwidth control.
We also support the introduction and operation of Private 5G and process improvement using measurement
solutions to facilitate the transformation into a new digital society. Furthermore, we contribute to the
realization of a safe, secure, and pleasant carbon-neutral society by providing EV (electric vehicle) and
battery evaluation solutions.

Providing Environmental Measurement Solutions that Contribute to a Safe, Secure, and
Environmentally Friendly Society
Social Issues and
Customer Needs

Improvement of the Resilience of Social Infrastructure

Promotion of Industrial Digitalization

Promotion of Carbon Neutrality

Roads, rivers, communications, water,
electricity, and finance

Factories and construction

Automobiles and motorcycles, construction
machinery, agricultural machinery, and ships

Creating a communications
environment that ensures stress-free,
comfortable connectivity anywhere,
anytime

Anticipating the next social
transformation through digital
innovation.
Social Issues
●  Dramatic rise in traffic due to
increased telecommuting and
online education
●  Increase in natural disasters
such as torrential rains and
earthquakes
●  Transition to a de-carbonized
society
Customer Needs and Interests
Easily dealing with
communication failures in a
company (late transmission,
disconnection)
●  Accurately grasping the state
of a monitoring site with visual
images in real time
●  Development of energy-efficient
EVs
●  

Future Society

Advances in infrastructure monitoring
operations and ensuring the safety of
aging infrastructure
Disaster prevention/mitigation and smart
city implementation

Introduction and operation of Private 5G
Labor saving and productivity
improvement of production facilities

Increased use of EVs and batteries
Expanded use of renewable energy

Customers

Remote monitoring system

Image information system

Services to support Private 5G introduction

Bandwidth controller

Disaster prevention
management

Industrial measurement equipment
(shape, heat, sound, vibration, etc.)

EV powertrain
emulation

Battery charge and
discharge testing
Bi-directional DC
power testing

Selling highly reliable
information and
communications equipment
and solutions, and EV and
battery measurement solutions

● Provision of solutions that integrate advanced proprietary

Strengths

Realizing a society in which measures
to prevent and mitigate natural
disasters have advanced and everyone
can live securely

Realization of Earth-friendly and green
transportation systems through the
spread of highly reliable EVs

technologies

● Ability to accurately identify customer issues and provide effective

solutions
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Questions Posed to
Anritsu Engineers
by a Visiting
Student

Anritsu’s Environmental Measurement Business intends to achieve Goal 9: Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and
sustainable industrialization and foster innovation; Goal 11: Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and
sustainable; Goal 13: Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts; and Goal 7: Ensure access to affordable,
reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all, in partnership with customers by providing initiatives and solutions that
contribute to improving the resilience of social infrastructure, improving productivity through industrial digitalization, and
carbon neutrality, all indispensable for creating a sustainable society.
Q: P
 lease tell us about the social infrastructure monitoring necessary to make
cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient, and sustainable.
A: Our lives are built on various types of social infrastructure, including roads, rivers,
communications, water supply, and electric power, which need to be properly operated
and maintained. Given the increased frequency and severity of natural disasters
associated with climate change, measures to prevent or mitigate natural disasters are also
necessary. Social infrastructure is constantly monitored for these efforts and measures, and Anritsu
provides the necessary products and solutions for this monitoring.

Q: S
 o, Anritsu hopes to solve social issues by contributing to the SDGs together
with its customers, rather than simply trying to solve them on its own?
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Social Infrastructure Monitoring to make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable
Road monitoring

Electric power
facility monitoring

●

Underpass flooding

●

Electric power
control center
●Power generation,
transformation,
and transmission
facilities

River level
monitoring to
prevent disasters

Tunnel monitoring
●

T unnel fires and
accidents

●

River and dam levels
Levee breakage

●

A: Yes, that’s right. We are contributing to Goals 11 and 13 by offering monitoring
solutions that apply IoT technologies and contribute to disaster prevention and mitigation
to customers who manage infrastructure.

Q: Please tell us about these monitoring solutions.

A: To ensure that aging facilities and natural disasters can be promptly and effectively
addressed, efficient and accurate assessment of the situation is required to determine
priorities. Anritsu provides unique distributed remote monitoring devices that collect
the necessary information for this purpose by applying IoT technologies, information
browsing devices that efficiently keep track of increasing amounts of footage and data, centralized
monitoring solutions built with these devices, and bandwidth control devices that can ensure the
stability of critical communications.

Q: What do you mean by distributed remote monitoring?

A: Our distributed remote monitoring devices can be connected to a wide range of
equipment to meet the demand for easily monitoring the status of various social
infrastructure facilities. We also use edge computing technology to offset the load from the
network and central processing unit. This allows, for example, real-time monitoring of the
status of warning signs, traffic signals, and emergency alert devices in tunnels, to support safe driving.

Q: I see that Anritsu’s solutions are contributing to the SDGs in various fields.

Infrastructure video
monitoring
●

Road management
and maintenance
●River management
and maintenance

Stabilization of
communications networks

●Communication traffic load balancing
●Bandwidth security for critical communications
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SDGs in the Sensing and
Devices Business

Anritsu contributes to realizing a safe, secure, and comfortable society by improving convenience in our lives
together with customers through the provision of optical devices that constitute core components of industrial
products and Ultrafast electron devices across the world.

Providing Core Devices to Make Living in Society More Comfortable
SOA

Module

Chip carrier type

Social Issues and
Customer Needs
Anticipating the next social
transformation through digital
transformation
Social Issues
●  Building a robust communications
infrastructure that handles
increased data traffic
● Increased number of patients with
eye diseases due to the aging
population

Customer Needs and Interests
Secured quality of optical signals
transmitted through optical
fiber that constitutes part of the
communications infrastructure
●  Development of a high-resolution
retinal examination device

Future Society
SLD light source

Data center

Optical transceiver

Optical coherence tomography (OCT)
for ophthalmology

Anritsu's SOA-equipped optical transceiver enables longdistance communication between data centers without
degradation of optical signals. New product of chip carrier
type SOA smaller than module type assists miniaturization of
optical transceivers.

Incorporating Anritsu’s SLD light sources into ophthalmic
OCT systems allows for high-resolution retinal examination,
leading to the early detection of age-related macular
degeneration and glaucoma.

Helping to solve social
issues through digital
transformation utilizing
high-speed, high-capacity
communications

Customers
Realizing a society in which
people of all generations
can enjoy healthy lives due
to medical advances

●  

Semiconductor Optical Amplifier (SOA)

SLD Light Sources for Optical Sensing for Medicine

Amplifies weak optical signals of
long-distance communication

High resolution imaging for
ophthalmic OCT systems

Developing, Manufacturing,
and Selling Highperformance, Highly
Reliable Devices

●A
 dvanced device technology with compound semiconductor as core technology

Strengths

●R
 ealizing flexible responses and high product quality through

integrated processes ranging from wafer processing (crystal growth,
etc.) to packaging
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SDGs in the Sensing and
Devices Business

Questions Posed to
Anritsu Engineers
by a Visiting
Student

Ultra-high-speed optical digital communications networks, together with wireless access networks such as 5G, are accelerating
digital innovation and serving as the foundation for solving social issues in various industrial fields, including the environment,
medicine, agriculture, automobiles, and disaster prevention. Anritsu’s Sensing and Devices Business contributes to achieving
Goal 9: Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster innovation, and Goal 11:
Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable, in partnership with customers by supplying optical
devices and ultra-high-speed electronic devices that are the key to various industrial products for customers around the world.

Devices Supporting Communications Networks

Q: I n what areas are Anritsu’s devices being utilized and contributing to the
SDGs? Please share the best-known examples.
A: In long-distance optical communications networks that connects the world, it is
necessary to intensity, or amplify, optical signals that gradually decrease intensity
during transmission. Anritsu provides light sources, namely pump lasers, which are vital
for communication network amplifiers, and semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA),
which are equipped optical transceivers in data centers. A stable communication environment
is an essential part of Goals 9 and 11, so we are contributing to the SDGs by supporting these
environments in partnership with our customers.
We are also contributing to Goal 13, as it leads to the reduction of CO2 emissions.

World’s highest level

650

mW
optical output

Core networks

Pump-LD

SOA

(intercontinental networks, interstate and
domestic trunk networks)

(excitation light source
for a fiber amplifier)

(semiconductor optical amplifier)

Much farther!
More powerful!

Q: Can you provide some details about that?

A: More and more data centers are being built due to the increase in data traffic. Our SOAs
that amplify optical signals allow large-scale data centers to be constructed at a distance,
thereby reducing the need for additional data ones between them, and this in turn
reduces power consumption and therefore CO2 emissions as well. We are also developing
SOAs that can be supplied in a chip carrier type instead of a module and that function at high
temperatures to help our customers downsize their products and reduce the power consumption
required to cool them.
We have supplied quite a large quantity of pumping lasers, which are being used around the world
in numerous applications. While the power consumption of each individual unit may seem small, it
can be enormous when taken as a whole, so it is important to save power.
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(chip carrier type)

Long-distance
transmission
Optical signal

80km

Optical signal

Large-scale data center

Amplifier (EDFA, FRA)

Metro
network

Telecommunications carrier

30km

(urban area networks)

30km

Data center

30km

Data center

Data center

Q: Have you set any numerical targets for power saving?

A: Our goal is to reduce power consumption by 5% by fiscal 2023 compared to fiscal 2020,
and we are promoting power saving initiatives to achieve this.

Q: I see—Anritsu is helping to solve social issues by contributing to the stable
operation of optical communications networks and power saving.

Base station

Household

Mobile network

Residential network

Company

Factory

Leased line network

Data center

Data center network
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ESG Highlights

Communication and Partnerships with Stakeholders
Anritsu focuses on communication with its stakeholders and provides appropriate and timely disclosure information. We
also establish partnerships with our stakeholders to conduct a variety of activities to resolve social issues.

Stakeholders

Status of Activities

Examples of Communication Opportunities and Related Sites

Shareholders
and Investors

Period covered: April 2021~March 2022
◦IR activities for overseas investors by top management
Participated in 11 conferences hosted by securities companies and 2 overseas IR remote roadshows
Met overseas investors: total of 121 companies (the Americas: 32; EMEA: 28; Asia and others: 61)
◦Interviewed 228 Japanese investors and 181 overseas investors
◦ Provided a voice from shareholders and investors as feedback to the board of directors, Management Strategic
Conference and shared it on the intranet for managerial level employees
◦ F urther brush up the integrated report

Investor Relations
▶ Investor relations briefings
▶ Shareholders meetings
▶ IR individual interviews
▶ Participated in conferences hosted by securities companies
▶ Provided information via the Integrated Report and websites
▶ Provided a voice from shareholders and investors as feedback to management

Customers

◦Creating cutting-edge products and services with a high degree of safety and quality and providing appropriate
product and service information, enhancing customer inquiries
◦Provision of solutions and services created through partnerships
P.79 Customer Service and Support

▶ Customer help line and information on a website

Suppliers

◦Hosted a social gathering for our suppliers to explain our business policies and material procurement policy and give
awards as well as information exchange meetings
◦Promoted CSR procurement and green procurement and conducted due diligence on human rights
◦Created business opportunities through activities such as supplier product exhibitions, seminars, and technical
exchange meetings (including online meetings)
◦Promoting Partner QU (Quality Up) Activities to facilitate proposals for improvements and requests from suppliers
◦Implementation of a questionnaire at the time of interviews to receive feedback on interviews with our employees

Employees

Regional
Communities
NGOs
and NPOs

◦Review and improvement of employee engagement
◦Grasping and improving status of corporate ethics
◦Improving working environment and communication

◦Developing community-based social contribution programs under the three pillars of “partnerships for educating
youth,” “contributing to local communities,” and “protecting the environment (biodiversity conservation)”

◦Sharing information with and delivered donations to Japan Platform (JPF), a registered NPO in the event of disaster
◦Cosponsoring Paralym Art of the Shougaisha Jiritsu Suishin Kikou Association, which supports the economic
independence and social engagement of artists with disabilities
◦Collaborating with initiatives to promote climate actions

WEB

▶ Suppliers Gathering
▶ Information Exchange Meeting
▶ CSR Procurement Survey and onsite

inspections

▶ Exhibition of suppliers products and

technologies

▶ Partner QU (Quality Up) Activities
▶ Established a collaboration room
▶ Questionnaire at the time

of interview

▶ Employee satisfaction survey (once/year)
▶ Ethics questionnaire (once/year)
▶ Establishment of the Helpline (Receiving Violation Reports and Offering a Consultation Service)
▶ Role-sharing meetings between supervisors and subordinates (twice a year)

WEB

Corporate Philanthropy

▶ Donation of humanitarian aid to Ukraine
▶ Continued sponsorship of Paralympic Art. Exhibited 5 artworks in the company
▶ Endorsing TCFD* and sharing information with the Liaison Group of Japanese Electrical

and Electronics Industries

*Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures
▶ Responses to various ESG surveys and questionnaires and exchange of opinions on the

Others

content of evaluations

◦Communication with assessment institutions and mass media on ESG

▶ Responded to CDP, audits of suppliers conducted by external organizations (RBA,

EcoVadis, and SMETA)

WEB

Status on Inclusion in ESG Indexes, External Evaluations
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ESG Highlights

ESG Highlights
Anritsu strives to enhance stakeholder communication and collaboration toward realizing a sustainable global society.

Partnerships that Contribute to the Spread
of Private 5G

Creating a Symbiotic Society

Working Together to Prevent the Spread of
COVID-19 in Local Communities

Establishment of AK Radio Design

Establishment of Hapi Sma Co., Ltd.

Anritsu’s Masks and Workplace Vaccination

Anritsu has established a joint venture, AK Radio Design with the
Structural Planning Research Institute, Inc. The company provides
services that integrate simulated and actual measurements to
address a variety of issues related to the introduction and operation
of Private 5G. AK Radio Design is enjoying successful partnership
achievements, including orders from several projects participating
in the Private 5G demonstration project of the Ministry of Internal
Affairs and Communications (MIC) of Japan.

In September 2021, Anritsu Corporation established Hapi Sma Co., Ltd.
as a wholly owned Anritsu Group company to provide opportunities
for people with disabilities to work in a company where a diverse
range of employees work together in a friendly, gentle, warm, and
supportive atmosphere. At present, the company’s main business is
soap manufacturing.
In January 2022, the company obtained certification as a special
subsidiary as stipulated in the Act to Facilitate the Employment of
Persons with Disabilities.

As part of our efforts to prevent the spread of COVID-19, we have
introduced manufacturing equipment to produce non-woven masks
in-house. In addition to distributing masks to our employees and
customers, we have also donated more than 200,000 masks to Atsugi
City and a soccer club (Hayabusa Eleven) based in Atsugi City.
We donated extra masks to Hayabusa Eleven so that they can be used
not only by players and staff members but also by local residents
to help prevent the spread of infection. Furthermore, we provided
workplace vaccinations to our employees and family members in
cooperation with a hospital in the city.

VOICE
Ryo Haruguchi and Namio Sukegawa
Anritsu Customer Support Co., Ltd.
Anritsu Customer Support provides field measurement services.
We use Anritsu’s measuring instruments to visualize the status
of Private 5G radio waves, share the data with customers at the
measurement site, and then present the results and insights from
actual measurements at a later date. Field measurements often
differ from simulated results due to such factors as vegetation,
buildings, and topography, and this aids in more accurately
designing the coverage areas.

VOICE
Yutaka Mizuhashi
Kazuyoshi Yamaki

VOICE
Kenichi Saito

President, Hapi Sma Co.,Ltd.

Our company name “Hapi Sma” is derived from “Happy & Smile,”
and our company logo, featuring a smiling face, is intended to
株式会社ハピスマ Noto Sans CJK JP
convey our organization’s friendly, soft, and warm atmosphere
and the diverse range of people that it employs. Upholding our
mottoes of “never judge,” “never rush,”
and “never give up,” we will continue
to maintain a workplace in which
employees are happy to work, with
smiles on their faces, and strive to be
an organization that can contribute to
the sustainability of society.

Anritsu Corporation
Anritsu Health Insurance Association

All members of our COVID-19 response team are on the same
page when it comes to preventing the spread of the virus by doing
everything we can, never allowing it to spread within the Company,
and never causing any inconvenience to our customers. Producing
our own masks demonstrates our commitment. We also arranged for
three vaccinations to be administered three times in the workplace,
with the entire team working together to ensure the venue is
protected against the pandemic.
We believe that providing
vaccinations for employees as well
as family members contributed to
the prevention of COVID-19 in local
communities.
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Boundary of Global Environmental Data

While the boundary of global environmental protection extends to the
entire Anritsu Group, in principle the reporting boundary for numerical
data, such as environmental impact, encompasses Anritsu Corp. and the
following Group companies.

Group Companies in Japan

Environment

Group Companies Outside Japan

・Tohoku Anritsu Co., Ltd.
・Anritsu Company (U.S.A.)
・Anritsu Customer Support Co., Ltd. ・Anritsu Ltd. (U.K.)
・Anritsu Infivis Co., Ltd.
・Anritsu Devices Co., Ltd.
・Anritsu Kousan Co., Ltd.
・AT Techmac Co., Ltd.
・AK Radio Design Co., Ltd.

Notes:
Within the Anritsu Group, the Hiratsuka site refers to the facilities of AT
Techmac Co., Ltd. in Hiratsuka City, Kanagawa Prefecture; the Tohoku site
refers to those of Tohoku Anritsu Co., Ltd. in Koriyama City, Fukushima
Prefecture; and the Atsugi site refers to the Anritsu Corporation and
those of other Group companies in Atsugi City, Kanagawa Prefecture.
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Resource Recycling

Strengthening our efforts to achieve carbon neutrality
and contribute to reducing climate change

Extreme weather events that may be associated with climate
change, such as torrential rains, large typhoons, and droughts,
are posing a threat to society.
At COP26 (the 26th UN Climate Change Conference),
nations also shared the same sense of urgency over the
intensifying impacts of climate change. We need to strengthen
our efforts to reduce our greenhouse effect gas emissions.
Given the importance of this concern, I have appointed
myself as the chief environment and sustainability officer to
personally take the lead in environment-promoting efforts.
I will be responsible for ensuring that all business units take
ownership of and implement climate change responses in
their respective areas.
In terms of climate change countermeasures, we take
responsibility to do our part in promoting the wider use of
renewable energy and directly contribute to reducing CO2
emissions under the Anritsu Climate Change Action PGRE 30.
The plan calls for investing in solar power generation facilities
in three major locations in Japan and U.S. and increasing
the ratio of energy sourced from private renewable energy
generation against total energy consumption to about 30%
by around 2030. In fiscal 2021, we increased the ratio to 16.8%,
exceeding the KPI target of at least 13% in the GLP2023. In
fiscal 2022, we plan to expand solar power generation facilities
and install storage batteries at Tohoku Anritsu Co., Ltd.
We have also been taking steps toward achieving carbon
neutrality by 2050. We are developing a plan to further

strengthen our SBT-certified CO2 emission reduction targets.
In addition, although the Anritsu Group’s annual electricity
consumption is approximately 30 GWh, which is not large
enough to be eligible to participate in RE100, we are seeking
to participate in other initiatives that promote carbon
neutrality.
Tanzawa-Oyama Quasi-National Park is near Anritsu’s
headquarters in Atsugi City, Kanagawa Prefecture. To
contribute to conserving the nature and biodiversity of the
park, we became a member of the Tanzawa Oyama Nature
Restoration Committee in June 2022. Through the committee,
we aim to participate in a variety of nature conservation
activities.
Plastic waste is another growing problem. We will include
reducing plastic waste as a focus area for our sustainability
efforts, formulate policies, and set targets to address it. We will
ensure that employees can personally take action on some of
these measures and feel they are contributing to solving social
issues.
In addition, we include effective use of water resources,
prevention of environmental pollution, and recycling in our
environmental management under our commitment to a
wide range of global environmental protection initiatives.
All Anritsu Group employees with a strong sense of
ownership in environmental protection will strive to contribute
to building a people- and planet-friendly future, as stated in
our Sustainability Policy.
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Note: This policy is applicable to all items in the “Environment” section.

Anritsu’s Environmental Policy consists of Environmental Principles
and Action Guidelines. Furthermore, our Sustainability Policy as a
higher-level policy states that “We will take the initiative in solving
environmental issues, such as climate change, to contribute to
building a people- and planet-friendly future.”
Under the president’s direction to achieve carbon neutrality, the
key theme in the GLP2023 Environmental Initiative is to “Formulate/
Implement Carbon Neutrality Plan 2050.” We are formulating a plan
to strengthen our Science Based Target (SBT)-certified reduction
targets.
The Anritsu Group’s annual electricity consumption is
approximately 30 GWh. Our electricity footprint is not large enough
to be eligible for RE100, for companies with an annual electricity
consumption of more than 100 GWh (50 GWh for Japanese
companies). Even though our electricity consumption is not very
high, we still seek to participate in other initiatives that promote
carbon neutrality to demonstrate our commitment.
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ESG and the SDGs now play critical roles in corporate activities.
We recognize that the protection of the global environment
is particularly important, as it directly impacts the goal of
creating a sustainable society, and companies must actively
work on tackling this issue.
Anritsu has been ensuring that our business activities,
employee awareness, and behavior strictly comply with
environmental policies and is also working to reduce the

Stance on
Social Issues

P.01

Environmental Policy

Action Guidelines
We create “Eco-Offices”, “Eco-Factories”, and “Eco-Products” based on
the “Eco-management” of our company and the “Eco-Mind” of every
one of us.
(1) Over the whole life cycle of a product, from design and development, to
procurement, manufacturing, marketing, distribution, and usage by customers,
through disposal, we conduct environmentally conscious business activities.
(2) We have set up an organizational and operational structure to perform
environmental management activities, and have established and maintain an
environmental management system that we continuously improve.
(3) We comply with legal and regulatory controls and make every effort
to continuously improve the environmental performance to meet the
requirements from stakeholders.
(4) In order to contribute to the prevention of global warming and conservation
of biological diversity, we promote energy saving, the 3Rs (reduce, reuse, and
recycle), and environmental pollution risk reduction in all of our offices and
factories.
(5) We provide Eco-Products by saving energy, saving resources, and reducing
hazardous substances.
(6) We cultivate Eco-Minds by providing appropriate environmental education and
training.
The Action Guidelines apply only to the Domestic Anritsu Group

environmental impact of its products. Through these efforts,
we are contributing to climate action, creating a recyclingoriented society, and preventing environmental pollution. In
addition, we are focused on administering an environmental
management system, which integrates environmental
activities into our business expansion, and appropriately
disclosing information.

Creating a Sustainable Future Together “Sustainability Policy”

WEB

Sustainability Policy

WEB

Environmental Policy

Environmental Principles
Anritsu strives to give due consideration to the environment in both
the development and manufacture of our products. Through sincerity,
harmony, and enthusiasm, we will endeavor to foster a prosperous
society at one with nature.
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What we refer to as a “Structure” is applicable to all items
within the “Environment” section.

Structure

Environmental management has been promoted by the
Management Strategy Conference, which consists of executive
officers and directors, under the direction of the Board of Directors.
Environmental Management Structure

Board of Directors
Management Strategy Conference
Chief Environment Officer

Global Environmental
Management
Meetings

Environmental
Management
Committee

Promotion of RoHS
Group Meeting
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We have three deliberating bodies, chaired by Anritsu
Corporation’s deputy chief environment officer (appointed by the
chief environment officer), to promote environmental management.
Any significant environment-related risks and other issues, are
discussed at the Management Strategy Conference and during
Board of Directors meetings, as necessary.
Three Deliberating Bodies
Deliberating
Body
Global
Environmental
Management
Meetings
Environmental
Management
Committee

Promotion of
RoHS Group
Meeting

Solving Social
Issues Through
Business

Objectives and Members
Address challenges that Anritsu Group must tackle as a single
global entity
Members: Responsible officers from the three major locations of
Japan, the United States, and the United Kingdom
Promote the environmental management system of the Domestic
Anritsu Group
Members: Officers responsible for the environment at each
division* of the Domestic Anritsu Group, and the officers
responsible for the Internal Control Department, Legal Affairs
Department, and Sustainability Promotion Center
Promote the development and production of products that do
not contain hazardous substances such as those banned under
the RoHS directive of Europe
Members: Representatives from the Marketing Department,
Development Department, SCM Department, IT Department, and
Environment Department

*Environmental management activity unit

Themes at the Management Strategy Conference in Fiscal 2021
• July 2021: Report on climate change-related environmental
activities and carbon neutrality
• December 2021: Progress on sustainability management
• February 2022: Report on environmental activities in fiscal 2021
Themes at the Board of Directors Meetings in Fiscal 2021
• July 2021: Report on climate change-related environmental
activities and carbon neutrality
• December 2021: Progress on sustainability management

Water Resources
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Preserving Biodiversity

Environment

Social

Governance

Preventing Environmental Pollution

Goals
We want to earn the trust of society and be
recognized as the leading environmental company.
To this end, we will work on reducing greenhouse
gas emissions. This is one of the climate-change
measures included in the GLP2023 Environmental
Initiative, with the goal of achieving carbon
neutrality by 2050. We will also actively promote
a circular economy to reduce environmental
impact and prevent pollution. We will try to exist in
harmony with nature by conducting our business
activities with due consideration for biodiversity.

GLP2023 Environmental Initiative
In the process of formulating the GLP2023
Environmental Initiative, we considered the “Group’s
Vision for 2030” and what is important to us and
our stakeholders, and we created our materiality
(material issues) map. Based on this map, our
activities for the GLP2023 are organized under the
following four key themes.
Theme 1: Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Theme 2: Better Communication to Improve the
Environmental Brand
Theme 3: Provide products free of hazardous
substances
Theme 4: Promote Effective Use of Management
Systems to Address Environmental Issues
(Refer to the next page for details.)
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Resource Recycling

Anritsu Group’s Vision for 2030
Ⅰ.

Formulate/Implement Carbon Neutrality
Plan 2050

Ⅱ.

Achieve SBT Targets

Ⅲ.

Execute Industry-Leading Initiatives

Ⅳ.

Establish a Global Compliance System for
Environmental Laws and Regulations

Leading Environmental Company

Important Environmental Management Issues
(Materiality Assessment)
● Risk
Importance for Stakeholders

Corporate
Philosophy System

11

4

5
9

● Opportunity
6

12

1

2

7

No.

Issue

Theme

1

Response to Climate Change
(Scope 1+2)

1

2

Compliance with
Environmental Laws &
Regulations

4

3

Compliance with ProductRelated Laws & Regulations

3

4

Response to Climate Change
(Scope 3: Procurement of Materials)

1

5

Communication of ESG
information

2

6

Communication with
Stakeholders

2

7

Response to Climate Change
(Scope 3: Energy-saving Products)

1

8

Promotion of Resource
Recycling

4

9

Effective Use of Water
Resources

4

10

Management of Chemical
Substances in Products

3

11

Preserving Biodiversity

12

Reduction of Plastic Waste

13

Management of Chemical
Substances

3

8 10

13

Importance for Anritsu
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Fiscal 2021 Progress

Theme 1: Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions
· Develop specific measures for the long-term plan to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050

I. F
 ormulate/Implement Carbon
Neutrality Plan 2050

·W
 e are in the process of drawing up a long-term plan to achieve carbon neutrality. This will also include TAKASAGO Ltd,
which was acquired through M&A in January 2022.

Consider revising the SBT target*1 currently set at “2°C” to either “well-below 2°C” or “1.5°C”

· Assuming the achievement of Anritsu Climate Change Action PGRE 30*2, we plan to revise our targets based on “1.5°C” and
reapply for SBT certification.

II. Achieve SBT Targets

Interim SBT Target (target value for fiscal 2023)
· Scope 1+2*3·4: Achieve 23% reduction from fiscal 2015 (self-power generation ratio: 13% or more)

· Scope 1+2: Achieved 17.7% reduction from fiscal 2015 (self-power generation ratio: 16.8%)

· Scope 3 (Category 1 and 11)*5·6·7: Achieve 13% reduction from fiscal 2018

· Scope 3 (Categories 1 and 11): Achieved 14.7% reduction from fiscal 2018

Theme 2: Better Communication to Improve the Environmental Brand
III. E
 xecute Industry-Leading
Initiatives

Broadly communicate achievements from our unique and highly-advanced initiatives to improve our corporate image as a
leading environmental company

· In its second factory in Tohoku Anritsu Co. Ltd., decided to also expand the solar power generation facility and install
storage batteries in conjunction with the plan to construct a building. The building was completed in June 2022; therefore,
the additional work has started. We will promptly share information on this initiative via news releases and other media.

Theme 3: Provide products free of hazardous substances
Ensure compliance with new laws and regulations by actively gathering information on prevailing laws and regulations and
by developing internal tools that can be commonly used by both the development and manufacturing departments

IV. E
 stablish a Global Compliance Theme 4: Promote Effective Use of Management Systems to Address Environmental Issues
System for Environmental
· Reduce the risk of violating environmental laws and regulations by improving internal environmental audits and other
Laws and Regulations
mechanisms

· Promote resource recycling and effective use of water resources by continuously implementing the PDCA cycle

·W
 e incorporated functionalities into the existing internal tools to comply with the US Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA).
Before the act becomes effective in 2024, we plan to analyze the use of questionable substances and take necessary action.
·W
 ork to comply with the SCIP*8 requirements, under the EU Waste Framework Directive, is almost complete for products in
the Test and Measurement Business. For products in other business, the necessary framework to support the requirement
has been put in place.

·A
 draft checklist for Thailand’s environmental laws and regulations has been implemented. In fiscal 2022, we plan to test
the checklist in Anritsu Infivis (THAILAND) Co., Ltd., the PQA Business's factory in Thailand.
· T he integrated internal audit for the Environmental Management System (EMS) and Quality Management System (QMS)
was conducted for a larger number of departments (five). The number of person-hours required for the audit was reduced,
confirming the efficiency gain of auditing two systems at the same time. In the future, we will explore other ways for
effectively conducting audits within a limited amount of time.
· In fiscal 2022, we created a project team and started to explore ways to reduce the use of packaging materials, plastic
bottles, etc., and to recycle materials.
· We are considering setting global water usage targets.

*1 SBT Targets have been certified by the SBT Initiative, a partnership between the World Wildlife Fund, the old Carbon Disclosure Project, the World Resource Institute, and the UN Global Compact, which helps companies scientifically determine how much they must cut emissions to achieve the
goal of limiting the increase in the global average temperature to below 2°C above pre-industrial levels.
*2 Anritsu Climate Change Action PGRE 30 is an initiative for investing in solar panels and increasing the share of private renewable energy generation from 0.8% of energy consumption to about 30% by around 2030, compared to the Anritsu Group’s energy consumption in fiscal 2018.
*3 Scope 1: Direct CO2 emissions
*4 Scope 2: Indirect CO2 emissions from energy sources
*5 Scope 3: Indirect CO2 emissions from non-energy sources
*6 Scope 3, Category 1: Purchased products and services
*7 Scope 3, Category 11: Use of sold products
*8 SCIP is a database for information on substances of very high concern (SVHCs) in products, established by the European Chemical Agency (ECHA). Any product or part containing SVHCs at a concentration above 0.1 wt% and placed on the EU market must be tracked in this database, as of
January 5, 2021.
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Activities and Achievements
Progress on PGRE 30
To contribute to climate change mitigation, the Company has been
working on PGRE 30 with a focus on private renewable energy
generation for self-consumption. This initiative is for investing
in solar panels and increasing the share of private renewable
energy generation from 0.8% of its energy consumption to about
30% by around 2030, compared to the Anritsu Group’s energy
consumption* in fiscal 2018.
Under the initiative, we are actively installing and expanding
solar energy generation capabilities at the Atsugi site (Atsugi City,
Kanagawa Prefecture), Tohoku site (in Koriyama City, Fukushima
Prefecture), and Anritsu Company (in Morgan Hill, California, U.S.A.).
In fiscal 2019, the Group’s private renewable energy generation
ratio was 0.9%. After we installed the new solar energy generation
facility at Anritsu Company, however, the ratio rose to 3.3% in fiscal
2020 and 16.8% in fiscal 2021.
*Excluding AT Techmac Co., Ltd. energy consumption, which is not a wholly owned
subsidiary
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Progress on SBT-Certified Targets
Anritsu has formulated a plan to reduce CO2 emissions in Scope 1+2
and Scope 3, and in December 2019 the plan was certified by the
SBT Initiative. Under the plan, we work to reduce emissions in our
factories and offices (Scope 1+2) and those from purchased goods
and services as well as the use of sold products (Scope 3).
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Social

Preventing Environmental Pollution

Scope 1+2 Target and Progress
Target: B
 y fiscal 2030, reduce the Anritsu Group’s greenhouse gas
emissions by 30% compared to fiscal 2015
Fiscal 2021 Progress: Reduced by 17.7%
Scope 3 Target and Progress
Target: B
 y fiscal 2030, reduce by 30% the Anritsu Group’s
greenhouse gas emissions resulting from the purchased
goods and services and the use of sold products compared
to fiscal 2018.
Fiscal 2021 Progress: Reduced by 14.7%
P.32
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Upgrading to Energy-Efficient Equipment
As part of reducing emissions in Scope 1+2, we are also upgrading
equipment in our factories and offices to energy-efficient models.
In addition to installing renewable energy generation facilities
through PGRE 30, we upgraded various equipment. Furthermore,
we switched purchased electricity to green electricity at the Tohoku
site and in the sales office building at the Atsugi sites. As a result of
these efforts, and taking into account the amount of solar power
generated, the Anritsu Group’s energy consumption (crude oil
equivalent) decreased by 18.1%, compared to that of fiscal 2020.
The CO2 emission (Scope 1+2) decreased by 1.0%.
P.32
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Development of Environmentally Friendly Products
The Anritsu Group actively promotes the development of
environmentally friendly products by conducting global
assessments of every product under development and to certify
products that are environmentally friendly as “Excellent EcoProducts” or “Eco-Products.” The global product assessment
verifies improvements in volume, mass, and power consumption
compared to a reference product (a conventional product that is
similar in function and performance to the product being assessed).
Additional items for evaluation include resource savings, reduction
in harmful substances, and reduction in overall environmental
impact throughout its life cycle from production, physical
distribution, use, and disposal. This assessment helps reduce
emissions in Scope 3, Category 11.
In fiscal 2021, environmentally friendly products accounted
for about 90% of the overall sales of measuring instruments, and
Excellent Eco-Products, the highest rank in environmentally friendly
products, accounted for about 82%.
In addition, the Domestic Anritsu Group calculates
environmental preservation costs associated with designing
environmentally friendly products as well as the associated
economic benefits. In fiscal 2021, the total environmental
preservation cost was 22.1 million yen with an associated economic
benefit expected to be 170.1 million yen.
WEB

Global Product Assessment

WEB

Excellent Eco-Products
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TOPIC
Development of 1.3 μm SOA
(Chip Carrier Type) AA3T115CY

The 1.3 μm SOA* (Chip Carrier Type) AA3T115CY is a semiconductor optical
amplifier that is placed inside the optical transceiver module and mainly used
for communication between data centers. It amplifies the optical signal in
the 1.3 um band used for Ethernet communication in order to compensate
for transmission loss. This allows data centers to be located farther apart
and therefore a reduction in the number of data centers required as well as
energy consumption in terms of CO2 emissions.
Recent optical transceiver modules have become more compact,
requiring SOAs to also fit inside them. This is associated with many
challenges, including space and ease of installation.
To overcome these hurdles, we made design changes including smaller
chip carriers (the components that SOA chips sit on) and a new layout for
the electrode pads. We also improved the production process. As a result,
we succeeded in making the product small
and resource-efficient.
Compared to previous models, the
product’s volume and mass are 82% and
80% lower, respectively. Its low energy
requirement is also industry-leading.
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in accordance with these rules and guidelines. In fiscal 2021, we
asked for their continued cooperation to achieve our SBT targets
at the information-sharing sessions organized by the Procurement
Division. In addition, we launched the Anritsu Environment Newsletter
to introduce our climate change-related initiatives to all our
suppliers. We are considering conducting a survey to discover if they
are taking any actions on the initiatives included in the newsletter
and to provide feedback on the
アンリツ環境レター
results.
In fiscal 2021, our CO2
emissions (Scope 3, Category 1)
were reduced by 8.7% from fiscal
2018. In addition, the average
value of CO2 emissions per net
sales collected from each supplier
was reduced by approximately
15% from fiscal 2018, confirming
that our suppliers are making
progress in reducing their CO2
emissions.
〜グリーン調達、お取引先さまと共に〜

・創刊のご挨拶
・アンリツの気候変動対策
１． 温室効果ガスの排出削減⽬標
２． 温室効果ガスの排出量
３． 温室効果ガス削減の取り組み
・最後に

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

●創刊のご挨拶

お取引さまにはおかれましては、益々ご繁栄のことと⼼よりお喜び申し上げます。
平素は、アンリツの環境活動へのご理解とご協⼒ありがとうございます。
さて、昨年 10 ⽉の⽇本政府によるカーボンニュートラル宣⾔、今年 11 ⽉の COP26 ではパリ協定の
「2℃⽬標」から「1.5℃⽬標」への対策加速の合意など、世界各国で気候変動対策が益々重要性を増し
ています。このような社会情勢の中で、弊社も気候変動対策をさらに推進していきます。
これまで弊社が気候変動対策を⾏う中で、お取引先さまには温室効果ガス排出量の聞取りなど数々の
ご協⼒をお願いしてきました。皆さまのご協⼒により、気候変動対策の世界的なイニシアチブである
SBT(Science Based Target)に温室効果ガスの削減計画を提出し、2019 年に承認を取得できました。
その後も「お取引先さま情報交換会」にて温室効果ガスの削減活動へのご協⼒をお願いしています。
しかしながら、情報交換会は時間に限りがあることや、ご参加いただけないお取引先さまもおられる
ことなどから、全てのお取引先さまを対象に“より広く”、“より詳細に“ 弊社の環境活動を紹介して、ご
理解とご協⼒をいただくために、本誌「アンリツ環境レター」を発⾏することにしました。
創刊号である本号では弊社の気候変動対策についてご報告しておりますが、次号以降は環境関連の法
規制情報などグリーン調達に関連した記事も検討しています。毎年この時期に本誌を発⾏します。ご多
忙とは存じますが、ご⼀読くださるようお願い致します。
アンリツ株式会社 環境・品質推進部 部⻑ 佐藤勝史

Initiatives in Our Supply Chains

Governance
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Environmental Education
To raise the environmental awareness of each employee and
encourage them to actively engage in environmental activities, we
provide general education every year for all of them in the Domestic
Anritsu Group as well as environmental education programs
designed for each job type and rank. These programs are also
attended by the suppliers.
General education in fiscal 2021 focused on the topics of
a circular economy and carbon neutrality. There were 2,857
participants in the course, including 2,687 who took part in the
web-based training.
Environmental Educational Programs
New employee education

Internal auditor training
program

Internal auditor follow-up
education

General education

Education for technology
departments

Education for sales
departments

Onsite consignment worker
education

High-pressure gas handler
courses

Chemical substances
manager training

●アンリツの気候変動対策

１．温室効果ガスの排出削減⽬標（SBT ⽬標）

Scope1+2(注 1)︓2030 年度までに温室効果ガス排出量を 2015 年度⽐で 30％削減
Scope3(注 2)

︓2030 年度までに「購⼊した製品とサービス」および「販売した製品の使⽤」による
温室効果ガス排出量を 2018 年度⽐で 30％削減

アンリツグループの温室効果ガス排出量の削減⽬標は、「パリ協定で⽬指す 2℃⽬標の達成に科学的な
根拠がある⽔準」と SBT イニシアチブ(注 3)に承認されています。また、COP26 での合意を受けて、今
後「1.5℃⽬標」への⾒直しを検討しています。
（注 1）Scope1︓事業者⾃⾝が直接排出する温室効果ガス（⾃社の⼯場・オフィス・⾞両などから直接排出される温室効果ガス）

Scope2︓他社から供給されたエネルギー起源に伴い間接的に排出される温室効果ガス（⾃社が購⼊した熱・電⼒の使⽤に伴う
温室効果ガス）

Scope1 と Scope2 の合計を「Scope1+2」と表記しています。

（注 2）Scope3︓Scope1、Scope2 以外で間接的に排出される温室効果ガス(事業者の事業活動に関連してサプライチェーン全体で排
出される温室効果ガス）

（注 3）WWF（世界⾃然保護基⾦）
、CDP（旧カーボン・ディスクロージャー・プロジェクト）
、WRI（世界資源研究所）
、国連グロー

バル・コンパクトによる共同イニシアチブです。企業に対し、気候変動による世界の平均気温の上昇を、産業⾰命前と⽐べ、最
⼤でも 2℃未満に抑えるという⽬標に向けて、科学的知⾒と整合した削減⽬標を設定することを働きかけています。（WWF ジ
ャパンより）

-1-

Anritsu Environment Newsletter

WEB

Anritsu Basic Rules for Procurement

WEB

Anritsu Group CSR Procurement Guidelines
P.36

Reducing CO2 Emissions from Purchased Goods and Services

P.71

Supply Chain Management

SGDs in Sensing and Devices Business

We are actively collaborating with suppliers to reduce CO2 emissions
in Scope 3, Category 1.
Environment-related items are included in Anritsu Basic
Rules of Procurement and the Anritsu Group CSR Procurement
Guideline, and we request suppliers to take the necessary measures

Vol.1

発⾏︓2021 年 12 ⽉

目次

*Semiconductor optical amplifier
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Social

Water Resources
Water scarcity and conflicts have emerged as major issues around
the world due to factors such as the rising global population,
economic growth of developing countries, and climate change.
We must understand the water-related risks associated with
our development and production sites to ensure the efficient and
effective use of water as a finite resource. To this end, we assess
the water risk of the Domestic Anritsu Group companies with
major development and production sites (in Atsugi City, Kanagawa
Prefecture, and Koriyama City, Fukushima Prefecture), Anritsu
Company (Morgan Hill, California, U.S.A.), and Anritsu Ltd. (Luton,
U.K.), using Aqueduct, a water risk evaluation tool developed by the
World Resources Institute (WRI), and the Water Risk Filter, another
similar tool jointly developed by the World Wildlife Fund (WWF)
Anritsu Sustainability Report 2022
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and German Investment Corporation (DEG). No location has been
identified as a source of high water stress* to date, but we are
applying a PDCA cycle under an environmental program to reduce
our water use, particularly in Koriyama and Morgan Hill which,
according to the tool, are expected to have high water stress by
2030.
*A state in which the amount of water usable by a person per year is less than 1,700 tonnes
and in which people feel that their daily living is inconvenienced. A very high level of
water stress means that the shortage of water in a region is so severe that more than 80%
of its population has no sufficient access to water for agricultural, household, or industrial
use.

Goals
Fiscal 2021 Target
Maintain Domestic Anritsu
Group water consumption at less
than 62,000 m3 (about the level
consumed in fiscal 2019)

P.40
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Fiscal 2021 Progress
53,784 m3, a decrease of 13.5% compared
to fiscal 2019

Water Resources

Preserving Biodiversity
The Anritsu Group does not engage in any business that has a
significant direct impact on biodiversity, but we are still committed
“to contributing to building a people- and planet-friendly future,”
as stated in the Sustainability Policy. We support biodiversity
preservation through our activities to reduce environmental impact
based on the following three areas as well as our tree-planting and
cleanup activities.
■ Global warming prevention to mitigate climate change
■ Resource-saving and recycling to manage overexploitation
and habitat loss

■ Control chemical substance usage and releases as well as
other risk mitigations to manage pollution and habitat loss

Water Resources

Efforts Toward
Co-creation

Environment

Preserving Biodiversity

Social

Preventing Environmental Pollution

We also participate in several biodiversity preserving frameworks,
such as obtaining FSC™ CoC certification, joining the Declaration of
Biodiversity by “Keidanren” Promotion Partners, and supporting the
Kanagawa No Plastic Waste Declaration. Furthermore, in June 2022,
we became a member of the Tanzawa Oyama Nature Restoration
Committee of Kanagawa Prefecture. Through the committee,
we plan to participate in activities to preserve nature and water
resources in the Tanzawa Oyama mountain range, which is where
the Atsugi site is located.
P.42

In its product development and manufacturing, the Anritsu Group
handles chemicals that could impact the environment. To prevent
any severe impact on the surrounding environment, we ensure
that wastewater is detoxified and chemical substances are properly
managed. In addition, we thoroughly comply with domestic and
international regulations on hazardous chemical substances in
products (e.g., RoHS Directives and REACH regulations).

Resource Recycling

Resource Recycling
It is our social responsibility to contribute toward tackling the waste
issue. To this end, we properly handle the waste generated by our
plants and offices as well as our products when they reach the end
of their life. In addition, we aggressively practice the 3Rs (reduce,
reuse, and recycle) while also reducing the amount of waste we
generate and using environmentally friendly materials.

Goals

Fiscal 2021 Target
Maintain zero excess of the
voluntary management limit for
industrial wastewater (Atsugi site)

Fiscal 2021 Progress
One incident of exceeding the voluntary
management limit was dealt with
appropriately and in accordance with the
remediation plan

Preventing Environmental Pollution

Fiscal 2021 Progress

Maintain zero emissions*1 at the
Domestic Anritsu Group

Maintained zero emissions

Reduce industrial waste volume at
the Domestic Anritsu Group by at
least 5% per unit of sales by fiscal
2030 compared to fiscal 2019*2

Reduced by 15.9% compared to fiscal 2019

Reduce general waste volume at the 26.3 tonnes emitted
Atsugi site to 36 tonnes or less by
fiscal 2030
*1 Z
 ero emissions is defined as achieving a directly landfilled and burned disposal rate of
less than 0.5%.
*2 Excluding irregular disposals resulting from layout changes, etc.
P.46
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Resource Recycling

Environmental Audits
In fiscal 2021, the Anritsu Group received external audits for ISO
14001:2015 by external certification bodies at our main production
bases in Japan and the U.S. In addition, an internal environmental
audit was also conducted.
The internal environmental audit in fiscal 2021 did not find
any non-confirming items. The external audits indicated one
improvement point relating to the Waste Management and
Public Cleansing Low (not using sticker signs during in-house
transportation of construction-related industrial waste). The
corrective action has been implemented and will be reviewed
Anritsu Sustainability Report 2022
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アンリツ環境レター

アンリツ 環境ニュース

〜グリーン調達、お取引先さまと共に〜

環境配慮型製品の開発

ー、省資源、有害物質削減の観点から評価する製品アセスメントを実施しています。製品アセスメントの評価結
果に従い、評価点および必須項目の合否により環境配慮ラベルの格付けを行っています。
・エクセレント エコ製品

：エクセレント エコ製品の環境配慮基準を満たしたトップクラスの製品

・エコ製品

：エコ製品の環境配慮基準を満たした製品

環境データを公表しています。
環
境
配
慮
型
製
品

エクセレント エコ製品
エクセレント エコ製品の主な環境配慮基準
・業界をリードする環境配慮性がある
・製品に関する環境情報を開示できる
・LCA で CO２排出量を評価している
・製品の事業主体および主要生産拠点は環
境マネジメントシステムを構築している

エコ製品

アセスメント実施製品

・創刊のご挨拶
・アンリツの気候変動対策
１． 温室効果ガスの排出削減⽬標
２． 温室効果ガスの排出量
３． 温室効果ガス削減の取り組み
・最後に

環境配慮型製品事例

MS2760A ウルトラポータブル スペクトラムアナライザは、ポケットサイズでありながらダイ
ナミックレンジ、掃引速度、振幅確度など業界をリードする超小型のスペクトラムアナラ

お取引さまにはおかれましては、益々ご繁栄のことと⼼よりお喜び申し上げます。
平素は、アンリツの環境活動へのご理解とご協⼒ありがとうございます。
さて、昨年 10 ⽉の⽇本政府によるカーボンニュートラル宣⾔、今年 11 ⽉の COP26 ではパリ協定の
「2℃⽬標」から「1.5℃⽬標」への対策加速の合意など、世界各国で気候変動対策が益々重要性を増し
ています。このような社会情勢の中で、弊社も気候変動対策をさらに推進していきます。
これまで弊社が気候変動対策を⾏う中で、お取引先さまには温室効果ガス排出量の聞取りなど数々の
ご協⼒をお願いしてきました。皆さまのご協⼒により、気候変動対策の世界的なイニシアチブである
SBT(Science Based Target)に温室効果ガスの削減計画を提出し、2019 年に承認を取得できました。
その後も「お取引先さま情報交換会」にて温室効果ガスの削減活動へのご協⼒をお願いしています。
しかしながら、情報交換会は時間に限りがあることや、ご参加いただけないお取引先さまもおられる
ことなどから、全てのお取引先さまを対象に“より広く”、“より詳細に“ 弊社の環境活動を紹介して、ご
理解とご協⼒をいただくために、本誌「アンリツ環境レター」を発⾏することにしました。
創刊号である本号では弊社の気候変動対策についてご報告しておりますが、次号以降は環境関連の法
規制情報などグリーン調達に関連した記事も検討しています。毎年この時期に本誌を発⾏します。ご多
忙とは存じますが、ご⼀読くださるようお願い致します。
アンリツ株式会社 環境・品質推進部 部⻑ 佐藤勝史

●アンリツの気候変動対策

１．温室効果ガスの排出削減⽬標（SBT ⽬標）

イザです。超小型サイズなので DUT（Device Under
Test：被試験デバイス）に直接接続できます。高価で損

Scope1+2(注 1)︓2030 年度までに温室効果ガス排出量を 2015 年度⽐で 30％削減

失の多いケーブルを省略でき、9 kHz から 110 GHz ま

Scope3(注 2)

でを連続でカバーし、5 G、802 .11 ad、衛星通信や自動
車レーダなど、成長を続けるミリ波アプリケーションに
最適です。Windows ベースの PC やタブレットの USB に
接続して電源供給と制御を行いますので、研究開発や

※製品にタブレット/ノート PC/PC は含まれません。

製造でも使用できる自由度の高い製品です。

︓2030 年度までに「購⼊した製品とサービス」および「販売した製品の使⽤」による
温室効果ガス排出量を 2018 年度⽐で 30％削減

アンリツグループの温室効果ガス排出量の削減⽬標は、「パリ協定で⽬指す 2℃⽬標の達成に科学的な
根拠がある⽔準」と SBT イニシアチブ(注 3)に承認されています。また、COP26 での合意を受けて、今
後「1.5℃⽬標」への⾒直しを検討しています。
（注 1）Scope1︓事業者⾃⾝が直接排出する温室効果ガス（⾃社の⼯場・オフィス・⾞両などから直接排出される温室効果ガス）

従来製品と比較して、体積を 89%、質量を 83%、消費電力を 83% 削減しています。

Scope2︓他社から供給されたエネルギー起源に伴い間接的に排出される温室効果ガス（⾃社が購⼊した熱・電⼒の使⽤に伴う
温室効果ガス）

[%]

体積

[%]

質量

[%]

消費電力

Scope1 と Scope2 の合計を「Scope1+2」と表記しています。
（注 2）Scope3︓Scope1、Scope2 以外で間接的に排出される温室効果ガス(事業者の事業活動に関連してサプライチェーン全体で排
出される温室効果ガス）
（注 3）WWF（世界⾃然保護基⾦）
、CDP（旧カーボン・ディスクロージャー・プロジェクト）
、WRI（世界資源研究所）
、国連グロー
バル・コンパクトによる共同イニシアチブです。企業に対し、気候変動による世界の平均気温の上昇を、産業⾰命前と⽐べ、最
⼤でも 2℃未満に抑えるという⽬標に向けて、科学的知⾒と整合した削減⽬標を設定することを働きかけています。（WWF ジ

従来製品 MS2760A

従来製品 MS2760A

従来製品 MS2760A

ャパンより）

Resource Recycling

Collection and Utilization of Environmental Impact Data
The Anritsu Group has developed a framework and is administering
a collection of environmental impact data such as electricity usage
from its business sites including those overseas. The environmental
impact data collected from business sites is stored in a database
and used in aggregate data and to create business documents.
These data is used for reporting progress toward environmental
targets to the Environmental Management Committee as well as for
monitoring.
Framework for Collecting Environmental Impact Data
Registrant at site A

Registrant at site B

Environmental
impact data
registration tool

The third issue
Oct. 5, 2021

-Introduction
-From EMEA
-From AUS
-From AC
-Editor’s postscript
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「エクセレント エコ製品」は、カタログなどに以下のラベルを表示し、弊社のインターネットホームページ上で

1. MS2760A ウルトラポータブル スペクトラムアナライザ

We share the details of various environmental initiatives in this
report and include the key focus points in the Integrated Report.
We also communicate through news releases and
environmental advertisements.
We communicate with internal and external stakeholders in the
following ways.

Preventing Environmental Pollution

発⾏︓2021 年 12 ⽉

目次

アンリツは、全ての開発製品において、製品ライフサイクルの各過程における製品の環境負荷を、省エネルギ

Environmental Communications

Social

We will make every effort to ensure prompt and effective
communication with our stakeholders.

２０２０年

*Activities undertaken by the Domestic Anritsu Group to improve operational efficiency,
quality, and other aspects.

Environment

procurement survey, and publishing the Anritsu Environment
Newsletter (refer to page 27 for details)
Institutional investors
Conducting ESG briefing sessions and individual briefing
sessions
Assessment institutions
Responding to surveys conducted by the CDP and other
assessment institutions (refer to page 37 for details on the CDP
survey results), and exchanging opinions
Employees
Including environmental topics in the corporate magazines
(Japanese and English) and the Global Eco-Club (English)

during the external audit next year.
Every year, the opportunities for improvement indicated by
external audits and observations pointed out by internal audits
are reported to the Environmental Management Committee and
shared horizontally across all management organizations. Each
management organization takes the necessary remedial actions,
which are then checked during the internal audit conducted in the
following fiscal year.

The Domestic Anritsu Group gives awards to employees who
have obtained environment-related qualifications, groups that
have carried out environmental projects in the AQU Innovation
Activities*, and employees who offered proposals for improvement.
In fiscal 2021, awards were given for 9 group projects and 49
proposals.

Water Resources

Efforts Toward
Co-creation

Environment and Quality Promotion Dep. /GE

Environmental
impact data
registration tool

Environmental
impact database

Environmental impact
data collection tool

Aggregate data

Business documents

Every cloud has a silver lining

-Introduction
Hello all,
The Global ECO-Club is published for the first time in a year. The previous issue focused on climate
change. In the year since then, there have been some movements in environmental activities
around the world. The United States has returned to the Paris Agreement, and China and Japan
have declared carbon neutrality. Countermeasures against climate change have become a common
issue for all of humanity.
In addition, the most significant topic in 2020 is the global expansion of the corona pandemic.
Under these circumstances, our way of working has changed significantly. Until then, we were
working at our workplace within the company. And we had discussions in the big meeting room and
made top secret decisions in the small meeting room. However, these days have changed because
of COVID-19.
It was unimaginable to use the company network and communicate with colleagues inside and
outside the company from home. Even though there were some troubles, we must thank the people
who built the system on new working style such as system engineers and infection control team in
our company.
This issue features the report on the environmental activities
from EMEA, AUS, and AC during this situation. Hope you'll have
a great time.
・
・
・
Finally, I would like to pay tribute to the healthcare professionals
working at the forefront of this pandemic.
1

-1-

Anritsu Environment News

Anritsu Environment
Newsletter

Global ECO-Club

Customers
Publishing Anritsu Environment News, disclosing GHG emission
volumes, and responding to various surveys
Suppliers
Requesting reduced GHG emissions, conducting a CSR
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Compliance with Environmental Laws and Regulations

The Domestic Anritsu Group conducts product life cycle assessments to monitor the CO2 emissions at each stage of the product life cycle.
CO2 Emissions and Breakdown across the Life Cycle of Product Groups (Fiscal 2021)
Manufacturing

Distribution

Use

Total CO emissions for each product
group (average) kg-CO

Disposal

3,724

Desktop measuring
instruments
Handheld measuring
instruments

55

3,494

Checkweighers

The Domestic Anritsu Group confirms the status of environmental
regulatory compliance through internal audits and at Environmental
Management Committee meetings. In fiscal 2021, Anritsu received
zero complaints or citations for violations of laws and regulations
related to the environment. Although not in violation of laws and
regulations, we found a leak of CFC gas (refrigerant used in the heat
pump chiller for an air-conditioning system). We reported it to the
authorities according to the High-Pressure Gas Safety Act, and we
are taking action based on their instructions.

11,541

X-ray inspection systems

2,338

Metal detectors
Network appliances
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100 (%)

1,562

Environmental Impact across the Entire Value Chain (Fiscal 2021)
Supplier

Overall business activities

Material procurement

CO2

26,536 t-CO2
Capital goods

CO2

10,313 t-CO2

Fuel- and energy-related
activities not included in
Scope 1 or 2

CO2

Employee business trips

Factories and Offices

CO2 (Scope 1 and 2) 12,431 t-CO2
Wastewater

Transport

59,000 m3

Waste

195 t

NOx (Japan)

1,224 kg

SOx (Japan)

1,474 kg

BOD (Japan)

561 kg

1,954 t-CO2

742 t-CO2

CO2

Transportation/
Packaging

CO2

2,141 t-CO2

Use by Customers

Disposal

Customer use

CO2

49,508 t-CO2

Waste

CO2

29 t-CO2

Employee commuting

CO2

2,580 t-CO2
Waste disposal

CO2
Ratio of Waste
Not-Recycled

227 t-CO2
13%

Figures are calculated in accordance with the “Basic guidelines on calculating greenhouse gas emissions in the supply chain" published by the Ministry of the Environment and the Ministry of Economy.
WEB

Environmental Impact Across the Entire Value Chain
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Input
Electric power used in factories,
offices, etc.

Gas

City gas, LPG, and natural gas used
as energy in factories, offices, etc.

Output
29,821 MWh

189,759 m3

CO2*⁴

[-6.8 %]

CO2 emitted as a result of using
electricity, gas, fuel or other
greenhouse gasses

NOx*⁵ (Domestic Group)

[-5.4 %]

Nitrogen oxides generated as a
result of using gas and fuels

Fuels

Heavy oil, diesel, and gasoline used
in factories, offices, and vehicles,
etc.

SOx*⁵ (Tohoku site)

373 kℓ

Sulfuric oxides generated as a
result of using gas and fuels

[-5.8%]

Wastewater

Water

Municipal water, groundwater
(excluding recycled water)

Chemical substances
(Domestic Group)

Greenhouse gases such as HFC,
PFC, SF6, N2O

Chemical substances
(Domestic Group)
Chemical substances that are
,
regulated by laws in Japan*2 3

Chemical substances
(Domestic Group)
PRTR

73,911 m

3

Wastewater discharged from
manufacturing sites and offices

[-4.1 %]

BOD

Biochemical oxygen demand in
wastewater

139 kg

7t

2t

Copy paper used in factories and
offices

Packaging material

Packaging material for
transportation of products

17 t

318 t

Waste other than industrial waste
that is generated as a result of
business activities (such as kitchen
waste and waste paper)

[-1.4%]

[-1.0 %]

Resource Recycling

Waste generated as a result
of business activities, that is
regulated by the ‘Waste Disposal
and Public Cleaning Law' such as
sludge, waste plastics, waste acid,
and waste alkali

[-33.2 %]

[4.8 %]

1,474 kg

[314.6 %]

59,117 m3

[-6.3 %]

561 kg

[165.7 %]

31 t

[20.2 %]

73 t

[5.4 %]

All waste generated by business
activities

92 t

[3.1 %]

Recycle ratio

87 %

[2.0 %]

Non-recycle ratio

13 %

[-11.5 %]

[-3.6 %]

System” for electric power in Japan; the emissions factor reported by electric companies
for electric power in the United States; the emissions factor from the BEIS GOVERNMENT
GHG CONVERSION FACTORS FOR COMPANY REPORTING for electric power in the United
Kingdom; and the emissions factor under the Ministry of the Environment’s “Greenhouse
Gas Emissions Accounting, Reporting, and Disclosure System” for energy other than
electric power in Japan and outside of Japan. Data include the CO2 conversion values
for greenhouse gases other than CO2.
*5 For NOx and SOx, annual emissions are calculated based on values measured annually.
WEB

Environmental Impact Mass Balance Data

The Anritsu Group has acquired environmental management
system ISO 14001:2015 certification for our core development and
manufacturing bases in Japan and the United States. The coverage
rate of the system is approximately 73% when based on the number
of Anritsu Group employees.
Anritsu Corporation (The Domestic Anritsu Group)

1,224 kg

Industrial waste in Japan

[-4.8%]

*1 Environmental impact mass balance: Environmental impact expressed in the form of
a balance sheet in which substances entering the company are identified and listed
by name and mass in one column and substances and mass exiting the company
are identified and listed in the other column to more clearly display the relationship
between business activities and environmental impact. Percentage figures in
parentheses in the input and output tables indicate year-on-year changes.
*2 Substances regulated by law include toxic, deleterious and hazardous substances,
organic solvents, and specified chemical substances.
*3 A heavy oil used as fuel is not included.
*4 Calculated using the “Emissions factor by electric utility” under the Ministry of the
Environment’s “Greenhouse Gas Emissions Accounting, Reporting, and Disclosure

12,432 t

General waste in Japan

[-18.1 %]

Waste outside Japan
Paper
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ISO 14001 Certification Acquisition Status

Environmental Impact Mass Balance*1 (Fiscal 2021)

Electricity

Governance

◦ Certification Date: August 1998
◦ Updated: February 2022
◦ Certification Organization/Number: Japan Quality Assurance
Organization/JQA-EM0210
• Anritsu Corporation (Includes all sales centers)
• Anritsu Infivis Co., Ltd.
• Anritsu Customer Support Co., Ltd.
• Anritsu Kousan Co., Ltd.
• Anritsu Devices Co., Ltd.
• AK Radio Design Inc.
• Tohoku Anritsu Co., Ltd.
• AT Techmac Co., Ltd.

TAKASAGO Ltd.
◦ Certification Date: November 1997
◦ Updated: November 2021
◦ Certification Organization/Number: Japan Quality Assurance
Organization/JQA-E-90073

Anritsu Company (U.S.A.)
◦ Address: 490 Jarvis Drive, Morgan Hill, CA 95037
◦ Certification date: March 2007
◦ Updated: May 2021
◦ Certification organization/number: AMERICAN GLOBAL STANDARDS,
LLC/AGS-USEMS-051618-1
WEB

Anritsu Corporation ISO 14001 Certification

WEB

TAKASAGO Ltd. ISO 14001 Certification

WEB

Anritsu Company (U.S.A.) ISO 14001 Certification
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Approach
To achieve carbon neutrality by 2050, we will strengthen our
scientifically based targets (SBTs) for reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, and actively work on initiatives such as reducing energy
consumption, increasing the share of private power generation
of renewable energy, purchasing energy from renewable sources,
collaborating with suppliers, and reducing the power consumption
of our products.

Response to TCFD Recommendations
On June 30, 2021, we officially expressed our support for the TCFD*
recommendations. Even before this, we have been disclosing
information in accordance with the recommendations since our
Sustainability Report 2020. We will continue to address climate
change and disclose information in accordance with the TCFD
recommendations.
*Task Force on Climate-related
Financial Disclosures: An international
initiative launched by the G20
Financial Stability Board (FSB) in 2015 to improve the disclosure of information related to
the financial impact stemming from climate-related risks and opportunities.
WEB

TCFD Content Index

Stance on
Social Issues

Efforts Toward
Co-creation
Preserving Biodiversity

Environment

Social

Preventing Environmental Pollution

Governance

Resource Recycling

As the impact of climate change associated with global warming
is intensifying and in turn leading to more frequent and severe
natural disasters, companies are expected to do more to reduce
the emissions of greenhouse gasses in their business operations
and take action to address natural disaster damage.
Recognizing climate change as the biggest issue in
environmental management, the Anritsu Group is focused on
expanding the solar power generation capabilities in our three
major locations under the PGRE30 plan, reducing CO2 emissions

Disclosure in Accordance with the TCFD Recommendations
Governance
The Group CEO and CFO are responsible for promoting climate
change-related initiatives under the supervision of the Board
of Directors. The Group follows a risk management system for
comprehensively managing risks across the Group, and climate
change-related risks and opportunities are also integrated into
this system. The Chief Environment Officer (currently appointed to
the President and Group CEO) is responsible for the management
of these climate change-related risks and opportunities. The
Chief Environment Officer oversees the Environment and Quality
Promotion Department, which plays the central role in the
Anritsu Group’s environmental strategies, and chairs the Global
Environmental Management Meetings and the Environmental
Management Committee in Japan. This structure ensures that risk
management is given due consideration, planned, executed, and
consistently managed across the global organization. In addition,
the Chief Environment Officer periodically reports the results of
the annual management cycle of risks and opportunities to the
Management Strategy Conference and the Board of Directors
meeting and receives guidance from the management team.
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P.96

in Scope 1, 2, and 3, and offering products and solutions that
mitigate damage associated with natural disasters. Under the
direction of the president to the Formulate and Implement
Carbon Neutrality Plan 2050, we are additionally formulating
a plan to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050. In addition, we
participate in Japan Climate Initiative (JCI) and Liaison Group
of Japanese Electrical and Electronics Industries for Global
Warming Prevention to incorporate the latest climate change
policies and trends in our internal policies.

Risk Management Promotion System

Strategy
Anritsu analyzes climate change-related risks and opportunities
under the 1.5°C and 4°C scenarios. We created an inventory of
potential risks and opportunities, in short- (1 year), mid- (3 year), and
long-term (up to 30 year) timeframes, and based on the likelihood
of their materializing and relative impact, we identified critical
risks and opportunities that must be addressed. We identified risks
and opportunities under both scenarios that could expose us to
regulatory changes or even physical damage, and we have explored
countermeasures.
Anritsu has positioned climate change as the most critical
management issue, and we have developed a transition plan
that takes into account the impact on our business strategies,
finance, and the entire value chain. The plan has been certified
by the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi). To achieve the
reduction targets, we are working on initiatives such as the
“Anritsu Climate Change Action PGRE 30,” which invests in
renewable energy generation facilities to expand our capability for
consuming the energy we generate, collaborating with suppliers
to reduce their greenhouse effect gas emissions, strengthening
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our product assessment process to promote the development
of environmentally friendly and energy-efficient products, and
strengthening our development and sales of products that promote
the efficient use of energy. These efforts will reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, which we believe is the most direct way to contribute
to mitigating climate change. Moreover, we are building a robust
production system to prepare against natural disasters, which
are becoming more frequent and severe due to climate change.
We are also strengthening our development and sales structure
for products that help minimize damage from natural disasters
associated with climate change.

Type

Transition
risk

Physical
risk

● Risks and Opportunities, and Scenario-Based Analysis
We have conducted scenario-based analysis of the risks and
opportunities that significantly impact Anritsu’s business activities.
Up to fiscal 2020, we conducted analyses based on the 2°C
and the 4°C scenarios. However, considering factors such as the
agreement adopted at COP26 to keep the 1.5°C target, we have
decided to adopt that scenario in place of the 2°C scenario.

Water Resources

Efforts Toward
Co-creation
Preserving Biodiversity

Contributing
Scenario
Factor
Implementation
of carbon taxes

Natural
disasters
becoming
more
frequent and
severe

1.5°C

Environment

Social

Preventing Environmental Pollution
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Detailed Description

Possible Impact

Impact
Level

To accelerate the transition
to a decarbonized society,
various countries will begin
imposing taxes on the use
of fossil fuels.

As we expect that a carbon tax will be
placed in Japan by 2030, greenhouse
gases associated with business
activities will be taxed, which will
increase the operating costs

Slightly
large

The increase in global
average temperature will
accelerate and intensify
extreme weather events
in many regions.

Damage from typhoons and floods
will impact factory operations and
procurement of materials.

Measures
By reducing Scope 1 and 2 emissions, prepare for the
additional cost associated with a carbon tax.

Tohoku Anritsu Co., Ltd, the production center for Anritsu Group,
built its second factory in a flood-free zone and relocated its major
production there in 2013. The remaining production lines in the first
factory were moved to the second floor. In June 2022, a new building
was built in the second factory to further reduce the risk of disasters.
P.100 Disaster Prevention Initiatives

Large

4°C

Map the main manufacturing and sales locations of our suppliers to
minimize the impact on procurement in the event of a disaster. Implement
a mechanism that allows us to procure from several companies.
P.73

Change in
energy mix

Advancements
in energysaving
technologies
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1.5°C

1.5°C

In the transition to a
decarbonized society, the
energy mix will change
and share of renewable
energy generation will
increase.

The grid electricity rate is expected to
rise, but the cost of installing solar power
generation equipment is expected to fall.
Use these opportunities to accelerate
the installation of solar power generation
equipment for our own consumption.

Investment in energysaving technologies will
become more active, and
technological innovation
will advance and become
widely available.

Incorporate energy-saving
technologies into our products and
improve their environmental value.

Slightly
large

Slightly
large

Supply chain BCP

By promoting PGRE 30, we will increase the ratio of private power generation
and reduce the amount of purchased electricity. In 2022, we plan to install
mega solar facilities and storage batteries in Tohoku Anritsu’s second factory.
P.36 Progress on Anritsu Climate Change Action PGRE 30
Strengthen our product assessment process to promote the
development of environmentally friendly and energy-efficient
products. In addition, actively incorporate energy-efficient
components into product design.
P.26 Development of Environmentally Friendly Products
P.37 Reducing CO2 Emissions from the Use of Sold Products

Opportunity

*Impact by scenario (Large, Slightly large, Medium, Slightly small
and Small) is determined based on the level of financial impact and
likelihood that the risk or opportunity will materialize.
Notes: 1. Reference Scenarios are as follows. Transition: IEA NZE by
2050, Physical: IPCC RCP 8.5
2. The 4°C scenario is a world in which no further measures
are taken to prevent global warming and the average
temperature rises by 4°C above the pre-industrial level by the
end of the century.
3. The 1.5°C scenario is a world in which stringent measures
are taken to prevent global warming and the rise in average
temperature is limited to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels by
the end of the century.

Change in
market

Natural
disasters
becoming
more frequent
and severe

1.5°C

4°C

Rising public awareness
of environmental issues
will lead to increased
demand for products that
offer greater functionality
and higher environmental
performance (e.g., energy
savings).

The increase in global
average temperature will
accelerate and intensify
extreme weather events
in many regions.

The market for inspection solutions
for Food Processing Industry, such as
highly accurate metal detectors, will
become more competitive as they
reduce food losses and associated
resource consumptions.
The demand to switch from fossil fuels to
renewable energy sources will increase
and transition to EVs will accelerate.
This will result in boosting demand for
evaluating equipment, which is essential
for the development of energy-efficient
power trains and batteries.
Investment in disaster prevention
equipment will increase and the
demand for solutions to prevent and
mitigate disaster risks, such as road
and river monitoring, will also rise.

Slightly
large

Promote the development of products for the Food Processing
Industry, such as more accurate and more energy-efficient metal
detectors.
P.13

PQA Business

Develop and provide test solutions that accelerate the development
of rechargeable batteries, fuel cells, and power trains in EVs.

Slightly
large

Medium

WEB

TAKASAGO Ltd.

Strengthen our sales structure for products that prevent and mitigate
disaster risks, including our video information system “SightVisor™ Series”.
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Risk Management
Anritsu manages climate change-related risks and opportunities
in its medium-term management plan on environmental strategy,
the GLP Environmental Initiative. As part of the initiative, the Chief
Environment Officer creates an inventory of climate changerelated risks and opportunities, from sources such as the results of
the annual environmental impact assessment conducted by each
business division and Group company and agenda items discussed
at the Environmental Management Committee, and the Global
Environmental Management Meetings. Each risk and opportunity
is assessed and its business impact is evaluated based on legal and
regulatory requirements as well as global trends. The results are
used to identify key risks and opportunities and determine measures
and initiatives to address them. The GLP Environmental Initiative is
reviewed annually to ensure progress on each risk and opportunity.
As necessary, key risks and opportunities are re-evaluated and
approved in the Management Strategy Conference and the Board
of Directors meeting. In addition, climate change-related risks and
opportunities are integrated into the risk management system that
comprehensively manages risks across the Group.
P.95

Promotion of risk management
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Indices and Goals
Targets

SBT

Fiscal 2021 Progress

Scope 1 and Scope 2: By fiscal 2030, reduce the Anritsu Group’s greenhouse gas emissions by 30%
compared to the fiscal 2015 level

Approved in 2019

Scope 1 and Scope 2: By fiscal 2050, reduce the Anritsu Group’s greenhouse gas emissions by 60%
compared to the fiscal 2015 level

Self-imposed target, not
submitted to SBT Initiatives

Scope 3: By fiscal 2030, reduce the Anritsu Group’s greenhouse gas emissions resulting from the
purchased goods and services and the use of sold products by 30% compared to the fiscal 2018 level.

Approved in 2019

Reduced by 14.7% compared
to fiscal 2018

Anritsu Climate Change Action PGRE 30
Using the Anritsu Group’s energy consumption* in fiscal 2018 as a reference, invest in solar panels and
increase the share of private renewable energy generation from 0.8% of its energy consumption to
about 30% by around 2030.

Outside the scope of SBT
certification

Share of private renewable
energy generation 16.8%

Reduced by 17.7% compared
to fiscal 2015

*Excluding AT Techmac Co., Ltd. power consumption, which is not applicable to the wholly owned subsidiary.
P.08

Refer to Sustainability Targets and Progress for Interim greenhouse effect gas reduction target

CO2
Emissions and Reduction Targets in Scope 1 and Scope 2 (Market-Based)
GHG排出量長期削減計画

16,000
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0

(t-CO2)

SBTi Approved Target

15,109
12,736 12,443 12,556

12,431

■ U.K.

30% Reduction

10,576

60% Reduction

■ U.S.A.

■ Sales offices, etc., in Japan
■ Tohoku site

6,044

■ Hiratsuka site
2015

Base Year

2018

2019

2020

2021

2030
SBT

2050

Target

(FY)

■ Atsugi site

We are formulating specific long-term measures to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050.
A key theme in the GLP2023 Environmental Initiative is the Formulate and Implement Carbon Neutrality Plan 2050. We plan to strengthen
our SBT-certified reduction targets and revise them in light of the 1.5°C scenario.
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Activities and Achievements
Progress Toward Targets Promoted by the Electric and Electronics-Related Industries and by the Act on the Rational Use of Energy
The electric and electronics-related industries participate in the Carbon Neutrality Action Plan*,
formulated by Keidanren (Japan Business Federation), which is intended to improve the energy efficiency
of production processes by an average of 1% per year. In addition, the Act on the Rational Use of Energy
calls for an annual average improvement of at least 1% in the basic unit of energy of production processes.
Anritsu is tracking progress toward both of these targets.

Other Targets of the Domestic Anritsu Group

Results for Fiscal 2021

Improving the basic unit of energy by 1% every year until fiscal 2030 under the Carbon
Neutrality Action Plan by the electric and electronics-related industries in Japan

7.78% increase from the
base year (fiscal
2020)

Achieve annual reductions of at least 1% in the basic unit of energy consumption per real
sales for the past five years under the Act on the Rational Use of Energy

1.9% improvement

*Formulated by Keidanren, this plan calls for Japanese industry to play a central role with its technological capabilities in achieving the target
of halving global greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.

CO2 Emissions Throughout the Entire Value Chain
(t-CO2)

Value Chain CO2 Emissions by Scope (Fiscal 2021)
Cat. 12: End-of-life treatment of sold products 0.03%
Cat. 5: Waste generated in operations 0.21%
Cat. 6: Business travel
0.70%

Cat. 3: Fuel- and
energy-related activities
not included in
Scope 1 or 2
1.84%
Cat. 4: Transportation
and distribution 2.01%

106,462 t-CO2

Direct emissions
(Scope 1)
1.37%
Indirect emissions derived
from energy use
(Scope 2)
10.31%

Other indirect
emissions (Scope 3)
88.32%

Cat. 7: Employee
commuting2.42%
Cat. 2: Capital goods 9.69%
Cat. 1: Purchased goods and services
24.93%

Cat. 11: Use of sold products
46.50%

<Boundary>
Atsugi site, Tohoku site, Hiratsuka
site, Anritsu Corporation operations,
Anritsu Infivis Co., Ltd. operations
and sanatorium, Anritsu Company
(U.S.A.), Anritsu Ltd. (U.K.). However,
the values of Scope3 (except Capital
goods) exclude Anritsu Ltd. (U.K.) from
the boundary because its values are
relatively small.

Scope 1 Emission Volume by GHG Category

(t-CO2)
Category
Fiscal 2021
1,454
Scope 1 Total GHG
emissions volume
1,351
CO2
0
CH4
1
N2O
5
HFCs
85
PFCs
12
SF6
2
HCFCs

CO2 emissions volume
Total CO2 emissions volume*1
Scope 1
Scope 2 (Market-based*2)
(Location-based*3)
Scope 3*⁴, ⁵, ⁶, ⁷
Category 1
Category 2
Category 3
Category 4
Category 5
Category 6
Category 7
Category 11
Category 12

FY2016
141,906
1,698
12,581
14,741
127,626
69,608
5,806
1,022
2,184
19
2,621
3,743
42,590
33

FY2017
138,683
1,591
11,206
12,354
125,885
73,008
5,737
989
1,702
127
3,554
3,434
37,304
31

FY2018
118,288
1,574
11,162
11,991
105,552
29,057
4,996
998
2,791
145
4,002
3,404
60,126
33

FY2019
118,396
1,649
10,794
11,804
105,952
26,078
7,625
2,064
3,254
245
3,685
3,671
59,297
34

FY2020
110,477
1,602
10,954
11,586
97,922
26,756
9,939
2,356
2,534
200
293
2,376
53,436
31

FY2021
106,462
1,454
10,977
10,248
94,030
26,536
10,313
1,954
2,141
227
742
2,580
49,508
29

*1 The calculated value of actual emissions was verified by a third party. Total CO2 emissions volume is calculated as the sum of CO2 emissions
volumes from Scope 1, 2 (market-based), and 3.
*2 Market-based refers to a calculation method that reflects emissions according to specific electricity providers.
*3 Location-based refers to a calculation method that reflects the average emissions of grids through which energy is consumed.
*4 We revised the calculation method for Category 1 data beginning in fiscal 2018.
*5 We revised the lifetime usage period in the Category 11 calculation beginning in fiscal 2018. (Some of the target models were also reviewed.)
*6 Category 8, 10, and 13−15 are not applicable to the Anritsu Group’s business activities and have therefore been excluded from the calculation.
*7 The calculation for Category 9 is extremely difficult, and therefore no calculation was made.
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Reducing CO2 Emissions from Factories and Offices

エネルギー使用量
（原油換算）
Energy Consumption (Crude Oil Equivalent)

9,000

(㎘)

7,698

7,774

8,274

Efforts Toward
Co-creation

Water Resources

Preserving Biodiversity

Environment

Social

Preventing Environmental Pollution

New Initiatives in 2021 and Their Contribution to CO2 Emission Reduction (t-CO2/year)

We have mainly focused our efforts on reducing energy
consumption, as more than 99% of Anritsu Group CO2 emissions
(Scope 1 and 2) are from energy consumption. In fiscal 2021,
although we needed to continue using air-conditioning and
ventilation for longer hours to prevent the spread of COVID-19, solar
power generation at Morgan Hill has significantly increased, and as a
result of taking the amount of solar power generated into account,
the Anritsu Group’s energy consumption (crude oil equivalent)
decreased by 18.1% compared to fiscal 2020. The CO2 emission
(Scope 1 and 2) decreased by 1.0%. In the Domestic Anritsu Group
as well, energy consumption (crude oil equivalent) increased by 1.0%
and CO2 emission (Scope 1 and 2) decreased by 2.6% compared to
the fiscal 2020 level.
As part of reducing CO2 emissions, as well as upgrading our
equipment to high-efficiency models, we have switched 4% of
purchased electricity to green electricity at the Tohoku site since
June 2020. Also, in support of Kanagawa prefecture’s initiative,
we switched 70% of the purchased electricity for the sales office
building in the Atsugi site to green electricity in June 2022.

12,000

Solving Social
Issues Through
Business

8,436

Initiative

Site

Reduction
Volume

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Solar Power Generated and its Consumed Privately
FY2018

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

Solar power generated

233

241

246

892

4,476

Solar power consumed

218

225

239

891

4,475

Converting to LED (exterior lights and guide lights)

Atsugi

1.1

Partially turning off air-conditioning by
consolidating office areas

Atsugi

0.3

PGRE30: Share of Solar Power Generated Privately
PGRE30
to Consumed Privately

Hiratsuka

1.7

30

Upgrading air-conditioning units

Progress on Anritsu Climate Change Action PGRE 30
We established the Anritsu Climate Change Action PGRE 30*
(PGRE 30) in fiscal 2019 as an additional measure for achieving
the reduction target for greenhouse gas emissions (Scope 1 and
Scope 2). Using the Anritsu Group’s energy consumption in fiscal
2018 as a reference, the plan is intended to invest in solar power
generation facilities (a renewable energy source) and increase the
private renewable energy generation ratio from 0.8% to about
30% by around 2030. In fiscal 2020, we installed a 1,100 kW solar
power generation facility at Anritsu company (U.S.A.), which started
generating electricity in October 2020. In fiscal 2021, we achieved
the private renewable energy generation ratio of 16.8%, exceeding
the GLP2023 target of at least 13%. In fiscal 2022, we plan to expand
solar power generation facilities and install storage batteries at the
Tohoku site in Koriyama City, Fukushima Prefecture. We also intend
to expand the generation capacity in the Atsugi site.

(FY)

■ Sales oﬃces, etc., in Japan ■ U.S.A. ■ U.K.
Solar power generation
facility (U.S.A.)

Solar power generation
facility (Tohoku site)

Solar power generation
facility (Atsugi site)

(MWh)

FY2017

19.8

*Private generation of renewable energy, and “30” represents the target ratio of about 30%
and the approximate target year 2030 for achieving goal.

■ Atsugi site ■ Hiratsuka site ■ Tohoku site

Resource Recycling

Tohoku

3,000

0
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Switching fuels for hot water systems
(type-A heavy oil → LPG)

6,909

6,000

Governance

About 30%

(%)

25
20

16.8
13% or more

15
10
5
0

3.3
0.8
2018

0.9
2019

2020

2021

2023

(Target)

2030

(Target)

(FY)

Reducing CO2 Emissions from Purchased Goods and Services
Anritsu is working to reduce CO2 emissions related to the purchased
goods and services (Scope 3, Category 1), which account for
approximately 25% of CO2 emissions across the entire value chain.
This is in line with our overall goal of achieving the SBTi-approved
Scope 3 target. It is imperative that we collaborate with suppliers to
reduce Category 1 emissions. So that the results of our collaboration
are accurately reflected in our reports, we directly collect CO2
emissions data from suppliers.
In fiscal 2021, we asked for their continued cooperation to
achieve our SBT targets at the information-sharing sessions organized
by the Global Procurement Division. In addition, we launched the
Anritsu Environment Newsletter to introduce our climate changerelated initiatives to all of our suppliers. We will conduct a survey
to identify any actions being taken on the initiatives, included in
the newsletter, and to provide feedback on the results. We plan to
publish this newsletter once a year starting in fiscal 2022 as part of
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our effort to improve communication with suppliers.
In fiscal 2021, our CO2 emissions (Scope 3, Category 1) were
reduced by 8.7% from fiscal 2018. In addition, the average value
of CO2 emissions per net sales collected from each supplier was
reduced by approximately 15% from fiscal 2018, confirming that our
suppliers are making progress in reducing their CO2 emissions. We
will continue to have discussions with them about reducing CO2
emissions during information-sharing sessions and other forums
and request their ongoing cooperation.
As an additional measure for increasing cooperation in our CO2
emission reduction effort, we initially planned to organize “Supplier
Visits” to introduce case studies that Anritsu has implemented in the
past. However, to prevent the spread of COVID-19, these visits did
not take place in fiscal 2020 and 2021.

Reducing CO2 Emissions from the Use of Sold Products
Anritsu is working to reduce CO2 emissions related to the use of sold
products (Scope 3, Category 11), which has the highest percentage
of CO2 emissions at approximately 47%. This is in line with our overall
goal of achieving the SBTi-approved Scope 3 target. Since fiscal
2020, the PQA Business Division, which is responsible for products
with high CO2 emissions, is working together with the Environment
Promotion Department to implement measures to reduce the CO2
emissions in our products. In fiscal 2021, the PQA Business Division
launched new products with energy-saving features (change in
signal processing method, improved detectors, improved cooling
system efficiency, power supply change in the sorting mechanism)
and promoted the emission reduction from Scope 3, Category 11
products. As a result of these efforts, in fiscal 2021 the CO2 emissions
for Scope 3, Category 11 were reduced by 17.7% compared to the
fiscal 2018 level.
We plan to extend the same kind of collaboration to other
business units to reduce CO2 emissions from more Anritsu Group
products.

WEB

Water Resources
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Excellent Eco-Products

Reducing CO2 Emissions from Transportation
The Domestic Anritsu Group is actively working on reducing
CO2 emissions from the transportation and distribution (Scope
3, Category 4) by promoting a modal shift from trucks (using
specialized containers) to railway transportation and reviewing and
optimizing loading methods, among other measures. In fiscal 2021,
we worked toward the goal of shifting 50% of truck transportation
between the Atsugi site and Kyushu to railway transportation. We
managed to shift approximately 44%. In fiscal 2022, we will continue
with this effort to achieve at least 50%. In addition, we conducted a
similar assessment for our transportation needs between the Atsugi
site and Hokkaido and confirmed the feasibility of modal shifts
between these locations.
In the future, we will
consider necessary measures
for transporting small lots, for
example, not using specialized
containers for transportation, to
further promote modal shifts.
Shifting of truck to rail transport

Governance
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targets, Scope 3 emissions, and supplier engagement. The highest
rated companies are recognized as Supplier Engagement Leaders.
In fiscal 2021, the top 8% of all companies that
responded to the survey (over 500 companies
worldwide, 105 companies in Japan including
Anritsu) were selected.
We will continue our efforts against climate
change through a reduction of CO2 emissions
throughout the entire value chain and disclosure of
reliable information.

Climate Change Survey Results by CDP
The score for Anritsu’s response to the CDP questionnaire on climate
change for fiscal 2021 was “B: Management level,” which is the same
score as fiscal 2020. This means that the Company is taking action to
mitigate climate risk and its impact.
In addition, in CDP’s Supplier Engagement Rating (SER) in fiscal
2021, we were selected as one of the Supplier Engagement Leaders
for the second consecutive year (the highest rating). SER is designed
to evaluate how well companies engage with their supply chains
on climate change-related issues and encompasses governance,
Anritsu Sustainability Report 2022
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Related Data
Scope 1 and 2 CO2 Emissions Volume per Sales (Market-based)

Energy Consumption per Sales

(t-CO2/100 million yen)

FY2017
Scope 1 and 2 CO2 Emissions Volume per Unit (Sales)*

FY2018

14.9

FY2019

12.8

FY2020

11.6

FY2021

11.9

11.8

Basic unit of energy
consumption (sales)*

*Scope 1 and Scope 2 CO2 emissions (market based) divided by sales

(GJ/100 million yen)

FY2017

FY2018

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

347

302

299

313

271

*Total energy consumption divided by sales

Energy Consumption*1 and Reductions*2, 3, 4 by Energy Type
Type of energy*⁵, ⁶
Total energy consumption in the Organization
Subtotal for non-renewable energy Sources
Class A heavy oil*⁷
Light oil*⁷
Gasoline*⁷
Kerosene*⁷
City gas*⁷
LPG*⁸
Natural gas*⁹
Private solar power Generation
Purchased electrical power*⁷
Regional heating

(GJ)

FY2015

FY2017

FY2018

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

Reductions

321,005

298,961

301,920

321,340

331,766

285,850

35,155

23,713

24,066

24,364

23,539

23,268

21,995

1,718

5,202

5,476

5,018

4,439

5,502

5,216

-14

285

223

224

165

178

150

135

9,925

9,113

9,098

8,926

7,857

7,341

2,584

969

969

932

859

859

859

110

2,216

2,824

2,750

3,054

2,650

2,861

-645

189

146

115

78

93

130

59

4,927

5,315

6,227

6,018

6,130

5,438

-511

808

783

812

859

3,208

16,110

-15,302

247,745

48,331

296,076
408

274,112

－

*1	Method for calculating energy consumption: volume consumed × conversion
coefficient
*2	Method for calculating reduced energy consumption: 2015 energy
consumption—2021 energy consumption
*3 Base year for reduction comparisons is fiscal 2015
*4	Reason for choosing the base year: 2015 was chosen as this was the year the global
headquarters building was completed, in March, subsequently ushering in major
changes in the use of energy-saving equipment.
*5	There was no consumption of air conditioning, steam, sold energy, or renewable
energy sources.
*6	Energy consumed outside the organization was not included due to the difficulty of
documentation.

276,744

－

296,942

－

305,290

－

－

408

*7	Source for conversion coefficient: Agency for Natural Resources and Energy, “Guidelines
for Completing the Statutory Periodic Report and Medium- to Long-Term Plan for
Energy Conservation (Specified Business Operators, etc.)”
*8	Source for conversion coefficient: Agency for Natural Resources and Energy, “Guidelines
for Completing the Statutory Periodic Report and Medium- to Long-Term Plan for
Energy Conservation (Specified Business Operators, etc.),” 50.8 × (1/458) (propane/
butane m3 equivalent).
*9	Source for conversion coefficient: regulations in line with the “Act on the Rational Use
of Energy”

Reduction in Energy Consumption and CO2 Emissions during the Use of Sold Products*1, 2
FY2017

FY2018

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

Reduction in Energy
Consumption (GJ)*3

31,241

71,744

85,847

95,347

84,869

Reduction in CO2
Emissions (t-CO2)*4,5

1,604

3,569

3,978

4,256

3,686

*1 Conversion coefficient×time spent in operation over one year × sales volume
× reduction in power consumption when compared to a conventional product
functioning and performing at the same level
*2 Hardware products developed by the Domestic Anritsu Group, for which product
assessments have been conducted
*3 Source for conversion coefficient: Act on the Rational Use of Energy
*4 Source for conversion coefficient: national average coefficient based on the Law
Concerning the Promotion of Measures to Cope with Global Warming
*5 Reflects revisions regarding annual use, implemented beginning in fiscal 2018
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Third-party Verification of CO2 and Other Emissions
In order to ensure the reliability of the report, we sought and
received third-party verification engaged in accordance with
International Standard on Assurance Engagement 3000 (ISAE
3000) and International Standard on Assurance Engagement 3410
(ISEA3410) from the Sustainability Accounting Co., Ltd. regarding
our CO2 emissions (Scope 1, 2, and 3), annual renewable energy
power generation including its self-consumption and total energy
consumption.
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Goals
Fiscal 2021 Target
Maintain Domestic Anritsu
Group water consumption at less
than 62,000 m3 (about the level
consumed in fiscal 2019)

Fiscal 2021 Progress
53,784 m3, a decrease of 13.5% compared
to fiscal 2019

Activities and Achievements
Reducing Water Consumption
While water is mostly used for toilets and washing hands in
the Domestic Anritsu Group, a part of manufacturing, such as
the washing process, also requires water. The Domestic Anritsu
Group has reduced water consumption through efforts such as
leakage inspections, upgrading to water-saving toilets, and the
use of circulated water in production facilities. The Hiratsuka site
uses alkaline washing agents to degrease metallic materials, and
the rinsing water used by the facility in this process is reused by
circulating it through filters and ion-exchange resins, which reduces
annual water consumption by approximately 40 m3.
The Domestic Anritsu Group’s water use during fiscal 2021

Stance on
Social Issues

Efforts Toward
Co-creation
Preserving Biodiversity

Environment

Social

Preventing Environmental Pollution

Governance

Resource Recycling

Water is irreplaceable for us to lead our daily lives and for
conducting economic activities. Yet today water resource
depletion and water conflicts have emerged as major issues
around the world due to factors such as the rising global
population, economic growth of developing countries, and
climate change. The Anritsu Group as a whole does not require
large quantities of water for its businesses. However, Anritsu
Company, our development and production base, is in the

decreased again, by 13.5% compared to fiscal 2019 and 2.9%
compared to fiscal 2020, as employees continued to work at home
amid the COIVD-19 pandemic.
From fiscal 2013 to 2015, Anritsu Company (Morgan Hill,
California, U.S.A.) nearly halved its water use by replacing its lawn
with plants requiring less water and converting to water-conserving
toilets. Its water use, however, increased significantly in fiscal 2020,
and the trend continued in fiscal 2021 after the Company started its
thin-film device manufacturing business, requiring large amounts
of water for cleaning, and resumed watering plants on its premises.
We will continue to assess our water use and also formulate global
medium- and long-term targets to reduce our water consumption.
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U.S. state of California, an area with a high water risk, making
us no exception in the global situation. That is why Anritsu
believes efforts to use limited water resources efficiently and
appropriately are important.

Water Risk Regional Evaluation
Through the use of the Aqueduct, a water risk evaluation tool
developed by the World Resources Institute (WRI), as well as the
Water Risk Filter, a similar tool that was jointly developed by the
World Wildlife Fund (WWF) and German Investment Corporation
(DEG), water risk is assessed at Domestic Anritsu Group companies
with major development and production functions (in Atsugi City,
Kanagawa Prefecture, and Koriyama City, Fukushima Prefecture),
Anritsu Company (Morgan Hill, California, U.S.A.), and Anritsu Ltd.
(Luton, U.K.). None of them has been identified as a source of high
water stress* to date, but we are applying a PDCA cycle under
an environmental program to reduce our water use, particularly
in Koriyama and Morgan Hill which, according to the tool, are
expected to experience high water stress by 2030.
*A state in which the amount of water usable by a person per year is less than 1,700 tonnes
and in which people feel that their daily living is inconvenienced. A very high level of
water stress means that the shortage of water in a region is so severe that more than 80%
of its population has no sufficient access to water for agricultural, household, or industrial
use.
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Water Risk Evaluation
Atsugi Site

(Atsugi City)

Tohoku Site

(Koriyama City)

USA

(Morgan Hill)

UK

(Luton)

Water Stress
Water Stress in 2030
Riverine flood risk

Water Risk Filter

Scarcity Risk
Flooding Risk

Evaluation with the Aqueduct
■ Low（＜ 10%）
■ Low-medium（10-20%）
■ Medium-high（20-40%）
■ High（40-80%）
■ Extremely high（＞ 80%）

Social

Preventing Environmental Pollution
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Efforts to Protect Water Resources

Water Risk Evaluation

Aqueduct

Environment

Evaluation with the Water Risk Filter
■ Very Low risk（0-1.8）
■ Low risk（1.8-2.6）
■ Medium risk（2.6-3.4）
■ High risk（3.4-4.2）
■ Very high risk（4.2-5.0）

Tools Used
Aqueduct: a world atlas with information on water risks compiled by
the World Resources Institute (WRI).
Water Risk Filter: A map developed by the World Wide Fund for Nature
(WWF) and Deutsche Investitions- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft (DEG)
to help evaluate physical water risks, such as water resource shortages,
flooding, droughts, seasonal water level fluctuations and water quality,
while also evaluating regulatory impact on businesses.

Consideration for Water Resources
The Anritsu Group uses water from public water systems drawn from surface water, such as rivers and
lakes, except for the water used by the Atsugi site to flush toilets, which comes from underground.
The Atsugi site is replacing its toilets with water-saving ones to reduce the amount of water
pumped from underground aquifers for the prevention of groundwater depletion.
Meanwhile, a rainwater permeation basin is installed at our global headquarters to facilitate
rainwater infiltration into the ground and prevent heavy rainfall from causing rivers to flood.

Details of our efforts

Atsugi Site
●

Introduced a body detection sensor for men’s toilets
Introduced water-saving toilets
Introduced automatic faucets
Used groundwater for flushing toilets
Reuse of rinse water from the metal degreasing unit
Installed a rainwater permeation basin
Installation of Valves to Conserve Water
Installed a friendly emulator, “Otohime,” for toilets
Conducted leakage inspections
Upgraded to high-efficiency water heaters
Replanted plants that can withstand dehydration
Replaced to a drip water supply system
Cessation of Watering in Rainy Season
Introduced a waterless method for cleaning windows
Arranged an inspection of a water supply facility by external institutions
Participated in a cleanup of the Sagami River (River cleanup activities)

Hiratsuka Site

Tohoku Site

U.S.A.

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●
●

●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Amount of Water Intake by Type*, Wastewater by Type, and Recycled Amount
FY2017
Total Amount of Water Intake

(m3)

FY2018

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

Subtotal
Atsugi site
Hiratsuka site
Tohoku site
Sales offices, etc., in Japan
U.S.A.
U.K.
Atsugi site

70,837
54,371
30,277
716
11,203
47
11,858
270
16,466

72,777
55,774
30,181
700
11,363
476
12,858
196
17,003

79,588
61,585
31,695
659
11,711
93
17,312
116
18,003

77,085
62,041
30,100
605
9,608
31
21,536
161
15,044

73,911
59,206
27,882
599
10,551
47
19,939
188
14,705

Subtotal
Atsugi site
Hiratsuka site
Amount Deposited to Sewers
Sales offices, etc., in Japan
U.S.A.
U.K.
Amount Deposited to Rivers Tohoku site

58,373
47,170
40,935
716
47
5,202
270
11,203

58,530
47,167
41,364
700
476
4,431
196
11,363

64,978
53,267
44,364
659
93
8,036
116
11,711

63,105
53,497
39,378
605
31
13,322
161
9,608

59,117
48,566
37,915
599
47
9,817
188
10,551

Hiratsuka site

40

40

40

40

40

Hiratsuka site

5

5

6

6

6

City Water Intake

Groundwater Intake

Total Wastewater Amount

Recycled Amount
Recycled Rate (%)

*City water and groundwater are our only two sources for water intake.
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Policy
The Anritsu Group has analyzed the relationship between the
Company’s business activities and biodiversity and concluded that
we have no specific business activities that have a direct impact on
biodiversity. Our basic policy for preserving biodiversity is therefore
focused on activities aimed at reducing environmental impacts and
is centered on the following three areas.

■ Global warming prevention to mitigate climate change
■ Resource-saving and recycling to manage overexploitation
and habitat loss

■ Control chemical substance usage and releases as well as

other risk mitigations to manage pollution and habitat loss

In addition, as part of our social contribution activities, we will
continue to actively participate in tree planting, local cleanups, and
other activities that help to preserve biodiversity. For information on
our goals for “Promotion of Global Warming Prevention,” “Promotion
of Resource-saving/3R’s,” and “Reduction in Chemical Substance
Usages/Releases and Promotion of Risk Mitigating Measures” based
on our Biodiversity Conservation Basic Policy, please refer to each
relevant item in the Environment section of this report.
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Social
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Biodiversity provides natural resources that are essential for
daily life and business activities. However, due to factors such
as global warming and the depletion of resources resulting
from mass production and consumption, biodiversity is
declining. If it is lost, human survival would be threatened,
posing a major risk to corporate sustainability.
Throughout the Anritsu Group’s value chain, from the
procurement of raw materials to product disposal, there

Activities and Achievements
In addition to environmental impact reduction activities in line with
the Biodiversity Conservation Basic Policy, we actively participate
in social contribution activities, such as greening and cleanup
activities, to expand the global environment’s ability to regenerate
itself. In the initiative to green Company premises, we plant species
that best match the climate and soil of the site as potential natural
vegetation. In terms of preventing pollution, we detoxify wastewater
in treatment facilities.

Joined the Declaration of Biodiversity by "Keidanren"
Promotion Partners
The Domestic Anritsu Group has endorsed Nippon Keidanren’s
Declaration of Biodiversity and participates as a promotion partner
to exercise leadership in creating a society that values and supports
biodiversity.
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are factors in business operations that affect biodiversity
such as the discharge of waste and chemicals and the
consumption of energy. We therefore have an obligation to
work on biodiversity conservation and have a basic policy to
reduce environmental impact while also engaging in social
contribution activities for protecting the natural environment.

FSC™ CoC Certification
The printing department in Anritsu Kousan Co., Ltd. underwent a
review process and has renewed its FSC™ CoC certification*, initially
acquired in fiscal 2019. While the company has been promoting
the use of FSC™-certified paper for printing catalogs and reports, it
strengthened this effort by expanding the scope of use to business
cards in fiscal 2021.
The FSC™ has published a revised CoC standard (FSCSTD-40-004 V3-1), and we are implementing the necessary changes.
We plan to be audited for recertification using the new version in
fiscal 2022.
*The Forest Stewardship Council™ (FSC™), a global, not-forprofit organization dedicated to the promotion of responsible
forest management worldwide, defines standards based on
agreed principles for responsible forest stewardship. Among
the FSC™ certificates, CoC applies to the processing and
logistics of forestry products.
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Supporting the Kanagawa No Plastic Waste Declaration
Under the Kanagawa No Plastic Waste Declaration, the prefectural
government of Kanagawa, which has SDGs Future Cities, is
tackling marine pollution issues, particularly those associated with
microplastics. As a supporter of the prefecture’s initiative, Anritsu is
striving to raise employee awareness of these issues. Efforts include
participation in the Sagami River Clean-up Campaign for preventing
plastic waste from flushing into the ocean and rivers, the publication
of the Company magazine “Eco Club,” and educating employees on
the environmental protection, in addition to cleanup campaigns
in the neighborhood areas of the Atsugi and Hiratsuka sites, which
had been under way for many years prior to the declaration.
Looking ahead, we plan to focus on reducing the use of
packaging materials and plastic bottles and on promoting material
recycling to further contribute to achieving No Plastic Waste.

Water Resources

Efforts Toward
Co-creation
Preserving Biodiversity
Preserving
Biodiversity

Environment

Social

Preventing Environmental Pollution

Participation in the Nijyu-maru Project
(Double 20 campaign)
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Joined as a member of the Tanzawa Oyama Nature
Restoration Committee

The Domestic Anritsu Group in fiscal 2017 pledged its contribution
toward achieving the Aichi Biodiversity Targets as part of the Nijyumaru Project*, which is being run by the International Union for the
Conservation of Nature – Japan (IUCN-J).
*Project that seeks citizen groups, companies, local governments, etc., to declare their
intention to join the effort to achieve the 20 Aichi Targets agreed at the 10th Ordinary
Meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity (COP10).

Activity Name

Governance

Actions

Aichi Targets

Participation in the
Mt. Fuji “Forest fundraising” greening
project

This project, active since 2000, is
focused on an 80-year period of
reviving forests that were cleared
by a typhoon in 1996. Anritsu
participated from 2006 to fiscal
2021.

Habitat destruction
Preserving vulnerable
ecosystems Ecosystem
servicing

Greening when
constructing a new
building

We planted trees and vegetation
appropriate to the climate and
soil of the area on the grounds
Habitat destruction
and surrounding area of the
Ecosystem servicing
Anritsu global headquarters
building, for which construction
was completed in March 2015.

Anritsu became a member of the Tanzawa Oyama Nature
Restoration Committee in June 2022.
In the 1980s, major ecological changes began occurring in
Tanzawa, including the death of fir and beech trees and the loss of
forest undergrowth.
In response, a number of organizations worked together to
establish this committee, including NPOs, companies, the mass
media, groups, nature conservation specialists, and governmental
bodies such as the prefecture. The committee works on conserving
and restoring the natural environment in the Tanzawa Oyama area
through such activities as planting, thinning, and pruning trees. It
also supports various nature restoration projects undertaken by
Kanagawa prefecture, companies, and other organizations.
Anritsu opened its Atsugi office in 1961 at its current location
at the base of Mount Oyama in Tanzawa. It now serves as the
headquarters of the Anritsu Group in Japan and overseas.
By taking part in the nature conservation activities for the
Tanzawa Oyama area, we will contribute to preserving biodiversity
and water resources.

Oyama seen from the Global Headquarters building
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Fiscal 2021 Target
Maintain zero excess of the
voluntary management limit for
industrial wastewater (Atsugi site)

Fiscal 2021 Progress
One incident of exceeding the voluntary
management limit, which was effectively
dealt with in accordance with the
remediation plan

We will continue to set our target for the coming years as zero
excess in voluntary management limit and work on preventing
pollution.

Activities and Achievements
Regulatory Compliance
The Domestic Anritsu Group is working to prevent environmental
pollution by establishing voluntary management standards that
are stricter than laws and regulations for wastewater quality, air
and noise. The voluntary management standards for wastewater
quality are based on historical data, and the limit for pollutants in
wastewater is about half of that of the regulatory requirement.

Stance on
Social Issues

Efforts Toward
Co-creation
Preserving Biodiversity

Environment

Social

Preventing
PreventingEnvironmental
Environmental Pollution
Pollution
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Toxic chemical pollutants in the air, water and soil adversely
affect human health and the environment and also trigger
global warming. The list of laws and regulations focused on the
handling and discharge of chemical substances is extensive
and becoming stricter. For our sustainable business activities,
it is critical that we maintain appropriate control over the use
and discharge of these chemicals.
The Anritsu Group handles a variety of chemicals, which

WEB

Wastewater quality data for the Domestic Anritsu Group

WEB

Air quality data for the Tohoku site

WEB

Noise data for the Domestic Anritsu Group

Wastewater Management
The Atsugi site operates an industrial wastewater treatment facility
to detoxify industrial wastewater containing acids and alkali and
wastewater discharged from small boilers used to adjust humidity
inside cleanrooms. We are reducing risks by using a breakwater
structure that would prevent any leakage of raw water, intermediary
wastewater, or treatment-use chemicals and also by introducing
a double monitoring system to ensure that water exceeding the
permitted pH limit would not be discharged into the surrounding
environment. In addition, we manage the quantity of heavy metals
by running simple analysis on a weekly basis and calling in thirdparty specialists every three months to analyze other check items as
agreed with the government.
At the Hiratsuka site, where metal materials are degreased
with alkaline cleaning agents, their stock solutions are collected
by batch. Water used for rinsing is recycled and reused at the site
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can have a serious impact on the surrounding environment
if not properly managed. To prevent any such occurrence, we
promote strong measures to prevent environmental pollution.

and therefore not discharged as process wastewater. The Tohoku
site does not have a specific facility for discharging industrial
wastewater, but it has a pH monitor and emergency cutoff valve
to address the risk of water exceeding the permitted pH limit
being discharged from boilers and septic tanks in the event of
malfunction.
Moreover, each site has its own response procedures in place to
address the potential leakage of chemical substances due to human
error or natural disaster. Regular equipment inspections and training
are also conducted, and necessary revisions are made to prepare for
unexpected accidents.

Chemical Substances Management
The Domestic Anritsu Group monitors every chemical substance
used in each operational phase, from design and development to
procurement, production, and shipping. Before each division starts
using a new chemical substance, permitting its usage is determined
in a prior process by expert evaluators assigned by field of expertise,
who take into consideration environmental regulations, toxicity,
safety, accident prevention, and the Group’s criteria on banned and
restricted substances. Also, every three months, all of the Group’s
departments handling chemical substances take inventory of
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chemical substances on hand and enter the amounts purchased,
used, and disposed in the Group’s database for managing chemical
substances so that the Group not only compiles data on substances
subject to the Pollutant Release and Transfer Register (PRTR)
Law, hazardous materials designated by the Fire Service Act, and
greenhouse gases but also confirms whether a chemical substance
that has been used is now subject to a recently revised regulation.
It then considers replacing it, if possible, with an alternative that is
safer and has a lower environmental impact. When using a chemical
substance subject to the reporting requirement of the Industrial
Safety and Health Law, the Group conducts a risk assessment and
implements countermeasures in advance.
In fiscal 2021, continuing from fiscal 2019, the handling volume
at the Tohoku site of methylnaphthalene, a substance found within
the Class-A heavy oil used in boilers, again exceeded one tonne. As
this substance falls under the PRTR Law, we calculated the transfer
amount and submitted reports to the appropriate regulatory
authorities. Methylnaphthalene is burned in boilers and very little is
released externally, but we will still work to reduce handling volume
moving forward.
Regulated Chemical Substances in Manufacturing by the Anritsu Group
Banned
substances

The group of the following seven substances: CFC
(chlorofluorocarbons), halon, tetrachloromethane,
1,1,1-trichloroethane, HBFC (hydrobromofluorocarbons),
bromochloromethane, methyl bromide

Restricted
substances

The group of the following seven substances: HCFC
(hydrochlorofluorocarbons), trichloro-ethylene, tetrachloroethylene,
dichloromethane, HFC (hydrofluorocarbons), PFC (perfluorocarbons),
SF6 (Sulfur hexafluoride)

Water Resources
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Co-creation
Preserving Biodiversity

Environment

Social

Preventing
PreventingEnvironmental
Environmental Pollution
Pollution

Responding to Regulations
on Hazardous Chemical Substances in Products
The Domestic Anritsu Group prevents the use of hazardous
chemical substances in its products by complying with domestic
and international regulations (e.g., RoHS Directives, REACH
regulations) as well as industry standards. The list of hazardous
chemicals as defined by Anritsu is also clearly outlined in the Anritsu
Group Global Green Procurement Specification. The chemicals
used in the products are inspected in accordance with the list
of substances subject to reporting under IEC 62474 (Material
Declaration for Products of and for the Electrotechnical Industry),
created by the International Electrotechnical Commission.
The European Union directive 2015/863, issued in 2015,
amended the RoHS Directive to restrict four additional phthalates
(DEHP, BBP, DBP, and DIBP). We had already taken the necessary
precautions for Category 3 products related to our IT and
communication devices in the Environmental Measurement
Business before the restrictions came into force at the end of July
2019. Our main products, measuring equipment and products in
the PQA business, fall under Category 9, and we took all necessary
measures to meet the restrictions that came into force in July
2021. As for the content of six substances, cadmium, mercury,
lead, hexavalent chromium, polybrominated biphenyls (PBB),

Governance
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and polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE), already restricted
before 2015, we have been conducting sampling inspections
using a fluorescent X-ray analyzer during acceptance inspections
of purchased parts, so we have reduced the risk of releasing
those substances into distribution via our products. For the four
newly regulated substances as well, we are conducting sampling
inspections with the new analyzer for phthalates that we acquired
in fiscal 2019. Since phthalates can migrate, we also inspect nonpurchased parts that can come in contact with any phthalate
during the production process.
*Excluding parts used for old products sold only in Japan

Groundwater Management
In regard to organochlorine substances, we completely eliminated
the use of trichloroethylene at the Atsugi site in 1970 and
1,1,1-trichloroethane in 1993, though the Atsugi site is voluntarily
analyzing five organochlorine substances in groundwater once a
year. Levels of tetrachloroethylene tend to be higher than permitted
environmental standards, but the substance has never been used
by the Anritsu Group. The results of a soil survey showed that the
Atsugi site was not responsible for the contamination ultimately
attributed to groundwater from upstream of the location, which the
local government also agrees with. We will continue with regular
analysis and monitoring at the site.
WEB

Groundwater Data for the Domestic Anritsu Group

Analyzing phthalates
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Target
Target

Fiscal 2021 Progress

Maintain zero emissions*1 at the
Domestic Anritsu Group

Maintained zero emissions

Reduce industrial waste volume at
the Domestic Anritsu Group by at
least 5% per unit of sales by fiscal
2030, compared to fiscal 2019*2

Reduced by 15.9% compared to fiscal 2019

Reduce general waste volume at the 26.3 tonnes emitted
Atsugi site to 36 tonnes or less by
fiscal 2030
*1 Zero emissions is defined as achieving a directly landfilled and burned disposal rate of
less than 0.5%
*2 Excluding irregular disposals resulting from layout changes, etc.
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Environment
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Social

Preventing Environmental Pollution

the use of packaging materials and plastic bottles and on material
recycling. At the Tohoku site, we stopped stocking plastic bottled
drinks in vending machines in April 2022.

Removal of Plastic Bottled
Drinks from Vending
Machines
Tsuyoshi Kohno

国内アンリツグループ廃棄物排出量
Change in Volume of Waste (Domestic Anritsu Group)

(t)

Human Resource and Administration
Department
Tohoku Anritsu Co., Ltd.

466.29

400
325.42

349.54

368.76

339.82

300
200
100
0

the waste issue. To this end, we properly handle the waste
generated by our plants and offices as well as our products
when they reach the end of their life. We also aggressively
practice the 3Rs (reduce, reuse, and recycle) while reducing
the amount of waste we generate and using environmentally
friendly materials.

VOICE

*A term specific to Anritsu, the “earthworm farm” speeds up the decomposition process of
fallen leaves using earthworms.

500
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The volume of waste is increasing due to such factors as the
rising global population and the single-use culture associated
with mass production and mass consumption. This is resulting
in the depletion of natural resources and placing a heavy
burden on the environment. To address this, companies
around the world are expected to manage and dispose of their
waste properly and reduce the amount of waste generated.
It is our social responsibility to contribute toward tackling

Activities and Achievements
The Domestic Anritsu Group is promoting waste separation and the
3Rs of recycling at its offices and factories.
In fiscal 2021, we expanded the earthworm farm* to reduce leaf
litter, which otherwise would become general waste, through worm
composting. In addition, considering the objectives of the Plastic
Resource Circulation Act, we created a project team in fiscal 2022
to promote resource circulation. The team will focus on reducing

Governance

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

(FY)

■ General wastee ■ Industrial waste ■ Valuable resources ■ Waste solely for recycling

*Since fiscal 2021, the volume of waste has included industrial waste generated (approx. 11
tonnes) and valuable resources extracted from used products (approx. 122 tonnes) at the
Recycling Center.

All vending machines on the premises of Tohoku Anritsu Co.,
Ltd. now carry only canned beverages. The available selection is
limited and, in some places, water is not an option. But employees
understand the reasons behind this, and we have not received
any complaints. That said, we are facing other challenges. For
example, while we have water dispensers available, some do not
like that particular type of water (e.g., hard water and soft water)
and, once a pull-tab can is opened, saving the drink for later is not
so easy. These are good-to-know challenges that only surfaced
because they emerged from actual experience.
Plastic bottled drinks are also a major topic in the Anritsu
Group’s plastic reduction efforts. We would like to contribute to
the Group’s overall initiative by sharing our experience of taking
the first step toward eliminating these drinks.
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Volume of Waste Generated by the Domestic Anritsu Group by Treatment
(Including Valuable Resources and Waste Solely for Recycling)
(t)
Material Recycling
Energy Recovery
Type
FY2021
Type
FY2021
2.3 Sludge
9.2
Waste glass/ceramic
1.8 Waste paper
2.4
Sludge
240.3 Animal and plant residue
26.2
Waste metal
Specified hazardous
105.6
0.4
Waste paper
industrial waste
0.1 Waste alkali
0.7
Waste alkali
6.7 Waste plastics
39.0
Waste plastics
5.1 Waste acid
0.2
Waste oil
12.3
8.0 Waste oil
Waste wood
6.0
Waste wood
Amount of Hazardous Waste Generated* and Recycling Rate at the
Domestic Anritsu Group
FY2019
Hazardous waste generated (t)
Hazardous waste recycling rate (%)

FY2020

Solving Social
Issues Through
Business

FY2021

1.8

2.5

1.5

100

100

100

*Volume of waste generated in accordance with the storage standards for specially
controlled industrial waste in Japanese laws concerning waste treatment and
cleaning(not including PCB waste)

Water Resources

Environment

Preserving Biodiversity

Social

Preventing Environmental Pollution

Packing
Method

Target Product
Group

Action

Result

Polyethylene
foam
packaging
(PEF
packaging)

Desktop measuring
equipment
and handheld
Adopted polyethylene
measuring
foam as a cushioning
equipment shipped
1
overseas*

Material Reduction in
packaging material
waste volume
(waste material is
polyethylene foam)
*2
Volume reduction of
40% (compared to
film packaging)

Film
packaging

Desktop measuring Adopted method where
equipment shipped product is held between
overseas*3
two layers of elastic film

Reduction in
packaging material
waste volume (waste
material is elastic
film)*2

H160 Airbased
cushioning
materials

Unit components
and small
measuring
equipment shipped
overseas

Adopted air-based
cushioning material
that can withstand
atmospheric pressure
changes in air transport

Reduction in
packaging material
waste volume (waste
material is air film)*2

Adopted cardboard as
a cushioning material in
packaging
Package standard
attachments and optional
parts in the open spaces
within the cardboard
cushioning material

Volume reduction
of 40% (compared
to when Access
Master equipment
is packaged using
urethane foam)

Cardboard as Handheld
a cushioning measuring
equipment for
material
domestic and
packaging
overseas locations

Eco-logistics

No
packaging

Governance
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Recycling Center

Eco-Friendly Packaging Efforts at the Domestic Anritsu Group

Environmental Considerations in Packaging
The Domestic Anritsu Group is seeking to reduce packaging
materials and the waste associated with them and increase material
recycling. As part of this initiative, we have been transitioning
to composite standard packaging to replace wooden crates,
which is almost 100% thermally recycled as waste material after
use, featuring a new crate that partially uses material recyclable
reinforced cardboard. This results in a 40% reduction in the volume
of packaging materials and 50% in packaging waste. In fiscal 2021,
we shipped 90 crates using composite standard packaging. In fiscal
2022, we plan to continue with this effort toward shipping 500
crates using this new packaging (equivalent to about 20% of all
wooden crate shipments).

Efforts Toward
Co-creation

Anritsu established the Recycling Center at Anritsu Kousan Co.,
Ltd. as one division in 2000. Anritsu Kousan obtained a license
to engage in the industrial waste disposal business in 2002 and
started operating in fiscal 2003. The center is primarily engaged in
treating used products received from customers. In fiscal 2021, it
received 110 tonnes of used products and equipment generated
by the Anritsu Group and recycled nearly 100% of the waste after
disassembling and sorting, shipping 92.4% of the resultant materials
as valuable resources.
Anritsu Kousan also promotes the refurbishment of used
products. A selection of collected used equipment is reconditioned
and calibrated and then sold to universities and other educational
institutions at a low price with a one-year guarantee, thus extending
the lives of the products.
Recycling System for Used Products
Finite Resources
Materials

Material Recycling

Products shipped
domestically
(mainly calibration
instruments)

Adopted reusable boxes
for delivery and pickup
(cushioning material is
also reus- able)
Simplified product
packaging (Packaging with
protective polyethylene)

Large products
shipped
domestically
(mainly PQA
Business products)

Achieved zero waste
Adopted method in which
emissions through a
product was wrapped in
shift from disposable
stretchable film and put in
crates to reusable
a reusable pipe container
pipe frames

Chemical Recycling
Reduction in waste
volume by 94%
compared to regular
packaging*4

Anritsu Group

Energy Recovery

Recycling Center

Design/Production

Disassembly
Zero Emission

Selection

Refurbishment

Sales

Customers

Note: All packaging materials must protect the product from shock and vibrations while in
transport.
*1 Desktop measuring equipment and handheld measuring equipment being developed
and shipped overseas from fiscal 2016 is, in principle, shipped using PEF packaging.
*2 Reduction in packaging material based on a comparison of urethane foam waste with
waste when item in parentheses is used.
*3 Used for large measuring equipment and measuring equipment with a shape for which
PEF packaging is problematic.
*4 Assuming eco-logistics boxes are reused 20 times.
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Establishing an environment for diverse individuals to
work in multiple styles and perform to their full potential
and best abilities
In today’s ever-evolving business environment, key elements
for creating and growing businesses depend on People,
Diversity & Inclusion. One objective for Anritsu’s acquisition
of TAKASAGO Ltd. and launch of Hapi Sma Co., Ltd. with its
workplace designed to support the long-term employment
of people with disabilities is to achieve diversity and thereby
strengthen the Anritsu Group’s human resources.
I’m constantly thinking about how we can establish a
workplace environment in which diverse employees can
maintain a sound life-work balance and grow through
healthy competition and job satisfaction. We have been
working on “advancement of women,” “employment of
physically challenged people” and “advancement of the
elderly” to promote diversity management, which is one of
the sustainability targets of the GLP2023 Mid-Term Business
Plan. As a result, with Hapi Sma certified as a special subsidiary
company for people with disabilities, the Domestic Anritsu
Group’s ratio of employees with disabilities reached 2.54% (as
of the end of March 2022), exceeding the legally mandated
employment rate. In addition, we plan to adopt new programs
in October 2022, in which the retirement age is raised to
65 and can be extended to 70 years old, in order to create
a setting for senior employees to utilize their abundant
experience and continue to experience contributing to the
Company.

As for further strengthening initiatives for empowering
female employees, we will increase the female ratio of new
graduate hires in both technical and administrative jobs and
recruit mid-career female candidates for manager positions.
Apart from providing more options for maintaining a sound
balance between family and work by encouraging the use
of programs such as teleworking, shorter working hours, and
childcare leave for male employees, we will also introduce
a career path system for female employees to facilitate their
long-term career goals after being assigned to managerial
positions. Our employee satisfaction survey found that over
90% of employees satisfy with the workplace environment
in both fiscal 2020 and 2021, and more female employees
experienced work satisfaction than male employees in fiscal
2021 for the first time. I believe that these results can be
attributed to our actions to support human resource diversity.
We have positioned fiscal 2022 as the first year of
workstyle reform and will strive to instill and promote diversity
and inclusion. We will then focus the multiple energies of the
Company and employees with versatile values so everyone
can work enthusiastically, fulfill both personal and professional
life goals. Anritsu and its employees envision a shared
sustainable future and will together work toward achieving
the 2030 vision of becoming a company that contributes to
solving social issues.
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Respect for Human
Rights and Promotion
of Diversity
Policy
The Anritsu Group as a global business entity constantly reminds
employees about policies related to human rights as indicated below
for responsible action, based on the International Bill of Human Rights,
the International Labor Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental
Principles and Rights at Work, the Ten Principles of the UN Global
Compact, the Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights
endorsed by the UN Human Rights Council, ISO 26000:2010 (which
provides guidance on how companies can operate in a socially
responsible way), and Children’s Rights and Business Principles.

Sustainability Policy
As the Group’s guiding principle instructing employees to
contribute to building a sustainable future of the global society as
part of the effort to increase our long-term corporate value, the
Sustainability Policy declares: “We will respect the human rights of
all people and strive to create a workplace offering healthy lives and
decent work for all where diverse individuals can grow together.”
Anritsu Group Charter of Corporate Behavior
As the Group’s guiding principle on corporate behavior, the Charter
states: “The Anritsu Group will respect the human rights of all those

Efforts Toward
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Environment
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Social

Supply Chain
Management

Governance

Quality and
Product Safety

Respect for human rights has become more important than
ever before in today’s business practices, and every company
is now responsible for creating a work environment in which
the human rights of each employee and other stakeholders
are respected beyond differences in their ideas and values.
In order to better secure human resources and respond
to the risks and needs of a diversifying market in an aging
society with a declining birth rate, we believe it is increasingly

who are connected with it, and will not permit any discriminatory
practice related to race, gender and so forth or infringement of
individual dignity, and will never accept child labor or forced labor.”

Anritsu Group Code of Conduct
As the Group’s guiding principle instructing employees on
appropriate business behavior, the Code states: We will not
discriminate in word or deed or engage in acts of violence or impair
personal dignity and that we will seek to deepen our understanding
and act to respect human rights through educational programs and
other appropriate means.
Diversity Policy
As the Group’s guiding principle on creating a work environment
in which a diverse group of employees can work actively and share
their values, the Diversity Policy emphasizes the commitment to
maintaining global perspectives, appreciating the visions of those
at other companies or industries, evaluating employee creativity
regardless of age or gender, and increasing our diversity by raising
the ratio of female, mid-career and foreign-national employees
within the workforce.
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important for companies to promote diversity. For the Anritsu
Group, whose overseas sales account for 70% of total sales (in
fiscal 2021), achieving the Company Vision renewed in April
2021 requires creating an environment in which a diverse
group of employees can work actively and share their values.

WEB

Sustainability Policy

WEB

Anritsu Group Charter of Corporate Behavior

WEB

Anritsu Group Code of Conduct

WEB

Diversity Policy

Structure
Human rights matters are deliberated on by the Corporate Ethics
Promotion Committee, which is set up under the Board of Directors
and the Management Strategy Conference and is chaired by the
executive officer in charge of compliance and participated in by
representatives of the Domestic Anritsu Group companies. This
committee discusses and formulates the basic policy on corporate
ethics of the Group, makes revisions to the Code of Conduct, plans
for intra-Company monitoring with a corporate ethics survey,
conducts analysis, makes improvements, and plans for other
promotional activities related to ethics and compliance. It also
reports annually on the status of ethics and compliance across the
Anritsu Group to the Board of Directors.
The Anritsu Group implements human rights initiatives
Anritsu Sustainability Report 2022
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throughout the value chain, including customers, suppliers and
employees, under the joint leadership of the departments of
Human Resource and Administration, Sustainability Promotion,
Legal, and Global Procurement Operation. In order to promote
diversity in a number of ways, including by advancing the career
development of women, promoting life-work balance, hiring more
people with disabilities, and developing the careers of foreign
national employees and senior employees, we set up the Project
Team as a special unit for those tasks.
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Respect for Diversity
Striving to converge vectors between management and
employees beyond diversity, foster a sense of contribution
to Anritsu and society in all employees, and support them
in maintaining a sound life-work balance
GLP2023 targets (until fiscal 2023)
• Advancement of women: A proportion of women in manager
positions of 15% or more (global)
• Advancement of the elderly: Employment until the age of 70 and the
establishment of a new compensation packages
• Promote employment of physically challenged people: Achieve
the legally mandated employment rate of 2.3% through job
development

Goals
Other targets

Respect for Human Rights
Raising employee awareness of human rights and strengthening
the supply chain’s responses to human rights issues

Mid-career hiring: hire mid-career employees at a rate of 30% of all new
hires every year.
Foreign-national employees: Maintaining the same number of foreignnational managers as in fiscal 2021 (with foreign-national directors and
managers in Anritsu Corporation representing: 10% of the total)
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Group. We use the responses to annual corporate ethics surveys
to assess human rights risks and reduce them, which included
optimizing working hours and eliminating all types of harassment in
fiscal 2021.
Human rights training is provided to new employees and newly
appointed managers at the Domestic Anritsu Group to instill an
understanding of the importance of human rights awareness.
We also have set up hotlines through which employees of
the Domestic and Overseas Anritsu Group can report incidents of
violation and receive consultation.
In the supply chain, we seek the understanding and
cooperation of our partners through the Anritsu CSR Procurement
Guidelines in establishing a supply chain based on a respect for
human rights, labor, health and safety, and the prevention of
corruption and consideration of the environment.
P.92 Hotline (Receiving Violation Reports and Offering a Consultation Service)

GLP2023 targets on human rights in the supply chain
• Strengthening of supply chain due diligence: Acumulative total of 10
or more companies, over three years

P.71

Activities and Achievements
Human Rights
Practicing Human Rights
In March 2006, Anritsu declared its support for and participation in
the Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact (UNGC). The Anritsu
Group as a whole promotes initiatives that respect human rights
alongside its sustainability-related activities. For the purpose
of deepening understanding of the Anritsu Group Charter of
Corporate Behavior and the Anritsu Group Code of Conduct, Anritsu
Group employees are required to annually review the Anritsu Group
Code of Conduct through an online program and submit a written
confirmation of their intention to observe the code. In fiscal 2021,
written confirmation was submitted by 99.4% of employees in the
Domestic Anritsu Group and 100% of those in Overseas Anritsu

Supply Chain Management

Latest Response to Risks Associated with COVID-19
We assessed potential risks to employees caused by increased
teleworking in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The identified
risks included a rising trend toward excessively long working hours
and leading to negative impacts on mental and physical health,
as well as unrecognized overtime that was therefore unpaid. As
preventive measures, we introduced a system to use computer login and log-out time for work hour management.
We also introduced an emergency measure called the Leave
of Absence Guideline for Overseas Travel to address the prolonged
circumstances under which foreign-national employees have
neither been able to see their families nor to refresh themselves
in their home countries due to ongoing travel restrictions. The
measure not only grants employees with special paid leave for
quarantine periods for entering foreign countries, but also allows
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them to use combined paid leave. As a result, 12 foreign-national
employees were able to reunite with their families in their home
countries for the first time after an extended period of time.

Response to Human Rights Issues in the Supply Chain

We conduct due diligence reviews to detect and prevent
human rights risks, such as those related to modern slavery,
that might be present in our business and supply chain.
In fiscal 2021, we took action online to prevent such risks
with six suppliers in Japan, Germany, China, and Taiwan
and confirmed there were no serious risks relevant to
human rights and labor, or health and safety. The initiative
is disclosed in our statements in compliance with the UK
Modern Slavery Act and the Australian Modern Slavery Act.
P.73
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Human Rights Education
The Domestic Anritsu Group provides human rights training for
new employees and newly appointed managers every year. In
fiscal 2021, a 60-minute session on human rights and diversity was
provided for 52 new employees, while a 30-minute session on
labor management, human rights, and diversity promotion and
a 90-minute session on mental health was provided for 26 newly
appointed managers. Moreover, education programs related to the
Anritsu Group Charter of Corporate Behavior and the Anritsu Group
Code of Conduct are provided by the Legal and the Sustainability
Promotion departments to raise awareness and understanding of
the importance of respecting human rights.
Improving Working Conditions
Labor Union and Dialogue Between Labor and Management
The labor union at Anritsu is based on respect for freedom of
association and the right to collective bargaining as stated in
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Principle 3 (Labor) of the Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact
and for the rights guaranteed in the Constitution of Japan for
employees to organize, bargain and act collectively. Members of the
Anritsu labor union in fiscal 2021 included permanent employees
(excluding managers) at Anritsu Corporation, Anritsu Customer
Support Co., Ltd., and Anritsu Infivis Co., Ltd.
To establish a sound labor-management relationship,
representatives from the Anritsu companies meet regularly with
the representative from labor union to engage in discussion. Issues
raised at these meetings are separately solved through labormanagement negotiations.

Participation in an Industry Group on Labor Standards
Anritsu is a member of the Japan Employers’ Federation of Electrical,
Electronics & Information Industries and uses information provided
by the organization and exchanged with other members to review
and improve the Company’s working conditions.
Anritsu also cooperates in the federation’s activities to collect
opinions across the industry and bring the industry’s collective
voice to related governments and business associations.
Labor Union Membership Rates at the Three Domestic Anritsu Group
Companies (as of March 31, 2022)
Company
Anritsu Corporation

Labor Union
Members
(Persons)

Regular
Employees
(Persons)

Labor Union
Membership
Rate (%)*

1,497

1,758

85.2

Anritsu Customer Support

56

66

84.8

Anritsu Infivis

69

72

95.8

*Labor union membership rate = labor union members/regular employees

Using Fairtrade-Certified Coffee Beans
Since November 2019, Fairtrade-certified coffee beans have
been used for the coffee served to guests at HQ’s reception and
conference rooms and made available at corporate cafeterias.
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Through the purchase of beans produced and sold under fair trade
terms, Anritsu supports Fairtrade’s initiative to
improve the living standard of producers and
laborers in developing countries and support
their financial independence. (As of August
2022, coffee is not served for guests as part of
measures to prevent COVID-19.)

Diversity
Career Development for Cultivating Female Leaders
Women-focused recruiting and career-development initiatives are
under way at Anritsu to support female employees more directly
involved in the process of growing the Company and raising its
corporate value while also supporting them to maintain a life-work
balance.

Appointment of Directors
In the appointment of directors, Anritsu looks beyond gender
or nationality to consider knowledge, experiences and abilities
as well as to diversify the board. In fiscal 2019, Hanako Noda was
appointed as executive officer and CTO. In fiscal 2021, Nozomi Ueda
was appointed as an outside director and member of the Audit &
Supervisory Committee. Anritsu has one female director, or 10% of
all directors.
In fiscal 2019, Olaf Sieler, a German national, was appointed and
has since served as executive officer as of fiscal 2022.
WEB

Anritsu Integrated Report 2022, CTO Message

WEB

Anritsu Integrated Report 2022, Directors and Executive Officers

Promotion to Managers
In fiscal 2017, we revised the tier-based training system for
young workers and leaders, which had accepted only workers
recommended by department managers until fiscal 2016, to allow
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participation by anyone who meets certain conditions. This helped
raise the female participation rate from around 12% through fiscal
2016 to 24% in fiscal 2020 and 15% in fiscal 2021. Other measures,
such as the training program aimed at supporting the advancement
of women’s careers, also proved to be successful, leading to the
appointment of two female managers in fiscal 2020 and two more
in fiscal 2021 (14% of all newly appointed managers in both years).
In order to achieve the GLP2023 sustainability target ratio of
female managers of at least 15% of the total worldwide, we have
been hiring more female employees, as new graduates or midcareer workers, and focusing on enhancing the workplace to
be more welcoming for women. In April 2022, we introduced a
new career path program with an emphasis on life-work balance
that allows female employees to heighten and make full use of
their professional specialty and expertise, to work in a style that
meets their stage in life stage and personal needs and to advance
their career while also contributing to business performance and
solutions.
P.58
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新卒採用者に占める女性比率の推移
Ratios of Female Employees among New Graduate Recruits of Anritsu
Corporation in Japan (as of April 1 for each year)

(Persons)
60

■ Men (left axis) ■ Women (left axis) ● Ratio of women (right axis)
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Education on Unconscious Biases
As the first step for promoting Diversity & Inclusion, we provided all
directors, executive officers, and employees of the Domestic Anritsu
Group with an e-learning program on unconscious biases—in other
words, social stereotypes about certain groups of people and the
importance and benefit of having diverse viewpoints.

Employee Data, Female Anritsu Employees Globally

Recruitment Activity
Anritsu hires employees on a gender-and race-neutral basis in all
positions, be they in office administration or technical areas. We
have set a target of raising the ratio of female employees to 20%
of all new recruits. The ratio of women among all new hires in April
2022 was 30%, exceeding the target for the fourth consecutive
year since 2019. We will keep working on this target ratio to further
increase the ratio of female employees with the hope that many will
become significant assets for the Anritsu Group.

Life-Work Balance
Placing the lifestyle of each individual at the center of how they
spend the 24 hours of each day, the Anritsu Group is focused on
enabling its employees to enjoy a harmonious life-work balance (we
use this term to emphasize “life” first, rather than the more common
“work-life balance”). We seek to improve employee productivity by
encouraging them to pursue a fulfilling personal life as well as an
equally fulfilling professional life.
In line with Anritsu Corporation’s Action Plan to Support ChildRearing (6th stage), which began in fiscal 2020 (see the table on
the next page), we have been working to advance awareness of
revised workstyles and reduction of overtime work. In fiscal 2021,
we introduced a system for tracking and visualizing screen time on
the computers of teleworking employees to reduce overtime. As a
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result, the average annual total of overtime in the Domestic Anritsu
Group decreased by 36% and 6.5% from fiscal 2019 and fiscal 2020,
respectively. We will continue to improve working conditions under
our workstyle reform.
In regard to childbirth and childcare, we offer programs
that exceed legal requirements including in terms of leave,
reinstatement, and shorter working hours, both before and after
childbirth as well as during child-rearing. In fiscal 2022, we extended
the childcare leave period by one year, allowing employees to take
the leave until the end of April of the following year in which their
child turns two, instead of one. To ensure that employees applying
for these programs, regardless of their gender, can balance work
and childcare with greater peace of mind, we disseminate the
related information Companywide. During fiscal 2021, seven female
and seven male employees took childcare leave. We continue to
work on raising awareness and improving the understanding of
these programs.
Effots by labor and management
through the Committee for Promoting LifeWork Balance are also under way. Anritsu
was recognized as a "company supporting
child-raising" by the Ministry of Health,
Labour and Welfare in 2015 and 2018
and was awarded the Kurumin Triple Star
Certificate by the ministry in 2020.
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Anritsu Corporation’s Action Plan to Support Child-Rearing

Measures

Pregnancy

Actions

Improve working
conditions toward
workstyle reform

Review and improve the
workplace environment so
employees have a better lifework balance

From April 2020:
considering and designing
a flexible system that offers
workstyle options (such as
telework)

Draw up, consider and
implement a plan for
revising and reinforcing
childcare systems

Cultivate a workplace culture
in which employees feel free
to take days-off or leave for a
better life-work balance

From April 2020:
promoting a workplace
culture that is more
supportive of men taking
childcare leave

Gender

Total number of employees who have
had children
Total number of employees who
started childcare leave
Rate of employees who took childcare
leave*1
Total number of employees who
returned to work following childcare
leave
Rate of employees who returned to
work after childcare leave
Total number of employees who have
been with the Company for one year
or longer since returning to work after
childcare leave taken during the three
years preceding the reporting years*3
One-year-later retention rate of
employees who returned to work after
childcare leave

Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
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Parenting and Childcare Programs

(6th Stage, April 1, 2020 to March 31, 2024)

Objectives
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Period covered
FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

14
7
2
7
14%
100%
2

23
3
4
5
17%
166%*2
4

19
8
7
7
36%
87%
6

Female

4

7

8

Male
Female

67%
100%

100%
100%

100%
100%

Male

4

6

8

Female

19

18

23

Male

100%

100%

100%

Female

100%

100%

100%

At the end of April of
Start of elementary
the fiscal year that
education
follows the one in which
the child turns two

End of academic End of academic year
year (end of March) (end of March) for
for third grade
sixth grade

Leave for fertility treatment

Leave
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Leave for prenatal
Leave for post-natal
hospital visits
hospital visits
Maternity leave
(8 weeks before and
Childcare leave
after giving birth)
Special leave for
men at the time of
childbirth (5 days)
Men’s parental leave to
experience childcare

Childcare leave

Leave for nursing children
Support leave (child vaccinations, school events, etc.)

Work-related

History and
Development

Support system for balancing work with childcare responsibilities

Corporate
Philosophy System

Restrictions on engaging in
hazardous operations
Mitigation measures
for commuting
Work breaks
Time off for nursing
during pregnancy (time off for child-rearing)
Restrictions on overtime, working overtime
on holidays, and late nights
Time off for nursing (shorter work hours)
Restrictions on working overtime, on holidays and late nights
Flex-time system for child-rearing (shift in core working times)

■Female ■Male ■Both

*1 Rate of employees who took childcare leave: number of employees who started childcare leave
÷ number of employees who have had children × 100
*2 The rate is higher than 100% because the number of employees who started childcare leave
includes those who have had children during the previous fiscal year or earlier and started
childcare leave during the fiscal year, apart from those who have had children during the fiscal
year.
*3 For fiscal 2021, the total shows employees who have been with the Company for one year or
longer after returning to work, with childcare leave taken between fiscal 2018 and fiscal 2020, as
of March 31, 2022.
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VOICE
Early Request Submission
and Handoff Planning for
Six-month Childcare Leave
Hisashi Hayashi

Product Development Department,
Infivis Company Anritsu Corporation

I’ve been the leader of the electricity team in the
Checkweighers Product Development Department and
took childcare leave for six months from April 2021.
Although the rule allows for one month advance notice,
I talked to my boss about my intention six months earlier
to start preparing for the handoff as soon as possible. I
believe it worked out fine and didn’t cause trouble to the
person taking over my job.
I am the father of twin babies, and of course they
are very cute. But I found taking care of them to be
much tougher than I had imagined. My wife and I rarely
had time to go out or sleep until the babies turned one
and were able to go to a nursery. I am grateful that the
Company granted me the leave. At first, I was nervous
about the process for using the leave, because none of
my male colleagues had taken it for such a long period.
However, our childcare leave system, including the
Childcare Leave Guidebook (for Fathers) and helpful
explanation by the Human Resource Department staff,
was sufficiently well designed to make me feel confident
about taking the leave.
I hope I can share my experience with my colleagues
who are considering using this system.
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Making Use of Mid-Career Employees
We believe that having diverse perspectives beyond the boundaries
of companies and industries is crucial in expanding business
domains and tapping into new business fields. We have therefore
hired many mid-career employees. The ratio of mid-career
employees to all managers at Anritsu Corporation is approximately
10%, while the corresponding ratio in management positions (vice
president, executive officers, advisors, etc.) is approximately 20%,
indicating that the intended diversity is in place. We intend to hire
mid-career employees at 30% of all new hires every year.
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While we don’t set quotas on the promotion of foreign-national
employees to manager positions, we believe that at present the
Anritsu Group has a sound balance and diversity in the nationalities
of managers, and we are going to maintain the current state for the
foreseeable future.

Promoting the Careers of Foreign-National Employees
Hiring by Anritsu Corporation
Anritsu Corporation hires employees, including new recruits and
mid-career employees, regardless of nationality as it participates
in employment-related events organized by overseas universities,
accepting interns from universities in Japan and overseas, and
hiring exchange students in Japan. As of March 31, 2022, 51 foreign
nationals are employed mainly at our worksites in Japan. We
broadened our in-house training programs for employees who are
not fluent in Japanese. And we will continue to develop a working
environment that supports the engagement of foreign-national
employees.
Anritsu Corporation is not hiring technical intern trainees.

Promotion to Managers
Anritsu has allocated its human resources without any regard
to nationality to realize global management in which we will
understand, share and use social and customer needs across the
world through collaboration among all the Group’s companies. A
number of employees from overseas Anritsu Group companies
serve as managers at Anritsu Corporation, and approximately 30%
of executive members of the Overseas Anritsu Group companies are
foreign nationals.
Anritsu Sustainability Report 2022
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VOICE
Acting as a Role Model for
Other Foreign-National
Employees
Shi Wei

Manager Global Business Development
Department Anritsu Corporation

While I am from China, I graduated from university and
looked for a job in Japan.
Back then, not many Japanese companies hired
foreign nationals. Anritsu, however, was recruiting
regardless of nationality, and that is why I joined the
Company. I have since been engaged in marketing for
overseas markets and was promoted to manager in April
2022. I decided to take a management promotion exam
when I was a team leader, as being a leader widened my
perspective and made me always think about ways to
build strong teamwork and contribute to the Company
business. It was not easy to prepare for the exam while
working, but I passed it thanks to the great help from
many people around me.
Anritsu has customers around the world. To further
expand our business, we must become a good partner
with customers who have different views or values. This
is one reason why Anritsu needs to be a company with
diversity and build relationships of deeper trust with
customers.
I’d like to be a role model for other foreign-national
employees and prove that, based on my experience,
they have limitless possibilities at Anritsu if they take on
challenges toward meeting their goals.
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Social Participation by People with Disabilities
In September 2021, Anritsu established Hapi Sma Co., Ltd. to support
people with disabilities to work and gain financial independence,
and the Company has since provided a work environment in
which they could make full use of their talent and abilities.
“Hapi Sma” comes from “happy” and “smile,” and the company is
mainly engaged in soap production. As of the end of March 2022,
it has seven employees with disabilities in addition to non-disabled
workers. By sharing views among all employees, regardless of
whether they are with or without disabilities, the company seeks to
expand its business and grow into an enterprise that will contribute
to the sustainability of society. On January 14, 2022, it was certified
by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare as a Special Subsidy
Company as defined in the Act to Facilitate the Employment of
Persons with Disabilities. As of the end of March 2022, the ratio of
employees with disabilities (including those hired collectively and
individually) at Anritsu Corporation was 2.54%, exceeding the legally
mandated ratio of 2.3%. We will continue to cooperate with outside
organizations such as Hello Work, the Japanese government’s
employment service center, to further enhance our workplaces to
encourage mutual support between employees with and without
disabilities.
Employment Ratio for People with Disabilities at Anritsu Corporation

(%)

FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 FY2019 FY2020 FY2021
Legal disability
employment ratio

2.00

2.00

2.20

2.20

2.30

2.30

Ratio of employees
with disabilities

1.72

1.74

1.63

1.87

2.05

2.54

Notes:
1. As of March 31 for each fiscal year (e.g., FY2021=March 31, 2022)
2. For fiscal 2021, the data are aggregated between Anritsu Corporation and its special
subsidiary company of Hapi Sma Co., Ltd.
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VOICE
Eco-Friendly Production
of Soaps in a Lively
Workplace
Mayumi Kato

Service Management Supervisor
Hapi Sma Co., Ltd.

Hapi Sma produces soaps under the guidance of a soap
manufacturing company. Everybody here is helpful,
cooperative, and friendly, making the workplace lively
and filled with laughter.
In June 2022, Anritsu Headquarters switched the soap
used in its restrooms to a Hapi Sma product. We have
since delivered our handmade soaps engraved with the
Company logo, along with a message card.
In the production of soaps, offcuts are usually
disposed of as waste. At Hapi Sma, our staff carefully
sorts and recycles them into new soap to preserve
the environment. Unlike many other soaps, we do not
package soap bars individually; we just insert a wax paper
sheet between them to prevent them from sticking to
each other in the containers, which are repeatedly reused,
and help reduce plastic waste.
Every member here dreams of creating their original
soaps in the future. I hope
that more and more of us will
find the job satisfying and
fulfilling, and I hope I will be
useful in that journey.
Hapi Sma’s employees making
soaps by hand and caring for users
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Sponsoring Paralym Art
For the mission of “creating a world where people with disabilities
can make their dreams come true through art,” Paralym Art* sells or
loans out works of art created by persons with disabilities to support
their financial independence and participation in social activities,
and it is contributing to achieving the SDGs. Anritsu joined the
association’s sponsorship program in fiscal 2021 to show support for
this mission and to participate in the creation of a world in which
people respect and support each other. By decorating an office wall
with five Paralym Art paintings, Anritsu is enabling the artists to earn
money and publish more works. The theme of the five paintings
is “living together in the difference.” They are a reminder of our
commitment to becoming and being a company where everyone
feels welcome, appreciated and encouraged to contribute to the
creation of a world where everyone can lead a happy life.
*Paralym Art is a social action business promoted by the general incorporated association
of Shogaisha Jiritsu Suishin Kikou.

Paralym Art paintings exhibited at our office
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VOICE
From Paralym Art Toward a Society
That Appreciates Diversity

Rinko Mishima

Corporate Branding Department
Anritsu Corporation

The Paralym Art paintings are exhibited at our office with
the hope that more of us will take an interest in the reality
of life faced by people with disabilities.
The paintings were selected based on the themes
of living together in fiscal 2021 and growing together
in fiscal 2022. Both themes reflect our commitment to
respecting the rights of all colleagues as well as their
ambitions and workstyles and contributing to the creation
of a society in which every member can lead a happy
life. We are also promoting communication with artists
and received letters from the artists via the Paralym Art’s
secretariat, in which they wrote about being glad to have
their works displayed at our office, which in turn made
us feel fulfilled. Each painting has a unique charm, and I
hope many people get to see and enjoy them.
I am going to keep myself involved in the Paralym Art
initiatives and will hopefully play a role in the creation of
a society that values increased diversity at work and in
personal lives.
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Applying the Skills of Senior Employees
The employment extension program of the Domestic Anritsu Group
has been in place in which employees can continue working after
retirement at age 60. In October 2022, we are introducing a new
program to extend the retirement age to 65 years, allowing more
senior employees to continue applying the ample knowledge,
experience, and advanced skills they have gained over the years.
We also raise the salary for employees aged 60 to 65 from about
40 to about 80% of the level at the age of 60. Moreover, we plan to
introduce an employment extension program in which employees
can continue working after turning 65 and until turning 70, thereby
meeting the request pursuant to the Act on Stabilization of
Employment of Elderly Persons for striving to provide employment
opportunities for those aged up to 70. We will continue to promote
the creation of a workplace in which senior people can play an
active role.
LGBT Consideration
Anritsu has declared its commitment to respecting the human
rights of all people and creating a workplace that allows all
employees to perform to their full potential and feel fulfilled.
This commitment also applies to LGBT inclusion, as is seen in the
capability of internal and external helplines to handle related
issues and gender-neutral restrooms. Our recruitment entry sheet
no longer has a gender section. In fiscal 2021, we conducted an
employee training program on unconscious biases to eliminate
latent preconceptions or prejudices about certain groups of people.
We will continue to foster a culture of diversity and inclusion.
P.93 Harassment Prevention Education and Anger Management Seminar
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Japan

Female
Non-regular employees

Americas

(Persons)

Asia and
Others

EMEA

Global
Total

2,506

632

341

689

4,168

2,077

443

265

486

3,271

429

189

76

203

897

570

45

31

12
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Employee Data for Domestic Anritsu Group (as of March 31 of each fiscal year)
FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 FY2019 FY2020 FY2021
Total number of regular
employees of the
Domestic Anritsu Group
Male
Female
Foreign
nationals

2,249
1,938
311

2,251
1,936
315

2,248
1,919
329

2,272
1,924
348

2,297
1,923

2,506
2,077

374

429

44

49

51

54

52

53

Average age (regular
employees)

42.6

43.2

43.6

43.9

44.2

44.3

Average working years
(regular employees)

19.8

20.3

20.7

20.9

21.1

20.9

Number of non-regular
employees
Ratio of employees
with disabilities at
Anritsu Corporation (%)
Ratio of employees
with disabilities at
the Domestic Anritsu
Group (%) (reference)

Occupational Health
and Safety

Environment
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500

1.72

1.76

428

1.74

1.70

506

1.63

1.75

508

1.87

1.95

525

2.05

570

2.54*

1.79

*For fiscal 2021, the data are the total of Anritsu Corporation and its special subsidiary
company Hapi Sma Co., Ltd

2.14

Number of
employees
(number of
managers
included in
total count)

Female

705
(184)
110
(4)

Total

815
(188)

844
(201)

836
(200)

855
(198)

1,284
(273)

1,758
(332)

Average
age

Male

43.0

43.7

44.1

44.4

45.3

44.8

Female

39.9

40.6

41.2

41.5

41.7

41.2

Total

42.6

43.3

43.7

43.9

44.7

44.2

Male

18.9

19.5

19.9

20.3

21.3

20.3

Female

17.0

17.1

17.5

17.7

17.7

15.8

Total

18.6

19.2

19.6

19.9

20.7

19.6

Average
working
years

Male

Annual rated working
hours

15.5

Number of employees
who took paid
childcare leave

5

Number of
employees
whose
employment
has been
extended
beyond
normal
retirement age

726
(198)
118
(3)

715
(198)
121
(2)

731
(194)
124
(4)

1,062
(265)*
222
(8)

1,459
(323)
299
(9)

1,867.75 1,852.25 1,852.25 1,860.00 1,860.00 1,867.75

Average days of paid
holidays used per year

Number
of eligible
employees

5

Number of
employees
over
retirement
age hired

2

16.3

11

9

6

16.3

16.0

6

9

11

11

8

8

15.0

Governance

Quality and
Product Safety

Customer Service
and Support

Number of Employees
Who Left

Number of Personnel

Turnover Rate (%)

23

1,758

1.29

Notes:
1. C
 alculated in accordance with the formula provided in the Japan Company Handbook
2. Turnover rate = number of employees who left in the target fiscal year / (number of
regular employees at end of fiscal year + number of employees who left in the target
fiscal year)
3. D
 efinition of employee who left: Among regular employees, those who leave the
Company for reasons other than retirement or promotion to directorships, or those
whose transfers were cancelled

Female Anritsu Employees Globally

14

22

39

20

36

(as of Fiscal Yearend on March 31)

Ratio of Female Employees (number of female employees / number of all employees)

(%)

FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 FY2019 FY2020 FY2021

14.9

9
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Turnover Rate for Anritsu Corporation (FY2021)

FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 FY2019 FY2020 FY2021

Employee Data by Global Region (as of March 31, 2022)

Male

Efforts Toward
Co-creation

Employee Data for Anritsu Corporation (as of March 31 of each fiscal year)

Employee Data

Number of regular
employees

Solving Social
Issues Through
Business

Japan

14

14

15

15

16

17

Americas

31

31

31

30

30

30

EMEA

19

19

21

19

23

22

Asia and others

28

27

27

28

29

29

On a global
consolidated basis

19

19

20

20

21

22

Ratio of Female Managers (number of female managers / number of all managers)

(%)

FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 FY2019 FY2020 FY2021

Note:The increase in the number of employees resulted from the merger of Anritsu
Networks Co., Ltd., Anritsu Engineering Co., Ltd. and Anritsu Pro Associe Co., Ltd. on
April 1, 2020.

Number of Employees by Age Group (as of March 31, 2022)
Under 30

30−50

(Persons)

51 and over

Domestic Anritsu Group

336

1,323

847

Anritsu Corporation

250

949

559

Japan

1.3

1.0

1.1

1.8

2.3

2.8

Americas

24.7

23.0

20.2

18.3

17.9

21.6

EMEA

19.7

22.1

23.5

21.6

24.2

20.3

Asia and others

21.7

21.6

24.1

23.4

24.0

23.7

On a global
consolidated basis

10.2

9.9

10.5

10.4

10.8

10.9
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Policy
For the Anritsu Group, where technology is a core competence, the
hiring and development of human resources capable of leading
technical innovation is a key management issue.
With that in mind, the Domestic Anritsu Group recruits both
new graduates and mid-career employees regardless of gender,
nationality or sex for all positions, regardless of whether they are
technical or administrative. The Overseas Anritsu Group essentially
takes the same approach, although local hiring by Group companies
must comply with prevailing legal and regulatory requirements.
We are focused on continuously developing employment plans
that prioritize diversity in both education and training programs
to support the independent growth of our employees and
implementing it fairly and transparently.
We maintain an employee award system and means
for capturing employee thoughts since fostering employee
engagement is vital to human resource retention and motivation
for growth.

Environment
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Social

Supply Chain
Management

Governance

Quality and
Product Safety

Stance on
Social Issues
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creation of this kind of society through “Original & High Level”
products and services must therefore hire and develop human
resources capable of sharing their personal values and leading
technological innovation at a global level.
We believe that it is important to build effective education
and training programs for advancing individual strengths
and to create a workplace that drives engagement and
performance while reflecting diversity.

Competition for human resources in Japan is likely to intensify
as the country’s labor force shrinks in line with its low birth rate

Social

Human Resource
Recruitment and
Development

Efforts Toward
Co-creation

and aging society. Moreover, as the world gets closer to a sustainable,
super-smart society (Society 5.0, the fourth industrial revolution, etc.)
due to endeavors to incorporate cutting-edge technologies (such
as 5G, IoT, robots, AI, and big data) into every type of industry and
people’s everyday lives, companies are expected, more than ever
before, to create scientific and technological innovations.

Anritsu as a company that aims to contribute to the

Structure
Under the Chief Human Resource and Administration Officer at
Anritsu Corporation, the Human Resource and Administration
Department and Domestic Anritsu Group Human Resource
Departments develop employment plans and educational training
systems in line with the goal of training employees who will
contribute to the development of a global society through our
businesses.
Our hiring committee, chaired by the vice president and chief
human resource and administration officer, reviews and discusses
recruitment policies and implementation plans. Through discussions
with business division leaders on the committee and managers,
the committee continually works toward securing the quantity and
quality of human resources required by the Company.
Our level-based training programs are periodically revised in
line with the formulation of a GLP and the opinions of in-house
companies and Group companies. Also, division leaders and the
Human Resource Administration Department hold meetings to
exchange information on human resource reviews to introduce
the necessary training programs and encourage employee
engagement.

Goals
Hiring
Securing a certain number of new graduate hires
Hiring employees regardless of nationality

Education and Training
Providing education and training that leads to Anritsu and
employees growth

Activities and Achievements
New Graduate and Mid-Career Hiring
As part of the selection process when hiring new graduates in
Japan, Anritsu Corporation spends a considerable amount of time
confirming that the Company and prospective hire both understand
each other’s expectations during interviews. We are committed to
ensuring a match by deepening mutual understanding through
discussion. The turnover rate for the first three years, from 2017 to
2019, for new graduates who joined the Company via the selection
process centered on interviews was 0%, 7.4%, and 4.0%, respectively,
Anritsu Sustainability Report 2022
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well below the turnover rate of 24% for the manufacturing sector
and 26% for companies of equal scale (1,000 or more employees), as
announced by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare.
Anritsu Corporation is also proactive in mid-career hiring based
on the belief that acquiring diverse perspectives through the
employment of personnel with experience in other companies or
industries will help the Company expand its business domains and
explore new markets.
The Overseas Anritsu Group hires throughout the year at their
own discretion in light of circumstances that differ from Japan.
As of the end of March 2022, of the 1,662 permanent employees
working at the Overseas Anritsu Group, 1,651 are local hires except
for the 11 assigned by the Domestic Anritsu Group.
P.55

Making Use of Mid-Career Employees

Number of New Graduate and Mid-Career Hires at Anritsu Corporation and
the Domestic Anritsu Group
FY2017 FY2018 FY2019 FY2020 FY2021 FY2022
Number of
new graduate
hires at Anritsu
Corporation*1

Male
Female

12
6

22
5

19
6

23
11

34
9

28
12

Total

18

27

25

34

43

40

Number of
mid-career
hires at Anritsu
Corporation*1,2

Male
Female

2
1

0
1

1
0

5
1

21
9

─
─

Total

3

1

1

6

30

─

Number of new
graduate hires
at the Domestic
Anritsu Group*3

Male
Female

13
4

18
3

23
5

15
7

6
4

7
5

Total

17

21

28

22

10

12

Number of midcareer hires at
the Domestic
Anritsu Group*2

Male
Female

14
7

11
7

16
3

2
7

7
1

─
─

Total

21

18

19

9

8

─

Total of hires

59

67

73

71

91

52

Ratio of midcareer hires

41%

28%

27%

21%

42%

─

Note: New graduate hires as of April 1 for each fiscal year
*1: Includes hires by newly absorbed subsidiaries from fiscal 2020
*2: Number for fiscal 2022 not disclosed due to ongoing recruitment
*3: Includes hires by newly absorbed subsidiaries for fiscal 2022
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Anritsu Corporation: Turnover Rate for the First Three Years for New Graduate Hires
April 2017

April 2018

April 2019

Number of new hires

18

27

25

Number of new hires who left

0

2

1

0.0

7.4

4.0

Turnover rate (%)

Quality and
Product Safety
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VOICE
Unfailingly Capturing Changes in New
Hires and Creating an Environment in
Which They Can Seek Advice Confidently
Training Officer

Education and Training
To encourage employees to develop and upgrade their strengths
at their own initiative, and thereby drive future corporate growth,
we provide employees with on-the-job training and off-the-job
education. On-the-job training helps employees gain the skills and
expertise built up by Anritsu over many years of operations, while
off-the-job education supports employees’ self-improvement and
self-development.
Off-the-job education is built on the concept of voluntary
choice of what and when to learn. Comprised of level-based
training and a self-development program (Learning Content), the
education programs are shared across the Anritsu Group.
With regard to specialized training for engineers, the
engineering training was previously conducted at the initiative of
business departments, but since fiscal 2020 it has been conducted
at the initiative of human resources staff exclusively assigned to the
training of engineers in collaboration with the relevant business
departments to enhance training content. The human resources
staff also work with the Engineering Division to help newly hired
engineers become full-fledged engineers and to plan and provide
cross-sectional training programs for engineers across the Anritsu
Group. In fiscal 2021, employees of the Domestic Anritsu Group
received an average of 7.0 hours of training conducted by the
Human Resource Department.
Hours of Training Received per Domestic Anritsu Employee

Training conducted by the Human
Resource Department

Governance

(hour)

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

7.4

5.3

7.0

Human Resource and Administration Department
Anritsu Corporation

I was hired April 2021, and the guidance my training officer
in the Human Resource Department provided was very
helpful. I was also impressed there were times I could share
my concerns with other new hires and have one-on-one
meetings with my training officer, even after the training
period was over.
Now as a training officer myself, I am working to
strengthen our support for new employees, capitalizing on
my own experience as a new hire last year, through effective
use of the On-the-job training Report and the monthly
questionnaire survey. The On-the-job training Report is a tool
for them to communicate regularly with senior colleagues
and supervisors. It allows new hires to reflect on what they
have learned during the past month and plan for the next
one while also helping them receive feedback from senior
colleagues and supervisors, which is something they care
most about. The monthly questionnaire survey introduced
this year enables us to check how well they are adapting to
the workplace and watch for signs of any physical or mental
health issues. It helps us to detect minor changes in the lives
of new hires and provide just the right level of support.
I am going to keep in mind that I should always be
myself with new hires so that I can better serve them as a
training officer and they can feel comfortable with and rely
on me for assistance and advice.

Anritsu Sustainability Report 2022
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Training for Developing Next-Generation Leadership
Anritsu is developing next-generation executives through a
specifically designed training program.

Supply Chain
Management

Governance

Quality and
Product Safety

New appointment
training

Oﬀ-site training

Self-study programs
（Learning content)

Appointment

- Explaining the Company’s objectives and
expectations
- Providing additional education on Company Policy
and career path development

❷ Showing career paths and providing motivation
for career advancement
- Driving the willingness and motivation for career
advancement

❸ Acquiring the skills and knowledge necessary for
career advancement
- Acquiring the skills necessary for the next level
and being inspired to grow
- Clarifying the suitable timing for training by level
●
●

Customer Service
and Support

Training for Senior Employees
In fiscal 2022, we started a new career program for middle-aged
and senior employees, apart from the life planning seminar we have
held for a number of years, because we are living in the age of 100year life spans.

Training for Developing
Next-Generation Leadership

❶ Cultivating engagement
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P.87 Next-Generation Leadership Program

Voluntary programs (participation allowed for
those who meet certain conditions)

Training for Leaders
We have provided employees with a Leadership Basic Training (YDP)
and Self-improvement Training & Hands-on Management Training
(MDP) for fostering mid-level leaders who will run the Anritsu Group
in the next generation. In 2021, we renewed the content of these
programs with the aim of placing more emphasis on enhancing
employee engagement toward cultivating leaders who will apply
their skills for the Group’s growth as well. By articulating these
objectives and expectations in the programs, we instill employee
motivation for personal and professional advancement.

Message from
the Chief SCM Officer

Social

Level-based training

MDP training

Remote training for new employees

Environment

Management executive candidates who will lead Anritsu into
realizing its corporate vision in fiscal 2030 are selected for the power
of empathy and awareness with the Company's vision and policy,
high character, initiative, the power of action, and rationale thinking
power, strategic and conceptual thinking power, and high ethical
values.
The candidates are reviewed by the Group CEO once every two
years and as needed, and they participate in on- and off-the-job
training programs, arranged in accordance with the review findings, to
gain the required experience to become next-generation executives.

YDP training

Training for New Employees
All new employees receive training on establishing the foundation
for becoming workers who will lead the Anritsu Group to a higher
level. Through lectures and group sessions, participants gain an
understanding of Anritsu as well as the actions and awareness
necessary to work in an organization. They also acquire basic skills
as a productive member of society so they will feel comfortable
with the ability to effectively perform when assigned to their first
job at Anritsu. In fiscal 2022, training was conducted online using
teleconferencing tools, with sufficient communication opportunities
through more frequent
group sessions. Tours
of manufacturing
facilities, which had
been suspended due
to COVID-19, were
conducted live online.

Occupational Health
and Safety

New employee
training

Training Programs

Efforts Toward
Co-creation

Understanding Anritsu

Understanding the actions and awareness necessary
to work in an organization
● Acquiring the basics as a productive member of society

Genre-based content, including
thinking skills, people, objects,
money, language education

Easy ways in which anyone can learn
●

e-learning

● Online English language

conversation

● Correspondence

courses

●

Management school

● English

Professional education based on job type

Solving Social
Issues Through
Business

Managers

Respect for Human Rights
and Promotion of Diversity

Overview of
Sustainability
Management

Leaders

Message from the Chief Human
Resource and Administration Officer

Group CEO
Message

Sub-leaders

History and
Development

New hires

Corporate
Philosophy System

conversation classes

Know your own abilities
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Self-Development Program (Learning Content)
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Education Programs on Sustainability

For our self-development program, we offer about 100 courses on
business, language, and other skills that we select each year.
All of the courses can be taken in various formats, including
correspondence, e-learning, and online and in-person classes to
accommodate different study styles and schedules. Employees who
complete any of the courses are awarded with a financial incentive
equivalent to 60% of course fees.
Learning Content: Total Applications Submitted

Solving Social
Issues Through
Business

(Number of applications)

FY2018

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

Domestic Anritsu Group total

448

500

332

351

Anritsu Corporation alone

247

272

240

322

Education Programs on Sustainability

Environment

Human Rights

Diversity &
Inclusion

Compliance

Theme
Circular economy
and carbon
neutrality

Respect for
human rights and
promoting diversity

Target
All directors,
executive officers,
and employees
of the Domestic
Anritsu Group, and
suppliers
Newly-appointed
managers of the
Domestic Anritsu
Group
Newly hired
employees of the
Domestic Anritsu
Group

Unconscious biases

All directors,
executive officers,
and employees
of the Domestic
Anritsu Group

Preventing
harassment

All directors,
executive officers,
and employees
of the Domestic
Anritsu Group

All directors,
executive officers,
Anger management and employees
of the Domestic
Anritsu Group

Quality and
Product Safety
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Global Human Resources Development

The Anritsu Group provides education programs for employees
to raise their awareness and deepen their understanding of
sustainability.

Category

Governance

Page
P. 27
Environmental
Education

P. 52
Human Rights
Education

P. 53
Education on
Unconscious Biases

The Anritsu Group operates businesses around the world. One
Group priority, therefore, is to equip its personnel with the
capabilities to lead global projects. We believe such leaders must
acquire advanced language skills as well as a global business
mindset and business-related skills.
During new employee training, we provide opportunities for
participants to learn typical global projects from experienced staff.
Through their stories, participants experience the excitement of
handling global projects and understand the key points of global
business such as the importance of collaboration with colleagues
in and outside Japan. We also send employees outside Japan
so they can gain experience working in foreign countries. In
addition to improving language skills and promoting cross-cultural
understanding, the program serves to promote the formation of
overseas connections.
Employees working in the Test and Measurement Business and
those in the PQA Business acquire global business skills firsthand
through sales promotion activities in which they share information
about market trends and customer needs with overseas colleagues
on a daily basis.

P. 93
Harassment
Prevention
Training and Anger
Management
Workshop
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Fostering Employee Engagement
Improvement through Surveys and Interviews
In order to maximize employee performance, it is important to
foster employee engagement by creating a supportive workplace
environment and boosting each employee’s work satisfaction. The
Domestic Anritsu Group conducts an engagement survey with all
employees every year to ascertain their levels of satisfaction and
identify issues that may need to be addressed. The survey results are
disclosed to all employees through the intranet, and departments
receive feedback for applying the results to improve their workplace
environments. We have focused on measures to further increase
work satisfaction, and we will continue this approach.
We have also introduced a Self-Reporting System as an
opportunity for employees to discuss their career aspirations with
their supervisor annually. We encourage mutually supportive
communication for employees to consider how they can apply their
strengths and interests to their future career and share their plan
with supervisors, who share their expectations in turn. In fiscal 2020,
these interviews provided occasions for supervisors to share their
department’s policies and issues with subordinates as well as to
explain the roles and responsibilities they are expected to assume.
Starting in fiscal 2022, the interviews are conducted twice a year
and now include additional sharing of information on roles and also
providing employee feedback.
Employee Job Satisfaction Survey Results

(%)

FY2017

FY2018

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

Response rate

93

92

98

98

97

Satisfaction with
the workplace

88

88

87

90

90

Satisfaction with
work

70

70

70

75

75
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Employee Awards
Anritsu has an award system to recognize quality of work, initiative,
and the acquisition of skills and qualifications, as we believe it is
important for employees to have a sense of accomplishment and
their self-development efforts honored in the form of an award
whenever they deserve it. Those who have significantly contributed
to the Company’s business performance and growth are
commended by the president of Anritsu Corporation or presidents
of in-house companies. An award ceremony related to business
performance is held every July, whereas the President Award and
High Performer Award are given to those upon their selection.
The President Award is not only for an individual’s
accomplishments but also for contribution to various initiatives,
including outstanding projects, patent acquisition, and workplace
health and safety. At the July 2021 ceremony, 23 were commended
by the president of Anritsu Corporation and 11 by presidents of
in-house companies. In fiscal 2021, 71 immediate awards, such
as the High Performer Award, and 297 for patent application and
registration were received.
We are also developing AQU Innovation Activities with a
focus on promoting business process innovation (operational
reform and improvements for business goals) from the bottom
up at each worksite toward achieving the GLP. These involve both
group and innovation-proposal activities and are carried out under
the categories of profit creation, environmental promotion, and
workstyle reform. In fiscal 2021, awards for AQU Innovation Activities
were given to 82 groups and for 213 proposals.

Satisfaction = positive responses (ratio of those who are “very satisfied” and “satisfied”)
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Policy
The Anritsu Group’s Sustainability Policy, Anritsu Group Charter of
Corporate Behavior, and Anritsu Group Code of Conduct stipulate
that we comply with all relevant laws and regulations and create a
working environment in which employees can do their jobs with
enthusiasm in safety and good health.
In addition, with the goal of the Group and health insurance
union playing an active role in maintaining and improving the
health of each employee, we have separately established the
Anritsu Group Health Management Policy for the Domestic Anritsu
Group.
Our collective agreement with the Anritsu Labor Union sets
forth certain matters concerning health and safety. More specifically,
it stipulates that we, as the owner of the business, shall implement
appropriate measures to ensure the safety of employees and
maintain and improve the health of employees, establish the
Occupational Safety and Health Committee and generate selection
criteria for the committee; conduct educational programs on
health while providing health checkups for employees, and restrict
employees from engaging in dangerous or hazardous work.
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Stance on
Social Issues

Environment
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Companies are expected to implement a wide range of
occupational health and safety initiatives, such as to prevent
accidents, reduce long working hours, which can have adverse
health effects, address mental health issues, and ensure the
safety and health of senior workers, as well as to take measures
to prevent COVID-19 and relieve the stress associated with
it. We recognize that it is vital to establish a sound workplace
environment for the health and safety of our employees, as
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they are the source of the Anritsu Group’s value creation. We
also believe that a vibrant workplace, which ensures the wellbeing of each one of them, will lead to higher productivity and
creativity.

Sustainability Policy
As the guiding principles for enhancing our corporate value through
contributing to the creation of a sustainable future for global
society, our Sustainability Policy declares that “We will respect the
human rights of all people and strive to create a workplace offering
healthy lives and decent work for all where diverse individuals can
grow together.”

working environment.
• We will strive to improve the moral and manners necessary
to conduct our business and create a disciplined working
environment.
•W
 e will strive to maintain sound communication and create a
comfortable working environment in order to perform our business.

Anritsu Group Charter of Corporate Behavior
In the Anritsu Group Charter of Corporate Behavior for guiding the
Anritsu Group’s corporate behavior, we declared that “The Anritsu
Group will respect each employee’s individuality, diversity, and
personality so as to realize work practices in that all of its employees
can fully demonstrate their abilities. Also, we will create safe and
healthy work environments where all of our employees can carry
out their jobs with enthusiasm.”

Anritsu Group Health and Productivity Management Policy
The Anritsu Group believes our corporate value is founded on the
ability of each employee to work to the best of their abilities and in
good health. With the goals of creating an environment in which
all employees have an interest in health, are cognizant of their own
health challenges, and take measures on their own to maintain and
improve their heath, the Anritsu Group companies and the Anritsu
Health Insurance Association work together to promote effective
health and productivity management throughout the Group.

Anritsu Group Code of Conduct
As the ethical standards for all Anritsu Group employees, the Anritsu
Group Code of Conduct stipulates the following three principles for
occupational safety and health.
• We will comply with laws and regulations concerning occupational
safety and health, and strive to create a safe, secure, and hygienic

WEB

Sustainability Policy

WEB

Anritsu Group Charter of Corporate Behavior

WEB

Anritsu Group Code of Conduct

WEB

Anritsu Group Health and Productivity Management Policy
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Structure
The executive office overseeing occupational health and safety
at Anritsu Corporation is in charge of safety and health for the
Domestic Anritsu Group and is tasked with formulating and
implementing safety and health related matters common to the
Group. We also report the number of occupational and commuting
accidents at the Management Strategy Conference on a quarterly
basis and have a safety and health management system that
complies with all relevant laws and regulations.
To maintain and improve the health of Group employees, a
variety of initiatives and support services are provided by industrial
physicians, counselors, and health staff assigned to the Anritsu
Corporation Health Management Center. These include regular
worksite visits, a variety of medical checkups, post-stress check
follow-ups, and individual consultation services for mental and
physical health.
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Goals
Safety Goal
The Domestic Anritsu Group targets zero accidents.

Health Goal
 he Domestic Anritsu Group will further raise health
T
awareness through efforts that help employees to better
maintain and improve their health.
We will continue to work toward achieving our targets for
fiscal 2023 based on a plan formulated using the results of
the Medium-term Health Management Plan up to fiscal 2020.
*See page 66 for targets and results.

None of the work conducted by the Domestic Anritsu Group’s
employees falls under tasks associated with or at high risk of the
incidence of specified diseases.

Activities and Achievements
Initiatives through the Occupational Health and
Safety Committee
The Anritsu Corporation holds a meeting of the Labor Management
Occupational Health and Safety Committee every month and
horizontally disseminates information and measures across the
Domestic Anritsu Group. Matters discussed by the committee are
promptly disseminated to all employees via the intranet along with
the minutes and sent to the Management Audit Department, which
keeps track of the health and safety status of employees.
In fiscal 2021, the committee held its meetings online
throughout the year to prevent the spread of COVID-19. Discussions
covered topics related to COVID-19, including the physical and
mental effects of teleworking and the effectiveness of vaccinations.
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Anritsu Corporation Occupational Health and Safety Committee (FY2021)
Chairperson

Senior manager for the Human Resource Management
Team, Human Resource and Administration Department of
Anritsu Corporation

Vice-chairpersons

Two individuals (one of whom is selected by the Anritsu
labor union)

Committee members Ten (five of whom are selected by the Anritsu labor union)
Industrial physicians, employees of the Domestic Anritsu Group, health insurance union
leaders, and secretariat members also participated. The Anritsu labor union has a union
shop agreement with Anritsu Corporation.

Results of Safety Efforts and Major Measures
In fiscal 2021, there were zero lost workdays and four restricted
workday incidents involving a cut injury from a box cutter, a cut injury
from a sharp window frame, a fall on stairs, and a fall on a wet road
surface on the Company’s premises upon leaving work for the day.
Immediately after each incident, we investigated any unsafe
behavior or conditions, conducted a risk assessment, and reviewed
work procedures and methods. We thoroughly strive to prevent
the recurrence of accidents by eliminating unsafe work practices
through tangible measures, such as installing protective equipment.
For fiscal 2022, we renewed our determination for zero occupational
accidents across the Domestic Anritsu Group and have made efforts
to attain the goal.
In fiscal 2021, there were three commuting accidents involving
Domestic Anritsu Group employees. One was a lost workday
incident involving a cyclist struck by a car turning left, and the other
two were restricted workday incidents in which a gust of wind
caused a person to fall while walking and another person being
caught in a traffic accident while driving to work. We will continue
working to raise employee awareness of risks while walking, riding a
bike, or driving a car.
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Number of accidents (+/from the previous year)

Lost workday cases

0(–1)

Restricted workday cases

4(±0)

Commuting accidents

3(+1)

Lost workday cases due to commuting
accidents (more than or equal to a day)

1.50
1.02

1.80

1.20

1.20

Issues

2.09

1
1.21

1.31

1.00
0.65
0.50
0.00

Minimization
and
maintenance
of the
demographics
with risks to
future health
maintenance,
stable and
continuous
employment

0.22
0.00
2017

0.00
2018

0.00
2019

Supply Chain
Management
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◎: Key KPI ☆: Based on periodic checkup results in the head office area
(1): Average values for companies that participated in the METI’s Health Management
Survey 2018
(2): Ratio of employees on mental leave at large-scale companies according to the MHLW’s
Survey on Industrial Safety and Health in 2017
(3): Men’s data compiled by the National Federation of Health Insurance Societies
★: FY2020 results

P.69 Occupational Health and Safety-related Figures

Targets and Results of the Medium-term Health Management Plan

1.95

1.83
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1(+1)

━ All industries ━ Manufacturing ━ Domestic Anritsu Group

1.66
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and Safety

Environment

The following are the results of our efforts in fiscal 2021 under the
Medium-term Health Management Plan. We provided consultations
with industrial physicians to employees and supervisors at high risk
of glucose metabolism disorders, and the results were generally
successful.

Frequency Rates of Lost-worktime Injuries (per Million Hours)
国内アンリツグループ労働災害度数率

2.00

Efforts Toward
Co-creation

Results of Health Efforts and Major Measures

Workplace Accidents at the Domestic Anritsu Group (FY2021)
Type

Solving Social
Issues Through
Business

2020

2021

(FY)

Improved

2 awareness of
health

Establishing
health and

3 productivity

management

KPIs

Bench
marks

FY2021
Targets

FY2021
Results

☆ Ratio of employees at high
risk of glucose metabolism
disorders (fasting glucose
level at 200 mg/dl or HbA at
1c 8.0% or higher)

2.4
(1)

2.0% or
under

1.0%

☆ Ratio of employees at high
risk of high blood pressure
(180/110 or higher)

1.7
(1)

1.5% or
under

0.3%

☆ Mental leave rate (Domestic
Anritsu Group’s leave ratio at
year end)

0.8
(2)

0.8% or
under

0.5%

☆ Ratio of employees with
proper body weight (BMI from
18.5 to less than 25.0)

64.9
(1)

64.0%

☆ Ratio of employees who
habitually exercise (to sweat
lightly for 30 min./day and
twice or more a week)

64% or
under
★

23.7
(1)

25.1% or
higher
★

26.3%

☆ Ratio of employees who meet
the physical activity standards
(by walking or doing an
equivalent physical activity for
one hour/day or more)

35.6
(3)

36.1% or
higher
★

33.0%

☆ Ratio of employees engaged
in an effort to achieve a
healthier lifestyle

24.6
(3)

32.3%

☆ Ratio of employees who have
a registered account with a
health app (Pepup)

27.6% or
higher
★

43.1%

43.1% or
higher
★

43.2%

Certified

Continued
certification

Certified

◎ Certified as an Excellent
Enterprise of Health and
Productivity Management
(Anritsu Corporation)

Participation in the Labor Standards Initiative
Since fiscal 2020, the vice president in charge of occupational
health and safety at Anritsu Corporation has served as the director
of the Kanagawa Institution of Occupational Safety and Health
and the chief of the institution’s Atsugi Branch, contributing to
the improvement of occupational safety and health standards in
Kanagawa Prefecture and the Atsugi district. His term of office at the
institution is two years through fiscal 2021.
In addition to serving as the director, he has participated in the
safety committee of the Atsugi City Safe Community Workplace
(Labor) since fiscal year 2019, contributing to improving the level of
health and safety within the community.

Executive officer for occupational
health and safety giving a speech
as the Atsugi branch chief
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ISO 45001 Certification
In September 2019, Anritsu EMEA Ltd. (in the U.K.) completed
its transition from OHSAS 18001, an international standard for
occupational health and safety management, to ISO 45001. Anritsu
A/S (Denmark) also completed the transition in February 2020.
Anritsu EMEA and Anritsu A/S have since created a safe and
healthy workplace based on ISO standards.

Certificate of Registration
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM - ISO 45001:2018
This is to certify that:

Anritsu EMEA Ltd
200 Capability Green
Luton
LU1 3LU
United Kingdom

Holds Certificate Number:

OHS 607357

and operates an Occupational Health and Safety Management System which complies with the requirements of
ISO 45001:2018 for the following scope:
The sales, after sales services, management of calibration and maintenance of
electronic test and measurement equipment.
[Previously certified to BS OHSAS 18001:2007 since 2012-05-15]

For and on behalf of BSI:

Andrew Launn, EMEA Systems Certification Director

Original Registration Date: 2019-09-12

Effective Date: 2021-05-15

Latest Revision Date: 2021-04-26

Expiry Date: 2024-05-14
Page: 1 of 1

This certificate was issued electronically and remains the property of BSI and is bound by the conditions of contract.
An electronic certificate can be authenticated online.
Printed copies can be validated at www.bsigroup.com/ClientDirectory
Information and Contact: BSI, Kitemark Court, Davy Avenue, Knowlhill, Milton Keynes MK5 8PP. Tel: + 44 345 080 9000
BSI Assurance UK Limited, registered in England under number 7805321 at 389 Chiswick High Road, London W4 4AL, UK.
A Member of the BSI Group of Companies.

Anritsu EMEA Ltd.
ISO 45001Certificate of Registration
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Certified as an Excellent Enterprise of Health and
Productivity Management in 2022
Anritsu Corporation was certified for the sixth consecutive year by
the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan (METI) as a
Excellent Enterprise (large enterprise category) Company in the
Health and Productivity Management Organization Recognition
Program for meeting the criteria on regular medical checkups, worklife balance, health maintenance, lifestyle disease prevention, and
mental health support.
The program recognizes enterprises that demonstrate
outstanding health and productivity management aligned with
the healthcare recommendations of the Nippon Kenko Kaigi. It
evaluates companies in the following five aspects, which are also
used by the METI and Tokyo Stock Exchange in their joint selection
of the Health and Productivity Stock Selection: (1) management
philosophy, (2) organizational structure, (3) implementation of
systems and measures, (4) evaluation and improvement, and (5)
compliance and risk management.

Anritsu A/S
ISO 45001Certificate of Approval
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overtime work, minimizing midnight-shift work, and strict
observance of the “no-overtime day” rule. In fiscal 2021, we strived
to minimize overtime hours while working at home by visualizing
computer access time and achieved a 36% reduction in average
annual overtime hours worked for the entire Domestic Anritsu
Group compared to fiscal 2020 and a 6.5% reduction compared to
fiscal 2021.
We believe in efficiency, and we therefore encourage
employees to start working on the official start time, not to work
after 7 p.m. unless necessary, as the office lights are turned off at
that time, to shorten meetings by streamlining agendas, and to
eliminate unnecessary meetings. Development staff telecommute
when they work late evenings or early mornings to communicate
with overseas colleagues in different time zones.
With the spread of COVID-19, we required teleworking
throughout the Domestic Anritsu Group to protect the health of our
employees and their family members. In May 2022, we temporarily
discontinued teleworking as a BCP measure and subsequently
instituted a teleworking system limited to four times per month
from the perspective of improving life-work balance, business
efficiency, and productivity. However, given the resurgence of
COVID-19, we are now increasing the number of teleworking days
for employees at risk of developing serious illness from COVID-19.
P.53 Life-Work Balance
P.93 Making Sure to Manage Overtime

Workstyle Reform for Employee Wellbeing
At the Domestic Anritsu Group, we are promoting workstyle reform
with the goals of boosting productivity, generating innovation, and
raising corporate value while simultaneously prioritizing the safety
and health of every employee. Measures to ensure appropriate work
hours based on the Group-wide management policy have been
put in place as part of the reform, and these include shortening
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We have taken the following measures as an emergency response
to COVID-19.
• Temperature checks before coming to work and thermal camera
temperature checks upon arrival
• Thorough hygiene practices throughout the Company, including
frequent hand washing and disinfecting offices, cafeterias, and
bathrooms
• Installation of acrylic panels in meeting rooms and cafeterias
to ensure social distancing, limiting the number of people who
can use meeting rooms and elevators at the same time, and
eliminating congestion in the cafeteria by using a four-shift system
• Distribution of non-woven masks and requiring employees to wear
masks in the workplace
• Application of a special leave of absence that allows employees
to take time off without feeling guilty when they or their family
members are affected by COVID-19
• Administering workplace vaccinations for all employees working
on Company premises and their family members (a total of three
vaccinations from July to August 2021 and in February 2022)
P.100 Countermeasures to Infectious Diseases

Bicycle safety workshop

Seminars, Lectures, and Educational Presentations for Domestic Anritsu
Group Employees (FY2021)
Contents

In-house lecture/
education

Supply Chain
Management

Measures to Prevent COVID-19

For employees working at the Domestic Anritsu Group, occupational
safety training and in-house seminars on health are held every year.
In fiscal 2021, as in fiscal 2020, we only conducted seminars that we
could do online or outdoors, to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
Other specialized training was offered with flexibility, allowing only
those programs that could not be held online to be conducted
in person. Nevertheless, due to the state of emergency and preemergency measures, we were forced to further adjust our plans
and had to cancel some of the programs.
In fiscal 2022, we will work to organize more effective training
and seminars by using both group and online formats while closely
monitoring the COVID-19 situation.

Operational safety education for high-pressure
gas users

Social

Participants
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Other Occupational Health and Safety Initiatives
Activities for Occupational Health and Safety in General
• Reviewing the status of activities and formulating accident
prevention measures by the Occupational Health and Safety
Committee
• Enhancing the awareness of safety and health through training at
different organizational levels and providing training on specific
issues such as risk assessment
• Implementing occupational health and safety education when
part-time, contract, or other non-regular employees are hired
Activities with a Focus on Safety
• Reducing the risk of accidents by conducting inspections
before introducing, relocating, or changing equipment, or when
purchasing chemical materials
• Providing a safe, secure, and comfortable workplace by assessing
working environments, workplace patrols, emergency drills, and
basic life-saving training
Activities with a Focus on Health
• Health checkups (periodic, special, when starting employment, for
overseas assignee) and implementation of and follow-up for the
stress check system
• Questionnaire screening, interviews by industrial physicians and
health maintenance measures for overtime workers
• Mental healthcare education and counseling for managers

62

Bicycle safety workshop

3

Health and safety education for new employees

52

Occupational health education for new
employees

52
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Occupational Health and Safety-related Figures
as of March 31 of each fiscal year
FY2016

FY2017

FY2018

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

Ratio of employees who underwent a regular checkup (%)

100

100

100

100

100

100

Percentages based on the results of regular (group) checkups for the Anritsu Group in Kanagawa Prefecture

Ratio of employees who underwent a regular complete checkup (%)

68.2

56.7

72.5

73.7

55.5

65.6

Percentages based on the results of regular (group) checkups for the Anritsu Group in Kanagawa Prefecture

Ratio of employees found to have a health issue in a regular checkup (%)

56.0

57.9

57.9

59.9

62.9

62.2

Percentages based on the results of regular (group) checkups for the Anritsu Group in Kanagawa Prefecture

Ratio of employees who smoke (%)

26.1

22.1

21.8

20.5

20.3

18.9

Ratio of employees who regularly exercise (%)

23.1

26.5

27.0

28.6

24.9

26.9

1,890.7

1,877.3

1,872.2

1,875.2

1,860.0

1,867.8

Average monthly overtime hours worked

15.1

14.8

16.9

18.4

11.1

11.0

Annual paid holiday usage rate (%)

73.2

79.0

78.2

77.0

70.4

71.9

4

7

6

4

5

4

Total for the Domestic Anritsu Group

Number of accidents resulting in leave (of four or more days)

1

0

0

1

0

0

Included in the total for the Domestic Anritsu Group

Number of cases of work-related illness

0

0

0

0

0

0

Included in the total for the Domestic Anritsu Group

Number of days of leave from work

9

0

0

52

3

0

Total for the Domestic Anritsu Group

Number of deaths

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total for the Domestic Anritsu Group

Rate of lost-worktime injuries

0.21

0.00

0.00

0.65

0.22

0.00

Statistical values for the Domestic Anritsu Group (number of deaths and injuries / total labor hours × 1,000,000)

Accident severity rate

0.002

0.000

0.000

0.011

0.001

0.000

Statistical values for the Domestic Anritsu Group (number of lost work days / total labor hours × 1,000)

8

15

4

6

2

3

Total for the Domestic Anritsu Group

2

5

3

0

0

1

Included in the total for the Domestic Anritsu Group

Annual scheduled hours worked

Number of on-the-job accidents

Number of commuting accidents
Number of accidents resulting in leave (of four or more days)

Percentages based on the results of regular (group) checkups for the Anritsu Group in Kanagawa Prefecture (smoking rates
among employees aged 40 or older)
Percentages based on the results of regular (group) checkups for the Anritsu Group in Kanagawa Prefecture (rate of
employees aged 40 or older who exercise two or more times per week and 30 or more minutes per session)
Average for the Domestic Anritsu Group
Average monthly overtime worked by regular employees of the Domestic Anritsu Group excluding those in management
positions at fiscal year-end
Rate for regular employees of the Domestic Anritsu Group excluding those in management positions at fiscal year-end
(number of paid holidays used / number of paid holidays granted for the fiscal year × 100)
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Building a supply chain that quickly responds to the
demands of customers and markets through forwardlooking SCM
Fiscal 2021 was marked by a number of challenges due to
the resurgence of COVID-19, including lockdowns around
the world and tight supplies of semiconductors and other
components. Despite these circumstances, we were able to
minimize production risks insofar as possible thanks to our
efforts in making detailed delivery adjustments, proactively
adopting substitute products, and optimizing production
plans. Above all, we are grateful for the partnerships we have
formed with our suppliers, who have been supporting our
efforts. In fiscal 2022, we will focus on reducing inventories
and standard costs, which we failed to achieve due to putting
priority on ensuring on-time delivery.
It is also essential to take steps to avoid social responsibility
risks in the supply chain. The Anritsu Group conducts CSR
Procurement Surveys of its suppliers both in Japan and
overseas to identify at an early stage any risks in the areas of
human rights, labor, health and safety, the environment, and
fair trade. We particularly ask our suppliers to respect human
rights and prohibit forced labor, human trafficking, and child
labor, and we obtain their agreement to these conditions.
We also conduct human rights due diligence. In fiscal 2021,
we inspected two domestic and four overseas suppliers and

confirmed that there were no significant risks.
Anritsu is promoting the integration of procurement,
manufacturing, and services across the entire Group
by seeking to realize the ultimate form of supply chain
management (SCM). We have been focusing on providing
high-value-added products and services and maximizing the
business growth and profits of our customers by having our
development and production bases, including TAKASAGO Ltd.,
which joined us in fiscal 2021, work together to function as
“One Factory.”
In fiscal 2022, we will take this approach one step further
and pursue “forward-looking SCM,” in which we will look
ahead and take the initiative to flexibly respond to customer
and market demands. We will establish a supply chain that
quickly responds to the demands of customers and markets
by anticipating and taking the initiative to assess the impact
of demand fluctuations, natural disasters, and geopolitical
factors while co-creating and collaborating with all our
suppliers and other stakeholders. In doing so, we will fulfill our
responsibilities as a company that supports the realization of
advanced communications networks and the production of
safe and secure food and pharmaceutical products.

Hiroyuki Fujikake
Vice President, Chief SCM Officer
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In our procurement activities, we believe it is important to position
our suppliers as partners in solving social issues set forth in our
Sustainability Policy and to link this activity to mutual growth. With
this conviction, we established our Basic Rules of Procurement in
2005 and have since asked our suppliers to comply with those rules
in addition to the Anritsu Group CSR Procurement Guidelines and
Anritsu Group Global Green Procurement Specification. Through
those rules and guidelines, we construct a supply chain that
respects human rights, gives due consideration to labor, health and
safety, fair trade and ethics as well as the environment.
WEB

Sustainability Policy

WEB

Anritsu Basic Rules for Procurement

WEB

Anritsu Group CSR Procurement Guidelines

WEB

Anritsu Group Global Green Procurement Specification
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Large-scale natural disasters and the COVID-19 pandemic have
been creating severe risks for business continuity. Expanding
the capabilities and sophistication of the supply chain also poses
significant challenges associated with labor issues, potential
human rights violations, and environmental pollution.
The Anritsu Group’s procurement activities are
international. In order to consistently provide high-quality
products for customers around the world, the Group must
possess a flexible, internationally extensive management

Structure
Anritsu’s Global Procurement Operation Division not only conducts
procurement operations but also develops and implements the
Group’s strategies for procurement, production outsourcing,
and logistics under the leadership of the executive officer in
charge of SCM. Anritsu maintains its flexible procurement system
by collectively managing procurement and logistics activities
conducted by its Group’s and other worksites around the world and
also by concentrating or decentralizing those activities in an optimal
manner.
All of the Group’s procurement hubs in the U.S., China, and
Japan are committed to local procurement and share the Group’s
parts evaluation criteria, allowing the use of suppliers approved by
other hubs.
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structure throughout the whole supply chain while also paying
due consideration to ESG concerns. Besides granting equal
opportunities to all suppliers in and outside Japan and selecting
suppliers through fair competition, the Anritsu Group complies
with all relevant laws and regulations, commercial practices, and
social norms, and it respects human rights in all its partnerships.
We can only respond to the expectations and demands of
society by building great relationships with suppliers and
managing the supply chain seamlessly and comprehensively.

Goals
We set out the following goals in the GLP2023 mid-term business
plan for the period from fiscal 2021 to 2023.
Conducting a CSR procurement survey with at least ten
suppliers during the three years and on a more global
scale (mainly in Asia)
Deepening supplier understanding of Anritsu’s CSR
procurement initiatives through a three-year program,
which provides procurement-related information and
other useful knowledge
Raising the ratio of Anritsu-certified green suppliers and
providing non-green suppliers with environmental
education to cultivate an eco-friendly supply chain
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Activities and Achievements
Revision and Application of the Anritsu Group CSR Procurement Guidelines
In September 2021, we revised the Anritsu Group CSR Procurement
Guidelines, established in fiscal 2010. We did this to reflect a
major revision of the Supply-Chain CSR Deployment Guidebook,
published by the Japan Electronics and Information Technology
Industries Association (JEITA), to which our guidelines must comply.
While our previous guidelines mainly focused on corporate
codes of conduct, the revised version addresses the growing
demand for sustainability and now consists of three parts, Code of
Conduct, Management System, and Appendix. The first two parts
summarize points to be observed by companies and considerations
regarding management methods, while the Appendix provides
detailed explanations. The new version is also available in Chinese
and English in addition to Japanese.
Before starting business or during policy briefings with
suppliers, we ask them to learn about and follow our CSR
Procurement Guidelines and submit a letter of consent to show
their support for our CSR procurement policies.
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In addition, a comment box for collecting feedback from
suppliers is placed in business meeting rooms at the head office
and Tohoku Anritsu to promote CSR procurement based on direct
feedback from suppliers. We continue to work hand in hand with
suppliers to fulfill our corporate and social responsibility through
our procurement operations.
WEB

Anritsu Group CSR Procurement Guidelines

Supply Chain Due Diligence
CSR Procurement Survey
Before opening an account with a supplier, we review the supplier’s
credit standing, quality, and environmental management and
inspect their factory. We also conduct a CSR procurement survey of
our suppliers to confirm the status of their efforts to comply with
our CSR Procurement Guidelines and take action as necessary. The
survey asks self-assessment questions in such areas as human rights
and labor issues, health and safety, the environment, fair trade and
ethics, product quality and safety, and information security. Given
the increasing importance of human rights across the supply chain
in recent years, the survey also includes questions on prohibition
of forced labor, prohibition of child labor, consideration for young
workers, consideration for working hours, appropriate wages
and benefits, prohibition of inhumane treatment, prohibition
of discrimination, and freedom of association and the right to
collective bargaining.
In fiscal 2021, we conducted a CSR procurement survey of
418 companies, including suppliers in the PQA business, and
received responses from 372 companies (response rate: 88.9%). We
repeatedly remind those 46 companies that have not yet responded
to do so, and we will include them in our priority CSR survey in fiscal
2022.
We score the survey responses to visualize the level of
commitment of our suppliers. In fiscal 2021, the average score on
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questions about human rights was 26.97 out of a 28 points. In line
with the revision of our CSR Procurement Guidelines, the survey has
been available in Chinese since fiscal 2021.
We will continue to monitor the content and number of survey
responses, response rate, and average response scores to ensure the
effectiveness of our CSR procurement efforts.

Conducting Due Diligence
Anritsu conducts due diligence to confirm the details and evidence
of responses to its CSR procurement survey. Subject companies
are selected while taking into account factors such as necessity
based on the results of the CSR procurement survey and scale of
transactions.
Our goal under GLP2023 (fiscal 2021 to 2023) is to conduct
due diligence on a cumulative total of at least ten companies. In
fiscal 2021, we conducted due diligence on six suppliers in Japan,
Germany, China, and Taiwan, including those originally planned
for fiscal 2020 but postponed due to COVID-19, and we confirmed
that none of them presented serious risks associated with human
rights, labor, or health and safety. In addition, none of our suppliers
has been found to be out of compliance according to our CSR
procurement questionnaire surveys and due diligence that have
been conducted to date.
In fiscal 2022, we plan to conduct due diligence on three
suppliers in Japan and three overseas.
We also joined a working group organized by the Supply Chain
Subcommittee of Global Compact Network Japan (GCNJ) to collect
and exchange information about methods with other members. We
will continue our efforts to monitor the status of CSR procurement
in our supply chain and strive to promote and improve our CSR
procurement practices.
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Complying with the Modern Slavery Act
The Anritsu Group is in compliance with the UK Modern Slavery Act,
enacted in 2015, and the Australian Modern Slavery Act, enacted in
2018. We disclose a standard statement complying with these acts
on the respective websites of Anritsu Corporation, Anritsu EMEA Ltd.
(UK), and Anritsu Proprietary Ltd. (Australia) as well as registering
on the prescribed websites as required by Australia. The statement
contains an overview of the Anritsu Group’s commitment to respect
for human rights, descriptions of its business and supply chain, its
policy and concrete activities regarding human rights, its supply
chain due diligence process and risk assessment, and its awarenessraising and training programs for employees in Japan and overseas.
In our activities to date, we have not identified any problematic
practices or suppliers with respect to modern slavery. We will
continue to strengthen our assessment of modern slavery risks in
our operations and supply chain and ensure the effectiveness of our
ongoing efforts to address them.
WEB
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Anritsu’s Response to Human Rights Issues in the Supply Chain

Responsible Mineral Sourcing
The Anritsu Group is committed to responsible mineral sourcing.
Following the 2012 adoption of the final rule of Section 1502
(the Conflict Minerals Regulation), Anritsu declared its support.
As a means for preventing conflict minerals from entering our
supply chain, we clearly state in the Anritsu Group Basic Rules for
Procurement and the Anritsu Group CSR Procurement Guidelines
that we are working to prevent the use of conflict minerals, and we
also hold meetings with suppliers to explain this effort and seek
their understanding. When a customer submits inquiries related to
this issue, we ask our suppliers in Japan and overseas to investigate
and provide the findings to the customer.
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Anritsu Basic Rules for Procurement
Anritsu Group CSR Procurement Guidelines

Global Preferred Suppliers System
The Anritsu Group’s Global Preferred Suppliers certifies suppliers for
making them available for all Anritsu Group companies. The system
has not only helped streamline procurement operations but has
also facilitated the sharing of development roadmaps and technical
issues with suppliers and will allow us to further reduce the TTM
(time to market) of our products. Twelve suppliers have been
certified so far through the GPS.

Compliance in Practice
Anritsu sets forth compliant procurement practices in the Anritsu
Group Charter of Corporate Behavior, Anritsu Group Code of
Conduct, and Anritsu Group Basic Rules for Procurement. We
conduct fair and transparent business by observing these standards
of conduct, which include not accepting entertainment or gifts
and not buying or selling stocks based on insider information from
suppliers.
WEB

Anritsu Group Charter of Corporate Behavior

WEB

Anritsu Group Code of Conduct

WEB

Anritsu Basic Rules for Procurement
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Education of Procurement Staff
For new recruits and transferees assigned to our procurement
sections, we provide training on CSR procurement based on the
Anritsu CSR Procurement Guidelines, in addition to e-learning
programs on SDGs, the U.K. Modern Slavery Act, the Subcontract
Act of Japan and ISO 9001. Case studies on human rights and
labor issues are also conducted by procurement team members to
exchange opinions and raise staff understanding and awareness of
the CSR procurement.

Supply Chain BCP
Using a Proprietary Supplier Information Database
Our business continuity plan (BCP) is principally designed to enable
us to quickly collect information and take the first steps in the event
of a natural disaster and thereby mitigate any risk of interrupting a
supplier’s business operations.
Under the BCP, we first use our proprietary database containing
information about suppliers’ production and warehousing sites
to determine which suppliers are likely to be affected by any
suspension of our operations. We then contact those suppliers
and media agencies to collect information. Finally, based on that
information, we narrow down risks and take action to minimize
them so product supply for customers will continue without
disruption. In October 2021, as part of our effort to facilitate our BCP
actions, we expanded the database to include information about
supplier production sites by product item and synchronize the
database with map information.
Results of BCP Actions
In fiscal 2021, we activated the BCP on eight occasions. Despite
the impact of the global shortage of semiconductors, coupled
with the COVID-19 pandemic as well as natural disasters such as
earthquakes and typhoons, we focused on minimizing the damage
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by closely communicating with suppliers, adjusting our production
schedule, and switching to alternative parts for 20 models and 300
items. We will continue to enhance the database to raise our level of
preparedness.

Monitoring Suppliers’ Financial Standing
Anritsu is enhancing its monitoring of the supplier financial
standing to ensure stable procurement by promptly detecting any
change in supplier behavior and shifting to a different supplier or
discontinuing dealing with a specific supplier before problems
arise. In fiscal 2021, we added suppliers in the PQA business to the
monitoring. We also raised the level of our monitoring of suppliers
that may be at a high bankruptcy risk, by obtaining their financial
reports, and are also considering seeking alternatives. Additionally,
our procurement hub in the U.S. focuses on stable procurement by
monitoring the financial standing of suppliers and strengthening
preventive measures.

Green Procurement Specification
The Anritsu Group created the Green Procurement Specification
to promote, along with suppliers, the production of eco-friendly
products in fiscal 1999 and has since conducted green procurement,
giving preference to eco-friendly parts and raw materials. The Green
Procurement Specification was revised into the Anritsu Group
Global Green Procurement Specification in fiscal 2016 to involve all
Group members, including overseas production sites. Whenever
revisions are made to international regulations on chemicals,
such as the RoHS Directive and REACH regulations in Europe, we
update the Specification to ensure compliance with those renewed
regulations by ourselves and by our suppliers.
WEB
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Exhibition of Supplier Products and Technologies

Anritsu launched the Environmental Partner Certification System in
fiscal 2001 to promote green procurement. Under the system, we
evaluate the environmental initiatives taken by suppliers and certify
suppliers who excel in their commitment to the environment. We
modified the evaluation process in September 2019 and have since
evaluated suppliers in the sole aspect of managing the chemical
substances contained in products. Evaluations are undertaken using
a check sheet with the ratings of A, B, and C, and suppliers rated
A or B are recognized as Environmental Partner Companies. We
support the improvement efforts of suppliers who need assistance
in managing chemical substances contained in products.
As of May 2022, 226 companies had been certified as
Environmental Partner Companies, up from 203 compared to the
same period of 2021, indicating the effectiveness of our support.

Every year, we hold an event to showcase products manufactured
by our suppliers and their technologies. We also provide an occasion
for our engineers to share information with their counterparts at
our suppliers. In fiscal 2021, as in the previous year, we held the
Anritsu Online Exhibition online twice for a total of three weeks,
with 45 suppliers in attendance. The
exhibition featured 11 webinars on
cutting-edge technologies, providing
an opportunity to exchange opinions
and information with our suppliers.
In fiscal 2022, we plan to hold the
exhibition both online and in person. Anritsu Online Exhibition

Rating in the Environmental Partner System

We host a supplier gathering every January, and its main session is
designed to share our business policies and initiatives with suppliers
that are presented by our Group CEO and the presidents of our
major Group companies, as well as our procurement policies, CSR
procurement efforts, and requests for CO2 emission reductions
presented by the general manager of our Global Procurement
Operation Division. The event for fiscal 2021, held online due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, welcomed 421 participants from 179 suppliers,
including those of TAKASAGO Ltd., which joined the Anritsu Group
in January 2022. While our suppliers gave presentations, we also
presented awards to ten suppliers who excelled in all of the aspects
of quality, delivery, and pricing as a means of showing our gratitude
for their efforts, and the reasons for the awards have been explained
and shared with all participants.
In addition, our suppliers also gave presentations.

A-rated

Reliable management

B-rated

Basic requirements satisfied

C-rated

Unreliable management

Support/
Improvement by Anritsu

Suppliers Gatherings

Anritsu Group Global Green Procurement Specification
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Promoting Partner QU Proposal Activities
We are promoting the Partner QU (Quality Up) Activity as a
communication channel for suppliers so that they can offer
proposals for improvements, requests, and opinions concerning
Anritsu. We also accept proposals in a broad range of areas
beyond procurement, such as sales and marketing, technology,
manufacturing, service, health and safety, the environment and CSR,
and all proposals serve to improve our business operations.

Collaboration Room
To encourage thought-provoking communication between Anritsu’s
development engineers and its suppliers, Anritsu Corporation
invites different makers and business agents to dispatch their sales
engineers to the Company’s Collaboration Rooms in a daily rotation.
Featuring an atmosphere conducive for generating new solutions,
the Collaboration Rooms play an important role in driving our
development. These rooms are currently closed due to COVID-19,
and active communication between our development engineers
and suppliers’ sales engineers continue through teleconference
meetings.
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Under the following structure, the Domestic Anritsu Group strives
to effectively operate its quality management system to maintain,
improve, and ensure product quality.
Domestic Anritsu Group’s Quality Management System Structure
Board of Directors
Management Strategy
Conference
chairperson

Quality Policy

PL
Committee

chairperson

Quality Management
Executive Officer

Quality Management System
Committee

chairperson

Supply satisfactory products to customers and society with sincerity,
harmony, and enthusiasm.

Conduct Policy

Quality and
Product Safety

Every business must have a comprehensive approach to
satisfying customer needs and earning their trust, not only
managing the quality and safety of their products but also
protecting the environment and keeping the business ready
for contingencies that may arise at any time.
The Anritsu Group’s social mission is to contribute to the
realization of a safe, secure and prosperous society. To achieve
this, the Anritsu Group must provide safe and secure electric

Structure

Anritsu’s quality policy and related conduct policy are shared by
Group companies in Japan. Under the Company philosophy of
“Contribute to the development of a safe, secure, and prosperous
global society by offering ‘Original & High Level’ products and
services with ‘Sincerity, Harmony, and Enthusiasm’ ,” we constantly
improve the quality of our products and services to meet customer
needs and social demands.

Governance

Quality Officer

Quality Management System
Subcommittee

Anritsu Group Companies

Internal Quality Audit Committee

Head of Internal
companies
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equipment with top priority on preventing product accidents
and a commitment to constantly raise quality Group-wide.

Quality Management System Committee
The Quality Management System Committee is chaired by the
quality management executive officer (chief quality officer of Anritsu
Corporation) and consists of the presidents of internal companies
as well as the presidents of the Domestic Anritsu Group companies
involved in product operations. The state of quality is annually
reported by the chief quality officer at the Board of Directors and
the Management Strategy Conference.
Quality Management System Subcommittee
The Quality Management System Subcommittee is a subordinate
committee of the Quality Management System Committee. It is
chaired by the quality officer and consists of the quality managers
of the internal companies and the Domestic Anritsu Group. The
Quality Management System Subcommittee develops quality
policies common to all Group companies and promotes initiatives
as Group-wide efforts to improve quality.

Quality managers

•W
 ork with sincerity and seriousness not to make nonconforming
products.
•H
 andle after-processes considering customers and harmony with
others.
• Propose improvement with enthusiasm.

Heads of each department

Internal Quality Audit Committee
The Internal Quality Audit Committee, chaired by the quality officer,
conducts internal audits on quality.
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PL Committee
The PL Committee is chaired by the quality management executive
officer and consists of the quality officers of the departments of
public relations, legal affairs, internal control, procurement, and
servicing and internal companies. The PL Committee responds
to product-related accidents, develops and improves systems
for preventing such accidents from occurring, and implements
initiatives for preventing recurrence.

ISO 9001 Acquisition Status
Since 1993, Anritsu has been certified under ISO 9001, the
international standard for quality management systems. With all
Group companies engaged in the development or manufacture
of products under ISO 9001, consistent quality management is
conducted around the world throughout the process from design,
development, and production to servicing, repair, and maintenance.
The certification rate, when based on the total number of
Anritsu Group personnel, is approximately 74%.
WEB

ISO 9001 Acquisition Situation
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Goals
The Domestic Anritsu Group has carried out the GLP2023 Quality
Initiative, a mid-term management plan covering fiscal 2021–2023,
under the four themes below.
GLP2023 Quality Initiative
Themes

Major activities

1. I ncrease the effectiveness of
• Consider expanding the QMS scope
management systems in business • Increase the accuracy of internal quality
audits by auditor pre-training
operations
2. S
 trengthen the Group’s qualityrelated mindset

• Strenthen ability to meet quality
requirements by raising quality awareness

3. S
 trengthen legal and regulatory
compliance as well as product
safety management

• Build a system to share information about
laws and regulations
• Increase the use of data on controlled
parts containing specific hazardous
substances for product safety

4. P
 romote global quality actions

• Conduct a continuous improvement
activity for the global quality information
website

Activities and Achievements
Increasing the Effectiveness of Management Systems
in Business Operations
Considering the Expansion of the QMS Scope
We started optimizing the certification of an integrated quality
management system (QMS) for a timely and prompt application
of our QMS in business expansion through M&As and the launch
of new businesses. We intend to establish a procedure for quick
decision-making on the application of the QMS, promptly launching
it, and making use of the MS, which will thereby enable us to
achieve business targets and generate synergies.
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Increasing the Accuracy of Internal Quality Audits
In order to reduce variance in audits, and improve quality to thereby
increase effectiveness, we started providing our auditor qualification
program to internal auditors on an annual basis (rather than once
every three years) and immediately prior to the internal audits.
In fiscal 2021, as in fiscal 2020, we combined, on a trial basis,
our internal audit on the QMS with that on the Environment
Management System. We will continue exploring ways to increase
the effectiveness of the internal audit within a limited timeframe.

Strengthening the Group’s Quality-Related Mindset
In fiscal 2021, we provided employees with product safety training
with an emphasis on product safety in October and quality
management training in November. We also conducted the
practical education program Naze-Naze Bunseki (Five Whys) at
Tohoku Anritsu Co., Ltd. and other sites. We monitor changes in
quality awareness among program recipients through questionnaire
surveys. Additionally, we have found that ongoing educational
programs on quality have helped reduce the costs of defects.

Enhancing Regulatory Compliance and Product Safety
Management
We are building a web-based system for sharing information about
laws and regulations across the Anritsu Group. Since relevant laws
and regulations vary widely among internal companies, we have
been considering establishing a system ahead of the competition,
starting with the Test and Measurement Company in fiscal 2021.
Red phosphorus carries the risk of causing a short circuit or
smoking that could result in a product accident. The Anritsu Group
therefore identifies red phosphorus as a hazardous substance for
product safety and limits its content in purchased parts. In fiscal
2021, we developed a system for limiting the use of parts containing
red phosphorus at the time of product design and trial-launched
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the system a year earlier than originally scheduled. In fiscal 2022, we
started the full-fledged operation of the system.

Promoting Global Quality Actions
Since fiscal 2019, Anritsu Corporation has maintained a global
website designed to share all its information on quality as well as
product laws and regulations in countries around the world with
overseas Anritsu companies. Using this global information sharing
system, the Test and Measurement Company has begun efforts to
select and expand the scope of information to be posted on the
website.

Preventing Product Accidents and Legal Violations
As of the preparation of this report, there have been no product
accidents resulting in a recall or any violation of laws for product
safety by Anritsu.
To facilitate a prompt response to any product accident, the
Domestic Anritsu Group established an emergency reporting
channel on the intranet’s homepage to facilitate a prompt response
to any product accident. To ensure its use, all Domestic and
Overseas Anritsu employees receive training in October, a month
dedicated to the promotion of corporate ethics, to deepen their
knowledge of laws governing product accidents and Anritsu’s
product safety systems. To further prevent violations of prevailing
laws, we also established a scheme that allows employees to detect
any sign of a potential legal violation and swiftly remedy and report
it to management. The scheme has been in place.
As a standard component of our effort to ensure customer
safety, we voluntarily post notices on our corporate website about
the risks of accidents that could be associated with the use of our
products as well as information about inspections and repairs.
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Improving the Quality of Our Products and Purchased
Parts and Materials
At each internal company, complaints from customers, findings of
surveys on customer satisfaction, and quality-related information
collected through day-to-day customer support services are fed
back into products and the operation process to improve quality.
The results of all such initiatives and outcomes are incorporated into
management reviews held every fiscal year and in quality targets
pursued in a PDCA cycle across the Group. In the development of
our products, the quality assurance, manufacturing, and servicing
departments join the development department in conducting
objective assessments from their respective viewpoints to improve
quality. Testing on conformity with environmental and legal
requirements as well as thermal and vibration testing are also
conducted to provide safe and secure products and services.
In order to ensure the quality of purchased parts, the
procurement department carries out acceptance inspections and
takes remedial action when problems are detected. Findings from
acceptance inspections are examined and verified per supplier, and
a factory audit and onsite guidance for quality improvement are
provided for the supplier if needed.
Whenever an accident occurs in our purchased parts or a legal
violation or quality fraud is committed by any company across our
entire supply chain, we investigate and determine the potential
influence on our products and promptly and appropriately take
action.
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In the Charter of Corporate Behavior, the Anritsu Group stipulates
that the Group “will provide customers with appropriate information
on products and services, and will communicate with customers
in good faith. This will result in high customer satisfaction and
trust”. The Code of Conduct states that the Group “will continuously
provide creative, high-level products and services that would satisfy
the needs of our customer.” We strive to be a company that is and
will continue to be trusted and chosen by customers around the
world.

Structure
Anritsu operates through four groups of businesses, Test and
Measurement, PQA, Environmental Measurement, and Sensing
and Devices. Through various points of contact with customers,
including sales, marketing, maintenance service and corporate
website, each business group provides customers with services and
support that meet their business needs.
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Communications infrastructure and safe food and
pharmaceutical products are indispensable to modern society.
Businesses in these sectors focus on productivity and
quality assurance in addition to the development of new
products and services.
The Anritsu Group maintains a global network to provide
customers with the products and support services they need at
any time or place.

Activities and Achievements
Test and Measurement Business
The Test and Measurement Business has business sites in 26
countries to closely attend to the respective needs of customers
developing next-generation technologies in each nation. By
sharing development roadmaps with customers and verifying
their development of mobile and other communication devices,
the business supports customers in meeting their time-to-market
requirements.
The business also deploys repair and maintenance service
centers at 14 locations in 12 countries so that customers around the
world can use Anritsu’s products worry-free. Those centers in the
U.S., China, India, and the Philippines offer development support for
customers.

PQA Business
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We build relationships of trust with customers and seek to
address social issues with them by doing our best to respond
sincerely to their requests or orders.

operations through a CRM system and regularly conducts training
programs for its staff in and outside Japan to provide a customer
service that is reliable and secure.
TOPIC
Investment in Aroma Bit, Inc. to Create New
Value through Smell Testing

In the past, there was no suitable sensor for the sense of olfaction, one of
the five senses, and as a result, data utilization was underdeveloped. Aroma
Bit, Inc. has pioneered the creation of a smell market through the use of its
innovative technology and services. Through an investment in the company,
Anritsu is focusing on developing new quality assurance solutions, such
as enabling smell-based testing or monitoring and advancing the level of
sensory evaluation, while also seeking to contribute to safety and security,
automation and labor-saving, and reducing disposal loss at food and
pharmaceutical manufacturing plants.

The PQA Business, which has a corporate body in each of five
countries apart from Japan, operates repair and maintenance
centers or agencies in 56 countries. Headquarters are staffed
by employees with rich field experience, supporting customers
around the clock, 365 days a year. The PQA Business streamlines its
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Environmental Measurement Business
The Environmental Measurement Business provides product
support as well as comprehensive system support services,
including the pre-purchase verification of connection with customer
communication systems, training on use and management
methods, and troubleshooting.
For Private 5G networks, we work with AK Radio Design Inc.
and Anritsu Customer Support Co., Ltd. to provide a service that
combines simulation and measurement to support the introduction
and operation of Private 5G networks.

VOICE
Actual Measurement to Support Exact
Area Design
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TOPIC
NEC Networks & System Integration
Corporation, Anritsu, and AK Radio Design
Strike a Business Partnership to Popularize
and Expand 5G and Private 5G
Three companies are bringing together their expertise in specific fields
in a special business partnership. NEC Networks & System Integration
Corporation possesses Private 5G expertise through its work in mobile

Namio Sukegawa
(Right)

Anritsu Customer Support
Co., Ltd.

Anritsu Customer Support Co., Ltd. offers a service for
measuring the state of Private 5G communications. The use
of Anritsu-manufactured measuring instruments enables
us to make the state of radio waves visible to customers
at their sites. At a later date, we provide customers with
measurement results and other observations, which
surprise many of them because actual measurements
often turn out different from simulation results due to
factors such as plant conditions, architectural structures,
and landforms. Our actual measurement has helped
customers design Private 5G areas more adequately.
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In fiscal 2021, the business hosted “Anritsu Tech Days” for exhibiting
its 5G testing solutions and other Anritsu solutions.
The PQA Business also maintains its own website to offer
product information, including a solution for customers to remotely
monitor testers and restore failures.
P.99 Business Continuity Management

communications and demonstration experiments. Anritsu Corporation is
an expert in the verification of telecommunication quality for networks and
wireless telecommunication devices. AK Radio Design Inc. provides services
in radio wave propagation simulation and measurement in combination.
This business partnership provides a total service package of radio-wave
verification for alleviating the customer burden associated with introducing
Private 5G. The service will lower the hurdles experienced by municipalities
and companies, contributing to the realization of a comfortable and
convenient society.

Ryo Haruguchi
(Left)

Governance

Sensing and Devices Business
The Sensing and Device Business supports customers across the
world through a system established with Group companies and
sales agents outside Japan. It focuses on customer convenience
and posts a variety of information on the website. Apart from
product data by type, these posts include beginner information and
guidance for optimal product choice.

Customer Support amid the COVID-19 Pandemic
As telework is increasingly becoming the norm amid the COVID-19
pandemic, the Anritsu Group has conducted much of its marketing
and customer support online. The Test and Measurement Business
offers solutions that support 5G, ultrahigh-speed networks, and
other advanced telecommunication systems. The business’s website
is thoroughly dedicated to information about its products in various
formats, including remote demos, webinars, and video instruction.

Practicing Responsible Initiatives through External
Audits
At a time when environmental and ethical business practices are
expected throughout the supply chain, more companies are using
specialized external auditors to objectively evaluate the reliability
of suppliers. In 2019, Anritsu’s PQA Business received a SMETA
audit*1, an assessment specifically for the food and pharmaceutical
industries. Anritsu also underwent a sustainability survey by
EcoVadis, a company that provides supplier rating services to assess
their environmental, human rights, ethical, and other initiatives. In
July 2022, the Koriyama Office of Tohoku Anritsu Co., Ltd. received
an RBA audit*2, used for the electronics industry.
We continue to make use of knowledge and improvements
discovered through such audits to fulfill our corporate
responsibilities.
*1 SMETA stands for Sedex Members Ethical trade Audit, a social audit criteria set by Sedex,
which provides an online platform for companies to manage and improve the working
conditions of their global supply chains. A SMETA audit encompasses the areas of labor
standards, health and safety, environment, and corporate ethics.
*2 RBA stands for Responsible Business Alliance and is designed to audit the safety of
a working environment, whether workers are treated with respect and dignity, and
whether the manufacturing process is taking responsibility for environmental impacts
in supply chains in the electronics industry.
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25

April 2006
Establishment of an internal audit
department (Internal Control
Improvement Center) (Currently
36.4
Global Audit Department)

20

General Meeting of Shareholders

30.0

Board of Directors

Management Audit
Department

Corporate
Governance
Promotion
Department

Accounting
Auditor

15

Nominating
Committee
Compensation
Committee

Enforcement Organs

Company (business operations)
Test & Measurement, PQA,
Environmental Measurement,
Sensing & Devices

20.0

22.2

20.0

22.2

30.0

30.0

27.3

28.6

Subsidiaries,
etc.

11.8

5

0

May 2016
Start of Board of Director Effectiveness Evaluations (conducted every year)
April 2018
Establishment of Corporate Governance Department
(functional integration into Management Strategy Center)

50.0

50.0
45.5
41.7

41.7

41.7

41.7

37.5 37.5 37.5 37.5
February 2021
Start of Audit & Supervisory
Committee Effectiveness
Evaluations (Conducted
every year)

44.4

44.4

50.0 (%)
50

44.4

40.0
June 2021
40
Increase in the number of outside directors who are
members of the Audit and Supervisory Committee
(four members, including three outside directors);
half of the Board of Directors are outside directors
August 2021
Selection and application for the Prime Market, a
new market segment of the Tokyo Stock Exchange

30

20.0
20

10

Independent
Committee
Management
Strategy
Conference

27.3

April 2016
Review of agenda items for the Board Meeting (raising of
criteria for inclusion in agenda, etc.)

January 2012
Establishment of Nominating Committee

March 2004
Establishment of Compensation Advisory Committee
(change of name to Compensation Committee in
January 2016)
June 2005
Invitation issued to one
outside director

Corporate Governance Structure

Audit & Supervisory
Committee

October 2015
E stablishment of Anritsu Corporation Basic Policy on Corporate Governance

June 2011
June 2010
Increase in number of
Increase in number of
outside directors to two outside directors to three

April 2001
Establishment of IR Department
(IR Promotion Center)

Anritsu has adopted the structure of a “Company with an Audit
& Supervisory Committee.” The following chart summarizes our
current corporate governance structure.

June 2015
Transition to the structure of a company with an Audit & Supervisory Committee
Establishment of Management Audit Department
Appointment of lead independent outside directors, establishment of Independent Committee
Introduction of Performance-linked Stock Compensation Program (change from previous SOP program)

Ratio of outside directors*2

■ Number of internal directors
■ Number of internal corporate auditors
■ Number of internal Audit & Supervisory Committee members
■ Number of outside directors
■ Number of outside corporate auditors
■ Number of outside Audit & Supervisory Committee members

June 2000
Adoption of executive officer system

Group
Headquarters
Functions

Governance

Initiatives to Strengthen Corporate Governance

Governance

Global Audit
Department

Social

16.7
14.3

14.3

16.7
16.7

10

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0
0
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 (FY)

*1 Ratio of outside directors and auditors = (number of outside directors + number of outside Audit & Supervisory Board members) / (number of directors + number of Audit &
Supervisory Board members)
*2 Ratio of outside directors = number of outside directors / number of directors
Note: Due to the transition to a company with an Audit & Supervisory Committee in June 2015, the names “Audit & Supervisory Board member” and “outside Audit & Supervisory
Board member” have been changed since fiscal 2015 to “Audit & Supervisory Committee member” and “outside Audit & Supervisory Committee member,” respectively.
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Basic Philosophy of Corporate Governance
The Anritsu Group believes that its most important management
task is to continuously improve corporate value by quickly and
flexibly responding to changes in the business environment and
enhancing its competitiveness as a global company. To this end, we
strive to create an environment and structure that ensures effective
corporate governance, and we are working to strengthen our
corporate governance from the following perspectives.
(1) Greater management transparency
(2) Appropriate and timely disclosure of information
(3) Stronger management supervision
(4) Management resources development
Going forward, we will continue to fulfill our corporate mission
with “Sincerity, Harmony and Enthusiasm” as stated in the Anritsu
Group’s philosophy, by implementing measures needed for the
Company to build a corporate culture that respects the rights and
interests of all stakeholders, including shareholders, customers and
employees, and maintains and strengthens internal systems.

Current Corporate Governance Structure
As part of a highly specialized manufacturing industry that calls for
onsite-oriented sensibilities and swiftness in business execution,
Anritsu introduced an executive officer system in 2000 that allows
senior management to exercise their skills appropriately and
effectively. Recognizing that strengthening corporate governance
is vital to our business, we have long been committed to ensuring
transparency and accountability through the appointment of
multiple independent outside directors and the establishment of
the Nominating Committee and Compensation Committee, both of
which are voluntary advisory bodies to the Board of Directors and
consist mainly of outside directors. In addition, we have adopted the
structure of a “Company with an Audit & Supervisory Committee” to
strengthen our auditing and supervisory functions.

Efforts Toward
Co-creation
Information Security

Environment

Social

Governance
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The Board of Directors is composed of ten directors, six of
whom are not involved in business execution (with five of them
being independent outside directors). Of note, the attendance rate
of outside directors at the Board of Directors meetings in fiscal 2021
was 96.9%.

on five factors: the power of empathy and awareness with the
Company's vision and policy, high character, initiative, the power
of action, and rationale thinking power, strategic and conceptual
thinking power, and high ethical values.
Reasons for Selection of Internal Directors

WEB

Anritsu Corporation Basic Policy on Corporate Governance

Board of Directors
As a management decision-making body, the Board of Directors
makes determinations on important matters including management
policy and management strategy for the Group as a whole, while
also monitoring and supervising the execution of operations by
organizations that execute business.
The monitoring and supervision functions of the Board of
Directors are strengthened through the inclusion of multiple
outside directors into the board. In Board of Directors’ meetings,
directors who possess wide-ranging knowledge and experience
express opinions regarding agenda items proposed by company
management from their respective viewpoints and engage in active
discussion. The current Board of Directors consists of five internal
directors and five outside directors (with both groups including
directors who are Audit & Supervisory Committee members), for a
total of ten Board of Directors members.

Criteria for Selection of Directors

Name

Reason for selection

Hirokazu
Hamada

Tasked with product development and domestic and overseas
marketing at the Test and Measurement Business, which is a core
business of the Anritsu Group, Mr. Hamada has extensive knowledge
and experience concerning business, including industry and
technology trends. He is currently the President and Representative
Director of Anritsu and has displayed leadership as Group CEO,
including leading the Group in its global expansion. He was deemed
qualified as a director for his abundant knowledge and experience as a
manager.

Akifumi
Kubota

Having been in charge of the Accounting & Control Department
for Anritsu and overseas subsidiaries, Mr. Kubota is now responsible
for finance strategy and Group business administration as CFO and
Chief Corporate Officer. He was deemed qualified as a director for
his extensive knowledge and experience in the areas of finance,
accounting, and corporate governance.

Masumi
Niimi

Mr. Niimi was deemed qualified as a director for his experience with
production management, corporate planning, and overseas subsidiary
management at the Products Quality Assurance (PQA) Business, which
has grown into a pillar of the Anritsu Group. Furthermore, he is deemed
qualified for his wide-ranging knowledge and abundant experience,
as well as for his display of leadership as the President of the Infivis
Company which handles the PQA Business.

Takeshi
Shima

Mr. Shima was deemed qualified as a director for his wide-ranging
knowledge and abundant experience concerning global business,
and for currently displaying leadership in Anritsu Group’s core Test and
Measurement Business as the President of the Test & Measurement
Company.

Toru
Wakinaga

Mr. Wakinaga was deemed qualified as a director and Audit &
Supervisory Committee member for his wide-ranging knowledge
and abundant experience concerning Anritsu’s global business, in
addition to his support for the Audit & Supervisory Committee in
the Management Audit Department, and for his abundant auditing
experience concerning auditing processes.

Selection of Internal Directors
The Company considers internal director candidates who have
advanced expertise and who can be expected to display high
competence in business execution while contributing to business
performance. Comprehensive human resource evaluations rest
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Selection of Outside Directors
From the perspectives of the balance of knowledge and experience
of the Board of Directors as a whole and of incorporating the
viewpoints of diverse stakeholders into the oversight and
appropriate management of Anritsu Group business activities, the
Company comprehensively judges candidates with consideration of
diversity of fields of expertise, backgrounds, and other factors, and
also taking into account the candidate’s independence from Anritsu.

Efforts Toward
Co-creation
Information Security

Kazuyoshi
Aoki

Norio
Igarashi

Nozomi
Ueda

Mr. Masamura was deemed qualified to appropriately execute duties
as an outside director for his specialized and wide-ranging knowledge
of information and communications technology, as well as for his
abundant experience and remarkable insight as a manager.

Mr. Igarashi was deemed qualified to appropriately execute duties
as an outside director for his specialized knowledge and abundant
experience in finance and accounting as a certified public accountant
and university professor, as well as for his wide-ranging expertise in
management from his experience as an outside auditor of a listed
company.
Ms. Ueda was deemed qualified to appropriately execute duties as
an outside director for her specialized knowledge and abundant
experience as an attorney.

Business Continuity Management

Committee
membership

●

Hirokazu Hamada

●

Akifumi Kubota
Masumi Niimi

Director

Takeshi Shima
Kazuyoshi Aoki

Director who
is an Audit &
Supervisory
Committee
Member

Expertise possessed by each director, expecting areas

Corporate
Global
Nominating Compensation Management
International
Committee
Committee
Business
Experience
Strategy

Name

(outside)

Norio Igarashi

(outside)

Nozomi Ueda

(outside)

Junichi Aoyagi

(outside)

Toru Wakinaga

●
●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●

●
●
●

Sales and
Marketing

Technology
Research and
Development

Industry
Knowledge

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

Mr. Aoyagi was deemed qualified to appropriately execute duties
as an outside director for his specialized knowledge of finance and
accounting as a certified public accountant, and for his abundant
experience, which includes experience overseas.

Purpose

Audit & Supervisory Committee

● Norio Igarashi☆
● Nozomi Ueda

● Junichi Aoyagi
● Toru Wakinaga

Anritsu established the regulations for the Audit &
Supervisory Committee system and the accompanying
subsidiary rules and at the beginning of the term, the
selection of chairperson, the selection of full-time
directors, the allocation of auditing work, and other
matters necessary to carry out the duties of the Audit
& Supervisory Committee members are agreed. The
committee reviews the audit results of the previous fiscal
year, evaluates risks of management concerns for the
current fiscal year, and deliberates on and formulates
audit policies, priority audit items, annual audit plans etc.

Nominating Committee

● Kazuyoshi Aoki☆
● Tatsuro Masamura
● Norio Igarashi
● Nozomi Ueda

● Junichi Aoyagi
● Hirokazu Hamada
● Akifumi Kubota

Bears the duties of supplementing
the role of the Board of Directors in
the appointment, selection, removal,
and dismissal of directors and
executive officers, and improving
validity and transparency in the
appointment, selection, removal,
and dismissal of directors and
executive officers.

●

●

Composition of the Audit & Supervisory Committee and Voluntary Committees
Organization

●
●

●

●

Note: The above list does not represent all of the knowledge, experience, etc. possessed by each director.

Composition
Junichi
Aoyagi
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Skills Matrix

Tatsuro Masamura (outside)

Tatsuro
Masamura

Governance

The following matrix summarizes the main knowledge, experience, and expertise possessed by each director and member of the Audit &
Supervisory Committee of the Anritsu Group, as well as the areas in which they are expected to excel.

Reason for selection
Mr. Aoki was deemed qualified to appropriately execute duties as
an outside director due to his specialized knowledge and abundant
experience of finance and accounting from his background as a
manager responsible for finance and accounting at a listed company,
and also for having a wealth of experience in global business.

Social

Skills Matrix of Directors

Reasons for Selection of Outside Directors
Name

Environment

Director

Compensation Committee

● Tatsuro Masamura☆
● Norio Igarashi
● Kazuyoshi Aoki
● Nozomi Ueda

● Junichi Aoyagi
● Hirokazu Hamada
● Akifumi Kubota

Bears the duties of supplementing
the role of the Board of Directors
in determining compensation for
directors and executive officers, and
improving the fairness, validity, and
transparency of compensation.

Financial
Accounting

Legal
Compliance

ESG
Sustainability

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●

Outside Director

☆Chairperson

Independent Committee

● Kazuyoshi Aoki☆
● Tatsuro Masamura
● Norio Igarashi

● Nozomi Ueda
● Junichi Aoyagi

Composed of five independent
outside directors; holds twiceyearly regular meetings as well
as conferences before and after
meetings of the Board of Directors
as needed, with the aim of ensuring
the supervisory functions of the
Company from an independent
standpoint.
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Meetings Held for the Board of Directors and its Advisory Committees (FY2021)
B Board of Directors

A Audit & Supervisory Committee

C Compensation Committee

Solving Social
Issues Through
Business

Efforts Toward
Co-creation
Information Security

Environment

Social

I Independent Committee

Meetings in FY2021
April

B

A

A

October

B

A

C

May

B

A

A

November

B

N

I

June

B

A

A

December

B

B

A

July

B

B

A

January

B

A

August

B

A

C

February

B

N

I

September

B

A

March

B

A

C

A

I

Evaluating the Efficacy of the Board of Directors
Anritsu’s Basic Policy on Corporate Governance stipulates that “to
realize the Company’s sustainable growth and a higher corporate
value over the mid-to-long term, the Board of Directors strives
to increase its effectiveness by taking initiatives to improve the
decision-making process continuously and enhance the supervisory
function, which are prerequisites for the promotion of sound risktaking attitude.” It also stipulates that “in pursuit of a better balance
between the Board of Directors’ decision-making function and
the supervisory role, every director should demonstrate their
experience, skills, knowledge, and expertise.” Based on these
principles, we conduct annual reviews of the effectiveness of the
Board of Directors, focusing on the items specified in the Basic
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Policy on Corporate Governance, and undertake measures to
improve effectiveness.

Results of Evaluating the Efficacy of the Board of
Directors (FY2021)

N Nominating Committee

Governance

The Board of Directors affirmed that its composition is appropriate
in terms of the presence and number of internal and outside
management personnel. This is to enhance the Company’s global
management structure with the aim of business expansion and
taking into account the source of the Group’s corporate value. It also
affirmed that structures are in place for conducting constructive
discussions and decision-making concerning key matters involving
the management of the Group and for supervising business
execution by directors. The board further confirmed that directors
who are constituent members of the Board of Directors, Audit &
Supervisory Committee, Independent Committee, Nominating
Committee, and Compensation Committee fully understand
the roles that they should carry out to achieve improvement of
corporate value and continuous growth with sustainable superior
profits for the Group, and that, in respective committee meetings,
the directors display insight and expert knowledge based on diverse
experience and that all, internal and outside directors alike, engage
in active discussions.
To lead to the effective supervision of the management
by developing the efficient and fruitful discussion at the board
and advancing the full use of the Nominating Committee and
Compensation Committee, the board identified and shared the
following approaches for improvement.

• Set up education sessions for outside directors and share
information on committee meeting schedules and agendas, etc.
• Provide ample feedback on issues identified in free discussions
• Strengthen risk management through visualization of risk
responses, etc.
The Board of Directors will further improve its effectiveness to
address the issues raised through the evaluation conducted for fiscal
2021 by taking the necessary actions and making improvements
not bound by conventional practices and approaches.
The Company intends to continue conducting regular
evaluations of the effectiveness of the Board of Directors and will
continue to pursue the ideal for the Company by aiming to achieve
better corporate governance.

Main Themes for Deliberation at the Board of Directors/Number of Reports
Submitted
Category

FY2021

Management Strategy/Sustainability/Governance/General Meeting of Shareholders

16

Business Related

17

IR, SR

8

Budget/Settlement of Accounts/Dividends/Finance Related
Internal Control/Risk Management/Compliance Related
Human Resource/Nomination/Compensation

9
17

Audit & Supervisory Committee/Accounting Auditor

4

Individual Projects (Investment and Loan Projects etc.)
Total

16

24
111

• Establishment of themes for deliberation and preparation of
materials with a focus on medium-to long-term strategies, human
capital, risk management, etc.
• Have an appropriate understanding of stakeholder reactions to
corporate actions, etc.
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Officers’ Compensation
The composition and level of Anritsu’s officer compensation* are
determined with reference to data on officer compensation from
external research organizations while also taking into account a
balance between basic compensation according to responsibilities
and performance-linked compensation. The primary aim of
compensation is that it functions effectively as an incentive for the
improvement of business performance and the increase of mediumto long-term corporate value every fiscal year. The following is our
policy on compensation for officers.

Efforts Toward
Co-creation

Environment

Information Security

② Performance-linked compensation
a. S hort-term incentive
compensation:
Bonus

b. Medium- to
long-term
incentive
compensation:
Stock
compensation

Equivalent to
30% of ①

Equivalent to
20% of ①

Policy

Main Evaluation Indicators for Performance-Linked
Compensation

P.08 Sustainability Targets and Progress

In calculating the bonus, we use the consolidated ROE as
Total amount of compensation for directors

Amount of compensation (millions of yen)
Monetary compensation

Non-monetary
compensation

Classification

Number of
persons

Directors (excluding Audit &
Supervisory Committee members)

7

143

65

14

223

3

19

－

－

19

6

51

－

－

51

4

27

－

－

27

13

194

65

14

274

7

47

－

－

47

Compensation System
The system for officer compensation, etc., sets business
performance-linked compensation to the equivalent of 50% of
the basic compensation, as a structural feature to motivate officers
in sharing a profit orientation with shareholders and in engaging
in management from an awareness of performance and stock
price from a medium- to long-term perspective. However, it limits
directors who do not engage in execution of business (including
outside directors) to fixed compensation only.
Performance-linked compensation is intended to motivate each
employee to achieve performance targets toward the realization
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an evaluation criterion for the degree of achievement of the
Company’s overall performance targets for the relevant business
year. To measure the contribution of a department or unit of which
a particular director takes charge to the Company’s performance,
we employ other indicators, such as the degree of achievement of
projected sales, operating profit, ESG goals, and SDGs. The actual
progress toward non-financial targets set by directors, respectively,
is also considered in their evaluation.
Also, as a judging criterion for the stock compensation program,
we use the operating profit targets set at the beginning of each
business year during the program period and in the mid-term
management plan. The amount to be paid or the number of shares
(evaluation points) to be granted to directors fluctuates between
0% to 100% depending on the relative achievement against their
target level, with the exception of the portion that is not linked to
business performance.

Image of officers’ compensation structure

① Basic compensation

Governance

Business Continuity Management

of Anritsu’s management vision. We have introduced several goal
indicators deemed appropriate, which respond to the shortterm incentive compensation (bonus equivalent to 30% of base
compensation) and medium- to long-term incentive compensation
(stock compensation equivalent to 20% of basic compensation),
respectively.

*For directors (excluding outside directors), executive officers, and vice presidents not
members of the Audit & Supervisory Committee

• The scheme and its content should lead to the enhancement of
motivation to achieve management objectives and sustainably
improve corporate value
• The scheme and its content should attract and retain talented, diverse
personnel who are sought after as officers of global corporations.
• The Company will ensure the validity and objectivity of the decisionmaking process and the balanced allocation of compensation, etc.

Social

Of which, outside directors
Directors (Audit & Supervisory
Committee members)
Of which, outside directors
Total
Of which, outside directors

Stock
Bonus
Basic
compensation
(performancecompensation
(performancelinked)
linked)

Total

Notes:
1. The non-monetary remuneration, etc. will consist
of Anritsu shares to be delivered under the stock
compensation plan.
2. A
 nritsu does not pay bonuses or stock-based
compensation to outside directors and directors who
are Audit & Supervisory Committee Member.
3. N
 one of the officers of the Company has a total of 100
million yen or more in consolidated compensation,
etc. (including compensation as officers of major
consolidated subsidiaries).
4. The number of persons includes one director (excluding
members of the Audit & Supervisory Committee)
and two directors who are members of the Audit &
Supervisory Committee (including one outside director)
who retired at the closing of the 95th Ordinary General
Meeting of Shareholders held on June 24, 2021.
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While resonating with the Anritsu Group’s Company philosophy, values, vision,
The Power of
policy, and the medium- to long-term management plan, being aware of what
empathy and
awareness with they should do for the organization and having the high aspirations to achieve it.
the Company's
Vision and Policy

Anritsu has established a "Training Program for
Next-Generation of Executive" to cultivate the next
generation of management candidates.
We have established the Executive Management
Values as five critical factors in candidate evaluation
for future leaders to realize our vision for fiscal 2030.
All candidates are individually reviewed by the
Group CEO on a case-by-case basis and on a two-year
cycle that is based on the Anritsu Values for Leader,
and they acquire skills and experience to become the
next generation of leaders through on- and off-thejob training programs according to the results of the
review.

High-Character

Management leaders always inspire the organization with their positive mindset.
They approach those under their management as equals and make a point of
respecting the personality and individuality of everyone around them.
They also create ways for themselves and their teams to grow together through
the fruits of their labor.

Initiative, the
Power of Action
and Rational
Thinking Power

Having the initiative and logical thinking to always think and act on their own
without trying to imitate others. Having the ability to take up the challenge of
creating new value by putting themselves in the customer’s shoes and aggressively
generating new demand instead of defensively taking demand for granted.

Strategic and
Conceptional
Thinking Power

Having the ability to read the signs of the times from a global perspective and
measure its impact on business and results.
Management leaders do not limit business opportunities to individual tacticallevel action plans, but are strategically conceptualizing and drawing them up as
larger business plans that can be shared across the organization and fit into the
growth strategy story.

High Ethical
Value

Anritsu Group must be a company with integrity that practices sincerity, harmony,
and enthusiasm in order to fulfill and perpetuate its social mission.
Only when management leaders take the initiative to demonstrate integrity in
their attitudes and actions, can an organizational culture of integrity be fostered.
Management leaders have high integrity of character, respectability, high
ethical standards, and the inclusiveness to tolerate diverse values.

Selection and Training System for Executive Management

Executive Management Values

Executive
Management

Anritsu Values

Executive
Management Value
Training for New
Section Managers

Strategic and
Conceptional
Thinking Power

Sincerity, Harmony,
and Enthusiasm
Corporate
Philosophy

Original &
High Level
Reliability

Innovativeness

Section
Management

Adaptability

General
Management

Selection of
Candidates
by Each Board
Member

High-Character

The Power of empathy and awareness with
the Company's Vision and Policy
High Ethical Value

Executive Officers and Directors
Presidents and Directors of subsidiaries

Governance
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Five Executive Management Values

Next-Generation Leadership Program

Positions to be selected

Social

On-/off-the-job training
programs (presentations at
Board meetings)

Candidate evaluation and
development policy
meetings by the Group CEO
(on a case-by-case basis
and a two-year cycle)

Cross-Held Stocks
From the perspective of improving corporate value over the
medium- to long-term, Anritsu may only cross-hold stocks that
are necessary to implement key business strategies. Currently, we
hold listed shares, primarily those of our major transaction partners,
for policy reasons that include a comprehensive consideration of
business strategies, sales policies, and the like. With regard to these
listed shares held for policy purposes, we monitor the business
conditions of the company held, annually review the significance
and logic of continuing to hold the shares, give regular reports to
the Board of Directors, and when further holding is not deemed
necessary, consider disposing of the shares, such as appropriately
selling them, taking into account share prices and market
movements.
Anritsu’s policy toward cross-held stocks is to limit such
holdings to those that are necessary for executing important
business strategies, while striving to reduce cross-holdings overall.
Currently, Anritsu does not hold any investment shares whose
purpose of holding is pure investment.

Number of Issues and Amount on Balance Sheet
Number
of Issues

Total amount on the
balance sheet (million yen)

Unlisted stocks

12

34

Stocks other than unlisted
stocks

2

42

There were no issues for which the number of shares increased or decreased during the
fiscal year ended March 31, 2022.

Initiative, the
Power of Action
and Rational
Thinking Power
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Policy
The Anritsu Group has established an internal control system
with the primary objectives of ensuring the reliability of financial
reporting and establishing and enhancing its compliance system.
We are continuously improving and reinforcing the system to
respond to the changing business content of the Anritsu Group and
growing complexity and diversity of the business environment. This
has enabled us to practice sound management activities sustained
by an effective internal control system and strive to enhance
corporate value.
WEB

Basic Policy for Establishing Internal Control System

Structure
In the Domestic Anritsu Group, the Internal Control Committee deals
with the validity of financial reporting, and the Corporate Ethics
Promotion Committee and related committees for information
management, promoting fair trade, export and import control, and
environmental management with a focus on compliance. All the
committees undertake the necessary deliberations, establish and
operate internal control systems by implementing information

Stance on
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There appears no end of late to corporate scandals involving
improper accounting and compliance violations. Once such
a scandal occurs, there is a very real risk of a company losing
the trust of its stakeholders, making the continued conduct
of its business very difficult. In the midst of this environment,
companies are being called on to conduct transparent and fair
decision-making in activities such as ensuring financial solidity
and legal compliance, aimed at preventing these kinds of

sharing and educational programs across the Group, and conduct
activities to ensure effectiveness. On a global basis, the Group has
established a Global Internal Control Committee consisting of
members of the internal control and promotion departments in the
Americas, Europe, Asia, and Japan. This committee shares the current
status of the response to risks inherent in the business activities
and management issues in each region. They also support the
incorporation of internal control procedures for all business processes
and are conducting activities to develop an effective and efficient
internal control system. Furthermore, the Internal Audit Department of
Anritsu Corporation and the other Group companies, directors elected
as Audit & Supervisory Committee Members, and the Management
Audit Department conduct audits as part of their responsibility to
evaluate the activities of each committee and the internal control
system and to offer recommendations to related organizations.
WEB

Governance

Arrangement of the internal control system and risk management system

Activities and Achievements

incidents.
The Anritsu Group believes it is important to establish
rules and clear business processes, abide by them faithfully,
and build and strengthen its operating systems on a global
basis.

Anritsu Corporation and other Group companies evaluate the
effectiveness of internal controls. Appropriate improvements
were implemented against potential risks identified during the
evaluation process in fiscal 2021. With regard to compliance, Anritsu
Corporation’s Internal Audit Department verified the effectiveness
of internal controls, placing emphasis on verifying processes that
had been revised in their control environment due to organizational
reform and IT system upgrades.
With regard to Group companies outside Japan, and in addition
to audits conducted by audit officers in each region, our Audit
& Supervisory Committee members, along with staff from the
Management Audit Department and Internal Audit Department,
visited each company to evaluate the effectiveness of internal
controls.
In fiscal 2021, these activities resulted in 14 audits conducted
by the Audit & Supervisory Committee and the Management
Audit Department and 10 audits conducted by the Internal Audit
Department, confirming the effectiveness of the Anritsu Group’s
internal controls both in Japan and overseas.

Evaluating the Effectiveness of Internal Controls
In the area of financial reporting, the Internal Audit Department of
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Efforts to Strengthen Internal Controls at Group Companies
We have established a set of rules and regulations for Anritsu Group
management governing matters that require Group companies
both in Japan and overseas to seek prior approval from, or report to,
Anritsu Corporation. We have also established guidelines outlining
the minimum requirements for managing each Group company to
reinforce our global governance system. To assess compliance with
these guidelines, all Group companies are required to conduct a
Control Self-Assessment (CSA), and our Internal Audit Department
reviews the CSA results of each Group company to determine its
level of compliance. One of the goals of GLP2023 is to ensure that
all our overseas Group companies meet CSA criteria. To achieve this,
we are now defining the level required of each company for making
incremental improvements, which we intend to complete in fiscal
2022.
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VOICE
Improving the Level of Internal
Controls across the Anritsu Group
Naoko Makino

Manager, Global Audit Department, Anritsu Corporation

Since fiscal 2021, I have been working on management
guidelines and CSA*. I am constantly working to find
the most appropriate internal controls that will enable
each Anritsu Group company to operate appropriately
as a member of the Anritsu Group, taking into account
the latest trends in business, laws, accounting standards,
social conditions, and other relevant information.
The CSA prepared by the Global Audit Department
consists of 216 questions in 14 categories in accordance
with the management guidelines, and all overseas
subsidiaries required to comply with the guidelines
evaluate themselves by answering these questions every
year.
As we operate on a global stage, it is extremely
important that we address risks specific to each region,
comply with local laws and regulations, and abide by laws
that extend beyond national borders.
We will continue to make every effort to become a
company that provides stakeholders with even greater
peace of mind by creating a virtuous cycle through
the annual CSA, in which each Anritsu Group company
identifies the most appropriate internal controls for its
size and type of business and sets goals to improve its
own operations, which in turn raises the level of internal
controls for the entire Anritsu Group.
*Control Self-Assessment
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For the Anritsu Group to maintain its ethical corporate stance,
everyone working in the Group must be deeply aware of corporate
social responsibility, comply with relevant laws and regulations in
all their corporate activities, and behave in a manner that conforms
to the demands of society. The Anritsu Group’s Sustainability Policy
defines various compliance initiatives, including respecting human
rights and operating as a business with justice and ethics.
We have also established the Anritsu Group Charter of
Corporate Behavior, laying out principles of corporate behavior
shared by the Anritsu Group, and the Anritsu Group Code of
Conduct, a set of guiding principles for all employees to apply the
charter in their daily work.
In addition, we have established the Anritsu Group Anti-Bribery
Policy to ensure fair business practices.
These policies clearly state that we will not only comply
with the Anti-Monopoly Act, import and export laws, and other
applicable laws but also prohibit any discrimination and harassment
that may lead to human rights violations, as well as any behavior
that may lead to corruption, such as excessive entertainment or gifts
to or from customers or suppliers, information leaks, insider trading,
money laundering, and relationships with antisocial forces.
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Frequent occurrences of corporate social responsibility issues
and scandals have led to an increased emphasis on compliance
efforts. Compliance violations can damage the Company’s
credibility, reduce corporate value, and cause significant
losses to stakeholders. We believe it important to state that
companies are obliged to not commit compliance violations,
and should conform to social demands by always reconfirming
the true meaning of sound and sincere corporate behavior.

For suppliers, the Anritsu Group Basic Rules for Procurement
stipulate such matters as legal and regulatory compliance,
consideration for human rights and labor, and the ethical conduct
of business activities.
WEB

Sustainability Policy

WEB

Anritsu Group Charter of Corporate Behavior

WEB

Anritsu Group Code of Conduct

WEB

Anritsu Group Anti-Bribery Policy

Anritsu believes the continued conduct of our business with
high ethical standards requires us to continually strive to
establish and improve compliance throughout the Group.

Structure
Promotion of compliance at the Anritsu Group is supervised by the
Board of Directors and led by the Group CEO, who is also chairman
of the Management Strategy Conference. Under this conference,
we have set up a Corporate Ethics Promotion Committee, chaired
by the executive officer in charge of compliance and participated
in by representatives of the Domestic Anritsu Group companies,
which oversee activities related to compliance promotion. The
Corporate Ethics Promotion Committee and the Legal Department,
which serves as secretariat, work with committees dealing with
legal matters to provide guidance and necessary support to Anritsu
Group companies outside Japan in complying with the ethics and
laws of the country or region in which they operate, giving due
respect to the legal systems, cultures, and customs of those areas.
The Legal Department also works with compliance officers at each
overseas company, in line with the goal of establishing a global
compliance system.
The Internal Audit Department conducts an audit of the system
to ensure that it is functioning properly and offers recommendations
and requests for improvement as needed.
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Management Strategy Conference

Various Committees related to Legal Compliance
Support

Various committees
Security trade control
Fair trade promotion

Executive Office

Information security
Environmental
management, Others

Support

Legal Department

Hotline

Global Audit
Department
Reporting/
consultation

Guidance/Support
Monitoring

Reporting/
consultation

Anritsu Group companies
outside Japan

Cooperation

Corporate Ethics Promotion Committee
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Board of Directors

Vice President in charge of compliance

Governance

Guidance/
supervision

keeps all employees well informed of the helpline for reporting and
consultation. It also provides classes covering compliance topics
in the training programs for new employees and new managers.
October has been designated as Corporate Ethics Promotion
Month, during which the Company conducts a corporate ethics
questionnaire as well as various educational and awareness-raising
activities.
Moreover, the “Guidelines and Insights for All Members of the
Anritsu Group” (revised in April 2021), a booklet that summarizes
the Anritsu Group Management Philosophy, Management Vision,
Sustainability Policy, Anritsu Group Charter of Corporate Behavior,
and Anritsu Group Code of Conduct, has been distributed to all
employees to guide them in their actions at all times. Overseas

Hotline
Anritsu Group companies in Japan

Compliance Promotion Activity Cycle
April: Corporate Ethics Reinforcement Week

Goals
In an examination of the analytical results from the corporate ethics
questionnaire and a comparison of our risk awareness with that of
other companies, including in regard to revised laws, we identified
issues to focus on in fiscal 2021.
▶ Continue to achieve zero serious compliance violations

▶ Anti-bribery and corruption outside Japan
▶C
 reating a workplace environment where there is no
harassment or constraints

▶ Making sure to manage overtime

P.67 Workstyle Reform for Employee Wellbeing

Activities and Achievements

• Submission of confirmation letter on
Anritsu Group Code of Conduct
• Familiarization with the helpline for
reporting/consultation
Other
• Compliance education for new employees
• Compliance education for new managers

Continuing to Achieve Zero Serious Compliance Violations
Establishment and Improvement of Compliance
The Corporate Ethics Promotion Committee discusses and
formulates the basic policy on corporate ethics of the Group,
makes revisions to the Code of Conduct, plans for intra-Company
monitoring with a corporate ethics survey, conducts analysis, makes
improvements, and plans for other promotional activities related
to ethics and compliance. It also reports annually on the status of
ethics and compliance across the Anritsu Group to the Board of
Directors.
The Domestic Anritsu Group holds Corporate Ethics
Promotion Week in April every year, during which it submits the
confirmation letter on the Anritsu Group Code of Conduct and

Corporate Ethics Promotion Committee
(Reporting on annual plan, development of
Corporate Ethics Reinforcement Week plan)

Development of Compliance
Promotion Activity Program
Corporate Ethics Promotion Committee

(Reporting questionnaire compilation/analysis of results)

Implementation of the Compliance
Promotion Activity Program
Corporate Ethics Promotion Committee
(Reviewing progress of annual plan, monthly plan
Corporate Ethics promotion)

October: Corporate Ethics
Promotion Month
• Corporate ethic questionnaire
• Lecture by external experts
• Group education, e-learning
• Divisional educational activities
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Anritsu Group have created their own codes of conduct based on
the Anritsu Group Code of Conduct and customize them to reflect
the respective legal systems, cultures, and customs of each country
and region.
Compliance promotion events and various types of educational
activities are conducted throughout the Domestic Anritsu Group.
P.93 Harassment Prevention Education and Anger Management Seminar

Education by Case Study Sheets
The Domestic Anritsu Group references cases that have occurred
or could occur in daily life and business, examples of scandals
involving other companies reported in the mass media, and issues
in the Case Study Sheets, which include concise notes of caution
and brief explanations. A total of 210 cases have been introduced as
of March 2022.
In addition, the Case Study Sheets are posted on our intranet
and used as tools for promoting a better understanding of
compliance. Every October, during Corporate Ethics Promotion
Month, workplace discussions on the case studies, led by managers
of each department, are conducted as part of inhouse educational
activities, and outcomes of the discussions are submitted to the
Corporate Ethics Promotion Committee.
Violation of Law and Regulations in the Socio-Economic Field
In fiscal 2021, there were no regulatory or serious compliance
violations nor any accompanying fines or sanctions.
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Anti-Bribery and Corruption Outside Japan
Anti-Bribery and Corruption
With a high ratio of overseas sales, the Anritsu Group recognizes
bribery prevention as the most important issue. We have therefore
established and are operating the Anritsu Group Anti-Bribery and
Corruption Rules based on the Anritsu Group Anti-Bribery Policy,
which was established as a basic policy and updated in line with
global standards, and we also outlined the Company’s specific
policies and procedures. These rules specifically focus on the high
risk issues of seeking prior approval for entertaining and presenting
gifts, as well as due diligence prior to signing new contracts with a
third party, including sales agents. Our educational efforts include
e-learning for domestic and overseas employees and in-person
training for domestic and overseas Group companies. In fiscal
2021, and continuing from fiscal 2020, we conducted self-learning
training and comprehension tests for managers and employees
in sales departments, especially at locations with high risk or local
sales bases responsible for high-risk locations. These activities were
reported to the Board of Directors and during the Management
Strategy Conference.
WEB

Governance

Anritsu Group Anti-Bribery Policy

Bribery-Related Violations
The results of the Anritsu Group’s fiscal 2021 self-assessments
on bribery and compliance revealed no instances of briberyrelated violations. In addition, no fines or administrative penalties
for violations were imposed. These results indicate a better
understanding of the Company’s policies and rules in regard to
bribery.

Creating a Workplace Environment where There is no
Harassment or Constraints
Hotline (Receiving Violation Reports and Offering a
Consultation Service)
Anritsu has established a reporting and consultation hotline to
prevent violations of internal ethics laws and regulations and to take
prompt and appropriate action in accordance with the Basic Rules
for Compliance with Ethics Laws and Regulations and the Internal
Reporting Rules. The hotline is separated in two: an internal hotline
that accepts reports via telephone, dedicated email, and suggestion
boxes, and an external hotline operated by a legal advisor. An
external professional organization has been contracted to handle
the hotline service. For overseas employees working in Japan, we
have established the Workplace Hotline, which accepts submissions
in either Japanese or English.
Reporting and consultation can be handled anonymously
and are open to all directors, employees (regular, contract, parttime, and temporary employees), and retirees (within one year of
retirement). All reported or consulted matters are fact-checked
through interviews, and if any problems are found, appropriate
procedures and measures are taken. Also, as the details and facts of
any consultation or report are handled confidentially, the individual
will not suffer any disadvantage as a result of using the hotline. Any
form of retaliation against an individual who has contacted the
helpline or any person concerned will be dealt with severely.
The hotline appears to be functioning effectively, with the
results of a recent survey showing that 96% of employees in fiscal
2021 knew about it.
The external reporting and consultation service for overseas
Group companies has been operating in the Americas since August
2016. With the establishment of a global operations system, it was
also set up for other Anritsu Group companies in Europe and Asia in
April 2020. The status of operation of the hotline, both in Japan and
overseas, is regularly reported to the Corporate Strategy Conference
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about prohibited behaviors, the Company is focused on providing
practical education centered on determining what kind of behavior
should be taken to improve the workplace culture and how to
effectively promote communication within the workplace and the
organization as a whole.
As part of our educational efforts to help employees gain
better communication skills during the Corporate Ethics Promotion
Month in October 2021, we held a live stream seminar on anger
management for all Anritsu Group directors and employees (regular,
contract, part time, and temporary employees). The seminar was
viewed by more than 1,250 attendees.

Number of Cases Handled by the Hotline

In fiscal 2021, we visualized employee computer access time and
focused on reducing overtime hours while working at home as
much as possible, which resulted in a 36% reduction in average
annual overtime hours worked across the entire Anritsu Domestic
Group, compared to fiscal 2019, and a 6.5% reduction compared to
fiscal 2020.

Hotline for Reporting and Consultation
Workplace Hotline,
an external hotline
for reporting and
consultation
Internal hotline
for reporting and
consultation

Telephone

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

18

5

7

Email

3

4

11

In person or
telephone

3

2

1

Email

4

6

3

13

5

7

Interviews conducted based on the
information provided in the corporate
ethics questionnaire

Harassment Prevention Education and Anger
Management Seminar
Any form of harassment, including sexual harassment or abuse of
power, can have a detrimental impact on workplace culture and
bring down organizational performance. The Anritsu Group in
Japan conducts training for new employees and newly appointed
managers by job level as well as for all employees to raise their
awareness of preventing harassment through case studies. Beyond
defining what constitutes harassment and educating employees
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and Board of Directors through the Corporate Ethics Promotion
Committee.
As for our suppliers, we have set up a comment box for
collecting their feedback (suggestion box) in the head office area
(Atsugi City, Kanagawa Prefecture) and Koriyama area (Koriyama
City, Fukushima Prefecture), in addition to maintaining daily
communication. In fiscal 2021, no comments were received, partly
due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
For external stakeholders, including customers, shareholders,
investors, and the general public, we accept reports and
consultations through the inquiry service provided on our website
for visitors.

Number of Cases

Governance

Making Sure to Manage Overtime

P.53 Life-Work Balance

Other Major Activities
Enhancement of Group Governance
To further enhance Anritsu Group governance, we have established
rules and procedures for matters requiring approval or for reporting
to the parent company with respect to the operations of domestic
and overseas subsidiaries, and we began implementing these
rules and procedures in April 2022. This will ensure that all business
operations are carried out in accordance with standardized
reporting and decision-making rules within the Group, improving
the precision of Group management, and reinforcing the internal
control system.

P.88 Internal Controls

Promotion of Fair Trade in Relation to Sales Activities
The Domestic Anritsu Group established the Committee for
Promoting Fair Trade for Sales Activities. The committee’s activities
include conducting an internal audit annually and in compliance
with the Anti-Monopoly Act and related laws and regulations
for all sales departments of Anritsu Corporation. Internal audits
are conducted through hearings based on the self-check, and
verification of evidence and suggestions for improvement.
Conducted in tandem with internal audits, the Anritsu Group also
provides group training in areas such as the Anti-Monopoly Act and
related regulations, striving to raise compliance awareness and an
appreciation of risk among its employees. In addition, with the aim
of auditing risks such as bid rigging, the Legal Department conducts
secondary audits of internal audits for the sales departments
participating in bids for public projects. In fiscal 2021, the audits
did not uncover any incidents or problems that would conflict with
the Anti-Monopoly Act or related regulations. Also, no legal actions
were taken by the Japan Fair Trade Commission regarding the AntiMonopoly Act and related regulations
Protection of Personal Information
In recent years, there have been moves to legislate the
strengthening of personal information protection and appropriate
handling of information in countries around the world. In response
to the enforcement of the Amended Act on the Protection of
Personal Information in April 2022, the Anritsu Group has established
a range of information protection measures, including personal
information protection policy and personal information protection
rules, to streamline the descriptions for global compliance, and
we strictly manage personal information of stakeholders including
employees. In addition, the we acquired TRUSTe certification
Anritsu Sustainability Report 2022
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issued by TrustArc, a third-party certification organization in the
United States.
Furthermore, the Group maintains and publicizes education
and regulations associated with the certification in compliance with
the EU General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR), which came
into effect on May 25, 2018.
WEB

Anritsu Group Privacy Policy

WEB

Anritsu Web Privacy Statement

WEB

GDPR Statement

Formulation of Social Media Policy
The recent widespread use of social media has enabled individuals
to easily transmit information via websites. Anritsu formulated
the Anritsu Group Social Media Policy in April 2020, and strives to
disseminate that fully in order to ensure appropriate use of social
media while also ensuring legal compliance and the accuracy
of transmitted information, as well as other considerations, and
respecting the freedom of individual expression. In January 2022,
we revised our policy to clarify our stance on the use of the Anritsu
Group’s official social media accounts and restrictions on their use,
and we disseminated the revised policy both in and outside the
Group.
WEB

Anritsu Group Social Media Policy
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Tax Compliance

Income Taxes Paid by the Anritsu Group (Fiscal 2020)*

Basic Tax Policy
The Anritsu Group stipulates the following provisions in the Code
of Conduct of the Anritsu Group, which also applies to overseas
subsidiaries, and has adopted the same stance in regard to tax-related
operations.
• P erform proper accounting abiding by relevant laws and company
regulations in the course of operation
•A
 ccurately prepare and properly save all the various records of finance
and accounting, and not perform improper accounting or any other
means which would cause damage to the Company
In conducting commercial transactions, we comply with the tax laws
of each country and in accordance with the spirit of the law and utilize
available tax incentives, tax reductions, and tax exemptions. We do not
engage in tax planning unrelated to our commercial transactions.

Specifically, Anritsu complies with all tax-related laws and
regulations in the countries and regions in which it does business
and does not intentionally avoid taxes through the use of tax havens
or seek to reduce taxes through the use of tax law interpretations
that differ from the spirit of the law or regulations.
In the course of overseas trade, arm’s length prices are
calculated based on the OECD Transfer Price Guidelines, and
documents for the transfer prices are prepared in accordance with
the respective laws and regulations of each country. The Anritsu
Group will make use of tax incentives available in the normal course
of its business to ensure that it is carrying an appropriate tax burden.
It is also working to reduce uncertainty in taxes by consulting with
tax officials in advance and making relevant information disclosures.

Amount of
income
Domestic total
Overseas total
Total

1,028

(Unit: Billions of yen)

Amount of income
before tax

Amount of taxes
paid

199

44

786

59

9

1,814

258

53

*The above amounts are based on the Country-by-Country Report submitted to the tax
authorities in Japan and have no direct relation to the consolidated financial statements.

Transparency in Political Donations
The Anritsu Group does not make political contributions, including
to political parties, organizations, or candidates for public office.
Promoting Responsible Procurement
Under the Anritsu Basic Rules for Procurement, we have established
the Anritsu Group CSR Procurement Guidelines and ask our
suppliers to comply with ethical laws and regulations, respect
for human rights, and other requirements. We verify the status
of compliance with these initiatives through due diligence, such
as CSR questionnaires and onsite inspections, take the necessary
measures, and provide support for improvement.
P.71 Supply Chain Management
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Risk Management Policy
The Anritsu Group will maintain and increase its corporate value, fulfill
its corporate social responsibility, and seek sustainable development for
the Group by appropriately managing risks that affect management.
(1) W
 e will seek to enhance the risk sensitivity of not only general
managers but of all employees in an all-inclusive effort to promote
risk management.
(2) G
 eneral managers and all employees will promote risk management
by complying with the Anritsu Group Charter of Corporate Behavior
and the Anritsu Group Code of Conduct as well as laws and
regulations as the basis of the Company’s internal controls.
(3) W
 e will generate profit and limit losses by controlling management
risks related to strategic decision making such as entry into new
business areas and product development strategy, as well as
operational procedures.
(4) W
 e will anticipate potential emergency situations insofar as possible
to prevent their occurrence. In the event that an emergency does
occur, we will seek to minimize and limit losses and promptly extricate
ourselves from the critical situation into a state where autonomous
recovery is possible, and subsequently prevent a recurrence.
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The globalization of the economy has contributed to an
ongoing increase in business opportunities, requiring
companies to perform multifaceted management of
increasingly diverse and complex risks to fulfill their social
responsibilities.
In order for the Anritsu Group, which is expanding its
global business, to contribute to solving social issues through
its businesses and achieve sustainable growth, it needs to

Structure

The Anritsu Group recognizes proper risk management as a vital
management issue in terms of continuously enhancing its corporate
value and fulfilling corporate social responsibilities. With this point
of view, we formulated the Risk Management Policy.

Governance

The Anritsu Group’s risk management is supervised by the Board
of Directors under the overall supervision of the Group CEO, while
executive officers and vice presidents in charge of the relevant
matters are responsible for managing such risks. We have classified
major risks associated with our business activities into seven
categories: risks associated with business, risks associated with legal
violations, risks associated with environment, risks associated with
quality, risks associated with export/import control, risks associated
with information security, and risks associated with infectious
diseases and disasters. We have also clarified who is responsible for
managing these risks (see Risk Management Promotion System on
the next page).
Officers responsible for risk management direct the heads of
relevant divisions and departments to ensure the implementation,
maintenance, and improvement of risk management of relevant
matters, as well as the development, operation, and promotion
activities of systems related to each management system under their
jurisdiction. They also report the results of their measures and plans
to control risks, the status of implementation, appropriateness and
effectiveness, and the results of improvements to the Management
Strategy Conference for deliberation. In addition, the Group CEO or

identify those risks having the potential to impact business
and establish a system for appropriately responding to and
managing the risks on a global basis.

other relevant person responsible for risk management reports the
results of their deliberations to the Board of Directors, as necessary.
Within the risk management promotion system are risks
associated with legal violations, and we mainly focus on identifying
such risks associated with the following laws and regulations.
Moreover, personnel working in the field conduct annual in-house
reviews of activities and results to make improvements.

Key Laws and Regulations
Labor laws, subcontracting laws, anti-trust laws, truth-in-advertising
laws, the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act, laws and
regulations pertaining to intellectual property, the Companies
Act, laws and regulations pertaining to the prevention of bribery,
and the Modern Slavery Act (as well as other laws and regulations
pertaining to human rights)
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Risk Management Promotion System

Risk category
and
related
regulation(s)

Social

Corporate
Ethics
Promotion
Committee
Legal
Department

Environment
and Quality
Promotion
Department

Environment and
Quality Promotion
Department

Anritsu Corporation

Export/Import
Control
Committee
Trade Control
Department

Information
Management
Committee
Management
Information
System
Department

Disaster Prevention
Headquarters
Human Resource
and Administration
Department and
others

Risk Management Promotion Department conduct risk management
training for newly appointed managers of the Domestic Anritsu
Group. Participants formulate a risk response plan by converting
methods learned from the training into practical business practices
and also learn from instructors about specific methods used in risk
management during six months of follow-up activities.

Activities to Lower Global Risks
In fiscal 2021, we distributed a questionnaire in accordance with the
guidelines that outline the minimum compliance requirements for
all overseas companies of the Anritsu Group, collected and analyzed
the questionnaire results, assessed the management maturity
level of each company, and provided feedback to overseas Group
companies on items to be addressed on a priority basis. Going
forward, we will continue these efforts to lower risks in overseas
Group companies.
P.89 Efforts to Strengthen Internal Controls at Group Companies

Risk Management at Overseas Group Companies
Each risk management officer supports the activities of overseas
Group companies in managing relevant risks. The regional
headquarters in the Americas set up a task force for each business
risk to conduct management activities. In addition, with respect to
compliance risk, compliance officers at each regional headquarters
formulate annual plans and conduct risk assessments.

Anritsu Group
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Policy
In conducting its business activities, the Anritsu Group considers
it a social obligation to protect the information of all stakeholders,
including customers, shareholders and investors, suppliers,
employees, and it also recognizes these information assets
as important property. Having established the basic rules of
information management from this perspective, we are making a
continuous effort to maintain and enhance information security.
WEB
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Cyber-attacks that threaten corporate management are
becoming increasingly diverse and malicious. Their targets are
broadening in reach and, irrespective of size or industry, we
have entered an era where everyone is a target. For companies
and organizations, information security is regarded as an
important management task, and we continue to seek further
advanced measures to deal with the issue. The Anritsu Group
believes that properly handling and protecting information

Structure
Anritsu has organized an Information Management Committee,
made up of key executive officers from each business division
and Group companies, to formulate policies on investment and
strategies related to information management for the entire Group.
For Domestic Group companies, we established an Information
Security Subcommittee operating under the Information
Management Committee, which is responsible for conducting
policy enactment and implementation measures and activities such
as employee training, countermeasures to deal with an incident
when it occurs, and information sharing. For overseas Group
companies, we established the Global IT Strategy Center, consisting
of IT managers of the regional headquarters. The center focuses on
strengthening controls over IT, including security, at overseas Group
companies.

depends on sharing information and setting an equal level of
security across both domestic and overseas areas to establish a
robust management system.

Information security management system

(Management Information System Dept.)

History and
Development

Information Security Headquarters

Corporate
Philosophy System

Information Management
Committee
(Formulate policy for the entire Group)

Corporate
Ethics
Promotion
Committee

Information Security
Subcommittee

Global IT Strategy Center

(Formulate and promote measures and
plans for the entire Group in Japan)

(Formulate and promote measures and
plans for the Group outside Japan)

Business Divisions
in Japan/Divisions
at Group companies in Japan

Overseas Business Divisions/
Divisions at Group companies
outside Japan

(Manage and implement measures, etc.)

(Manage and implement measures, etc.)

Internal Audit
(Internal Audit Committee,
Global Audit Dept., and third-party audits)

ISO 27001 Certified Organizations
• J apan: Management Information System Department and CAD Team, Fundamental
Technology Department, Engineering Division
• EMEA: Anritsu A/S Service Assurance Business Unit
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Goals
▶ Promoting Security Measures Against Intrusion

Cyber-attacks are becoming increasingly diverse and sophisticated,
making it virtually impossible to completely prevent them. It
is therefore important not only to take measures that prevent
intrusion but also to promptly take action to minimize damage in
the event of an attack. Going forward, we will continue to promote
comprehensive measures that address the situation both before
and after an attack.

▶ Building a Robust, Uniform Global Security System

Solving Social
Issues Through
Business

The Anritsu Group, in its global operations, will connect all its offices
around the world through a network to further facilitate information
sharing. Including TAKASAGO Ltd., acquired through M&A in fiscal
2021, we will promote the establishment of a globally integrated
security system.
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Information Security

Environment
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backup and shorter recovery time. With the new backup site, we
can minimize the impact of any system failure due to ransomware
attacks by starting up the standby system on the site. In addition,
recovery time is reduced from one week to one day.

Activities and Achievements
Strengthening Measures against Ransomware
There has been an alarming increase in victims of ransomware
attacks in recent years. The manufacturing industry is no exception,
as such incidents have affected the entire supply chain after a
company has been victimized. It is important to minimize the
impact of ransomware on business operations not only by taking
general security measures to prevent intrusion but also by quickly
detecting and recovering from attacks. For this reason, we must be
prepared for such security incidents by considering them as a risk
in our BCP. In fiscal 2021, as a countermeasure against ransomware
attacks, we built a new backup site to ensure proper system

Conducting Employee Training and Phishing Email Drills
Every year, we conduct information security training for all
employees online. In fiscal 2021, we conducted training on
ransomware threats and handling email. We have also increased the
frequency of phishing email drills to every two to three months to
raise awareness of cyber-attacks via email.

Regional site

Establishment of the Backup Site

WAN network
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Disaster Prevention
The Anritsu Group has laid out its BCM* policy in the Basic Policy
on Disaster Response, stipulated in the Basic Rules on Disasters and
Emergency Response.

Natural disasters, such as torrential rains, typhoons, and
earthquakes, which are becoming increasingly severe and
frequent due to climate change, can not only cause serious
damage to human lives in the affected areas but also stagnate
economic and social activities.
In addition, infectious diseases such as COVID-19 have
worldwide impact beyond specific affected areas.
The Anritsu Group operates businesses for maintaining

Response to Disasters and Infectious Diseases (Structure)
In the event of large-scale disasters or infectious diseases, including
COVID-19, the Anritsu Group establishes an Emergency Response
Headquarters to determine corporate actions.
Members of the Emergency Response Headquarters

Basic Policy on Disaster Response
We established a prevention system associated with disasters that could
significantly affect our management, places top priority on ensuring the
safety of our stakeholders, including employees and local communities.
In the event of a disaster or accident, we strive to minimize damage
and promptly resume business activities in order to fulfill our social
responsibility and ensure sustainable growth.
* Business continuity management: Management activities conducted during normal
operations, such as formulating, maintaining, and updating business continuity plans,
securing budgets and resources for continuing business, taking preparatory measures,
implementing education and training before launching initiatives, conducting
inspections, and making continuous improvements

Response to Infectious Diseases
We are taking preventive measures and implementing actions
to ensure business continuity under the Basic Policy on Disaster

Title
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Response to cope with COVID-19.

Policy

Governance

Member

General manager

President

Deputy general
manager

Chief officer in charge of disaster prevention (vice presidents)

Staff

Persons appointed by the general manager (vice presidents
overseas, presidents of the Group companies, etc.)

Activities and Achievements
Business Continuity Planning
Each division and Group company formulates a business continuity
plan (BCP) to maintain efficient operations in the event of a
natural disaster, infectious disease, or other unexpected event by

social infrastructure, including the evaluation and efficient
operation of information and communication systems and
the production of food and pharmaceuticals. Even in the wake
of a disaster, we recognize that ensuring the safety of our
employees and business continuity are a core mission and vital
for the Group.

minimizing damage and resuming full business activities as quickly
as possible.
These BCPs are reviewed as necessary, and when any
geopolitical event occurs that significantly affects the global
economy, their impact on Anritsu’s business is examined
accordingly.
Tohoku Anritsu Co., Ltd., which serves as the manufacturing
bases of the Anritsu Group, identifies natural disasters such as
earthquakes and flooding of rivers due to torrential rains material
risks, and these clearly set out concrete steps for each process in
the event of a disaster. Applying the lessons learned from an actual
large-scale disaster, we revised the criteria for invoking BCPs in an
emergency to prepare against a broader range of risks and refined
our procedures for responding to each risk.
Moreover, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, we
established the Emergency Response Headquarters and have been
taking action based on the Infectious Diseases Response Manual.
While placing the highest priority on ensuring the safety of our
customers, suppliers, employees, and their family members and
preventing the spread of the pandemic, we will continue to take
appropriate actions to ensure the reliable delivery of products and
services to customers and help solve social issues brought on by
the spread of the pandemic.
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Disaster Prevention Initiatives
Response to the 2022 Fukushima Earthquake
A strong earthquake with a magnitude of 7.4 occurred off the
coast of Fukushima Prefecture at around 11:36 P.M. on Wednesday,
March 16, 2022. A maximum seismic intensity over 6 was recorded
in both Fukushima and Miyagi prefectures, partially damaging the
first factory at Tohoku Anritsu Co., Ltd., in Koriyama City, Fukushima
Prefecture.
The emergency call system was automatically triggered
immediately after the earthquake, and we were able to confirm
the safety of all our employees in the affected areas by the next
morning. Since the impact on the buildings and production facilities
was minimal, we were able to complete the necessary repair work
and quality verification and resumed normal operations from the
start of the business day on Thursday, March 17.
Expansion of the Second Factory at Tohoku Anritsu Co., Ltd.
Seeking to disperse exposure to risks, Tohoku Anritsu Co.,
Ltd. opened a second factory in July 2013 to distribute
its production lines between the two plants. In June
2022, a new building was added to the second factory to
relocate some of the production lines from the first, whose
location is prone to flooding. The new building is equipped
with innovative technologies including sensors, IoT, AI,
and robotics, which will allow us to flexibly incorporate

New building added to the second factory
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additional production lines for new products and expand
the production scale of existing products.

BCP for Headquarters Functions
In March 2015, the Anritsu Group constructed a global headquarters
office building in Atsugi City, Kanagawa Prefecture, as a BCP
countermeasure to maintain the continuity of Group core functions.
This building has a seismic base isolation system to enhance
earthquake safety and provides an emergency backup power
supply of six days.
Since the building was constructed, regular inspections and
maintenance have been conducted to maintain its functionality.

Securing the Information Systems
The Anritsu Group saves key information systems in backup,
including the core systems and the CAD system used for product
development. In the event that the main systems are stricken
by disaster, it is possible to continue to operate the information
system through either of the sites used as the destination for
backing up data. Also, in tandem with designating emergency
procedures with a targeted recovery time, we are preparing our
response to disasters by conducting regular disaster response and
recovery training and evaluating the effectiveness of this training
to promptly correct any issues.
P.97 Information Security

Countermeasures to Infectious Diseases

Global Headquarters

Building Safety Assessment System and Facility Disaster
Prevention Measures
Anritsu has been steadily expanding the building safety assessment
system for the Atsugi Headquarters region that was introduced in
fiscal 2017. The goal of this initiative is for the Company to quickly
ascertain conditions at the buildings during an earthquake or
series of earthquakes and move rapidly to either enact or end entry
restrictions. We are also implementing disaster prevention measures
including ceilings and electrical equipment.
Main buildings in the headquarters area, which have been
out of use since 2015, were renovated and reinforced with seismic
improvement in fiscal 2021 to be ready for use in August 2022.

The Emergency Response Headquarters, established at the end of
January 2020, has continued to play a central role in implementing
a variety of measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19 and
responding to potential outbreaks, as shown in the table on the
next page. Workplace vaccinations were also administered three
times to employees and family members of the Anritsu Group and
affiliated companies. During declared states of emergency and
quasi-emergency, 70% to 80% of our employees telecommuted.
In countries where COVID-19 is spreading, Anritsu Group
companies are following the policies and guidance of local health
authorities and following precautionary practices, such as washing
hands, wearing masks, installing partitions, social distancing, and
telecommuting.
Given the status of COVID-19, we switched back to a normal
work system at the end of May 2022, but we continue to take
precautionary measures, including the distribution and wearing of
nonwoven masks within the Company, temporary car commuting,
operation of employee shuttle buses, four split lunch hours to ease
congestion, and meeting room capacity restrictions (in compliance
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with national ventilation standards). As the number of COVID-19
cases started to rise again, we followed government policy and
took action to prevent COVID-19 clusters and expand telework for
employees at high risk of becoming seriously ill from the disease.
Response to Stakeholders (from January 31, 2020 to July 31, 2022)
Stakeholders

Initiatives
● Restriction of business trips, travel bans, temporary return of

expatriate employees, restriction of face-to-face meetings and
interviews, thorough reporting of any poor health conditions,
telework (for emergency situations and for employees at risk of
becoming seriously ill from a disease), staggered commuting,
temporary permission to commute by car, COVID-19 paid leaves,
support for parents dealing with temporary school closures
● Maintenance of social distancing in meeting rooms, elevators,
Employees
and cafeterias; installation of acrylic panels; distribution of masks;
(domestic
consistent wearing of masks at workplaces; hand sanitization and
thorough sanitization of internal offices, cafeterias, and restrooms;
and overseas
temperature measurement before going to work; temperature
Anritsu Group
measurement on arrival by thermography camera, etc., ensuring
companies)
adequate indoor ventilation, etc.
● Relocation of a part of the development environment to Tohoku
Anritsu Co., Ltd. (Koriyama City) and telecommuting for the
continuity of development activities
● In-house manufacture and distribution of masks to employees
● Administered workplace vaccinations (July and August 2021, and
March 2022)
● Holding internal events online
● Questionnaire about recent overseas travel records and health

conditions

Customers

● Launching the Anritsu exhibition website
● Webinar about 5G, operating guide for test and measurement

Supply chain

● Online financial briefings and IR meetings
● Information collection and support from suppliers
● Consideration of substitute suppliers depending on the status of

infection and operation

● Holding meetings for information sharing, product exhibitions, etc.,

online

Regional
societies

Promotion of Risk Management
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● Donation of our reserve of DS2 dust-protection masks to

neighboring communities

● Donation of masks manufactured in-house to Atsugi City, etc.
● Intra-company sale of masks produced by a Continued

Employment Support Type B Office* in Atsugi City

*Set up under the Services and Supports for Persons with Disabilities Act

Governance
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In-house Manufacturing of Nonwoven Masks
Anritsu manufactures its own nonwoven masks in preparation for
a long haul battle against COVID-19. We continuously distribute
these masks to our employees to prevent the spread of COVID-19,
thereby ensuring the continuity of our business. After the safety of
our masks was certified through rigorous screening by the National
Mask Industry Association, we provided them to our customers,
suppliers, Atsugi City, and an adult soccer club (Hayabusa Eleven)
that we support in Atsugi City. To date, we have donated more than

VOICE
Promoting Anti-COVID-19 Measures with a
Strong Commitment to Never Allowing the
Spread of COVID-19
Yutaka Mizuhashi

(left)
Human Resource and
Administration Department,
Anritsu Corporation

Kazuyoshi Yamaki

(right)
Anritsu Health Insurance Association

instruments, webinar about the usage of PQA products

● Launch of web content to support customer telecommuting
● Customer relations on a telecommuting basis
● Continuation of repairs and calibration work (a part of the business

was downscaled)

Shareholders
and investors

Solving Social
Issues Through
Business

Mizuhashi: We worked to secure masks and disinfectants and
set up partitions to prevent droplets from spreading. Procuring
masks and disinfectants, in particular, was quite a challenge, as
they were in short supply, but we were very determined to do
whatever we could to prevent the spread of COVID-19 within
the Company and cause any inconvenience to our customers.
Yamaki: Anritsu formulated and implemented its antiCOVID-19 measures very quickly, which I think really
demonstrated its strong commitment to tackling the situation
regardless of what other companies were doing.
Mizuhashi: When I told the staff of our contracted security

200,000 masks (as of the end of June 2022).

The back of the box, showing the voluntary
standard label and a membership mark

Masks made by Anritsu

company to conduct a questionnaire survey of our visitors
regarding their physical conditions, travel history, and other
information, they were surprised by how serious we are taking
our preventive measure.
Yamaki: Of the various measures taken, workplace vaccination
was the key to preventing the spread of COVID-19 and serious
illnesses. Unlike the annual flu shots, COVID-19 vaccinations
required a different level of preparation at the vaccination site,
which was quite challenging. A lot of effort was put into the
preparations, including a visit to the vaccination site, which I
also joined, and to the Health and Welfare Center in Atsugi City,
and gathering information from companies that had already
conducted workplace vaccinations before Anritsu.
Mizuhashi: I was very pleased to see that the family
members of Anritsu Group employees were also eligible for
the vaccination and were very happy about it. I believe that
because we were able to take a united effort as a team despite
the spread of COVID-19, which has created unprecedented
challenges around the world, this will strengthen our
confidence going forward.
Yamaki: New COVID-19 variants are still emerging, increasing
uncertainty in our lives. Recognizing once again the
importance of anti-COVID-19 measures, we will continue to be
vigilant in our efforts against the spread of the virus.
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About this Report
Editorial Policy

Guidelines Used as Reference

Anritsu has published annual Sustainability Report in a PDF to
effectively communicate its sustainability initiatives to relevant
stakeholders.
This Sustainability Report 2022 presents various initiatives for
fiscal year 2021.

Date of Issue
October 31, 2022
(date of publication in the previous fiscal year: October 29, 2021)

Contact
Anritsu Corporation Sustainability Promotion Center

Boundary Definitions
This coverage of the report varies to either standalone Anritsu
Corporation or inclusive of the Anritsu Group companies depending
on the subject. Definitions are described as follows.

▪ “Anritsu” and “Anritsu Group” refer to both Anritsu
Corporation and the entire Anritsu Group.

▪ “Anritsu Corporation” refers to Anritsu Corporation in Japan only.
▪ “Domestic Anritsu Group” refers to both Anritsu Corporation

In March 2006, Anritsu declared its support for and participation
in the Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact (UNGC), which are
grouped into four categories: human rights, labor, environment,
and anti-corruption. The Anritsu Group as a whole promotes these
principles alongside its sustainability-related activities. For additional
information on Anritsu’s efforts in the four key categories, please see
the “Supporter of the UN Global Compact” page on our website.
WEB

WEB

Contact for corporate and other information

Supporter of the UN Global Compact

and Group companies in Japan.

▪ “Overseas Anritsu Group” refers to Group companies outside Japan.

Reporting Period
This report covers the period from April 1, 2021 to March 31, 2022
and also includes some activities before and after that period.

Guidelines Used as Reference
▪GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards (GRI Standards)
2016/2018/2019/2020 Core options

▪The Environmental Reporting Guidelines 2018 published by the
Ministry of the Environment

▪The Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact
▪ISO 26000:2010
▪IFRS Foundation (Sustainability Accounting Standards)
▪TCFD(Task Force on Climate related Financial Disclosures)
WEB

GRI Sustainability Reporting Standard Content Index

WEB

SASB Content Index

WEB

TCFD Content Index
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Hapi Sma Co., Ltd. is mainly engaged in manufacturing soap and other related
products and offers a work environment where people with disabilities can
demonstrate their unique strengths and abilities.

Our company name, “Hapi Sma,” is derived from “Happy” and “Smile,” and our

company logo expresses the friendly, gentle, and welcoming atmosphere of our
organization as well as the diverse range of people that work here.

We continue being a company in which all of our employees, regardless of disability,
share their values and work together to contribute to a sustainable society.

Hapi sma’s soap with a handwritten message
by its employees

